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PART I - FINANCIAL INFORMATION
ITEM 1. - FINANCIAL STATEMENTS



                 GAYLORD ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY AND SUBSIDIARIES

                   CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME
               FOR THE THREE MONTHS ENDED MARCH 31, 1998 AND 1997
                                   (UNAUDITED)
                  (AMOUNTS IN THOUSANDS, EXCEPT PER SHARE DATA)

                                                                   1998         1997
                                                                ---------    ---------

                                                                                          
Revenues                                                         $ 108,021    $ 185,068

Operating expenses:
     Operating costs                                                66,356      115,901
     Selling, general and administrative                            31,373       41,509
     Depreciation and amortization                                   9,830       12,539
                                                                 ---------    ---------

          Operating income                                             462       15,119

Interest expense                                                    (6,896)      (7,582)
Interest income                                                      6,420        5,781
Other gains (losses)                                                 3,328         (458)
                                                                 ---------    ---------

          Income before provision for income taxes                   3,314       12,860

Provision for income taxes                                           1,275        4,244
                                                                 ---------    ---------

          Income before cumulative effect of accounting change       2,039        8,616

Cumulative effect of accounting change, net of taxes                    --       (7,537)
                                                                 ---------    ---------

          Net income                                             $   2,039    $   1,079
                                                                 =========    =========

Income per share:
Income before cumulative effect of accounting change             $    0.06    $    0.27
Cumulative effect of accounting change, net of taxes                    --        (0.24)
                                                                 ---------    ---------
          Net income                                             $    0.06    $    0.03
                                                                 =========    =========

Income per share - assuming dilution:
Income before cumulative effect of accounting change             $    0.06    $    0.27
Cumulative effect of accounting change, net of taxes                    --        (0.24)
                                                                 ---------    ---------
          Net income                                             $    0.06    $    0.03
                                                                 =========    =========

Dividends per share                                              $    0.15    $    0.30
                                                                 =========    =========

         The accompanying notes are an integral part of these condensed
                       consolidated financial statements.
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                 GAYLORD ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY AND SUBSIDIARIES



                      CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
                      MARCH 31, 1998 AND DECEMBER 31, 1997
                                   (UNAUDITED)
                  (AMOUNTS IN THOUSANDS, EXCEPT PER SHARE DATA)

                                                                              March 31,    December 31,
                                     ASSETS                                     1998          1997
                                                                             -----------    ----------
                                                                                                         
Current assets:
     Cash                                                                    $     9,094    $    8,712
     Trade receivables, less allowance of $4,271 and $4,031, respectively         79,136        82,152
     Inventories                                                                  23,825        23,206
     Other assets                                                                 34,124        37,311
                                                                             -----------    ----------
          Total current assets                                                   146,179       151,381
                                                                             -----------    ----------

Property and equipment, net of accumulated depreciation                          559,372       550,267
Intangible assets, net of accumulated amortization                                83,891        84,419
Investments                                                                       78,639        73,991
Long-term notes and interest receivable                                          236,730       233,112
Other assets                                                                      26,518        24,392
                                                                             -----------    ----------
          Total assets                                                       $ 1,131,329    $1,117,562
                                                                             ===========    ==========

                      LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY
Current liabilities:
     Current portion of long-term debt                                       $     1,125    $       --
     Accounts payable and accrued liabilities                                     99,433       127,694
                                                                             -----------    ----------
          Total current liabilities                                              100,558       127,694
                                                                             -----------    ----------

Long-term debt                                                                   434,531       388,397
Deferred income taxes                                                             33,853        32,579
Other liabilities                                                                 41,642        42,710
Minority interest                                                                  9,750         9,958

Commitments and contingencies

Stockholders' equity:
     Preferred stock, $.01 par value, 100,000 shares authorized, no shares
          issued or outstanding                                                       --            --
     Common stock, $.01 par value, 150,000 shares authorized,
          32,805 and 32,741 shares issued and outstanding, respectively              328           327
     Additional paid-in capital                                                  500,342       498,504
     Retained earnings                                                            13,948        16,837
     Other stockholders' equity                                                   (3,623)          556
                                                                             -----------    ----------
          Total stockholders' equity                                             510,995       516,224
                                                                             -----------    ----------
          Total liabilities and stockholders' equity                         $ 1,131,329    $1,117,562
                                                                             ===========    ==========

         The accompanying notes are an integral part of these condensed
                       consolidated financial statements.
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                 GAYLORD ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY AND SUBSIDIARIES

                 CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS



               FOR THE THREE MONTHS ENDED MARCH 31, 1998 AND 1997
                                   (UNAUDITED)
                             (AMOUNTS IN THOUSANDS)

                                                                       1998         1997
                                                                     --------    ---------

                                                                                             
Cash Flows from Operating Activities:
     Net income                                                      $  2,039    $   1,079
     Amounts to reconcile net income to net cash flows
          used in operating activities:
          Cumulative effect of accounting change, net of taxes             --        7,537
          Depreciation and amortization                                 9,830       12,539
          Deferred income taxes                                         1,275        4,254
          Noncash interest income                                      (6,235)      (5,567)
          Changes in:
               Trade receivables                                        3,016       (9,680)
               Accounts payable and accrued liabilities               (26,692)       1,208
               Other assets and liabilities                            (6,468)     (23,130)
                                                                     --------    ---------
          Net cash flows used in operating activities                 (23,235)     (11,760)
                                                                     --------    ---------

Cash Flows from Investing Activities:
     Purchases of property and equipment                               (8,078)     (13,576)
     Proceeds from sale of property and equipment                       6,004           --
     Purchase of Word Entertainment                                        --     (119,702)
     Investments in, advances to and distributions from affiliates     (9,847)      (1,226)
     Other investing activities                                         3,463       (6,917)
                                                                     --------    ---------
          Net cash flows used in investing activities                  (8,458)    (141,421)
                                                                     --------    ---------

Cash Flows from Financing Activities:
     Repayment of long-term debt                                         (702)     (38,808)
     Proceeds from issuance of long-term debt                             500          420
     Net borrowings under revolving credit agreements                  36,952      195,289
     Proceeds from exercise of stock options                              253          529
     Dividends paid                                                    (4,928)      (9,642)
                                                                     --------    ---------
          Net cash flows provided by financing activities              32,075      147,788
                                                                     --------    ---------

Net change in cash                                                        382       (5,393)
Cash, beginning of period                                               8,712       13,720
                                                                     --------    ---------

Cash, end of period                                                  $  9,094    $   8,327
                                                                     ========    =========

         The accompanying notes are an integral part of these condensed
                       consolidated financial statements.
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                 GAYLORD ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY AND SUBSIDIARIES

              NOTES TO CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
                                   (UNAUDITED)
                             (DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS)

1.  BASIS OF PRESENTATION

The condensed consolidated financial statements include the accounts of Gaylord
Entertainment Company and subsidiaries (the "Company") and have been prepared by
the Company, without audit, pursuant to the rules and regulations of the



Securities and Exchange Commission. Certain information and footnote disclosures
normally included in annual financial statements prepared in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles have been condensed or omitted pursuant
to such rules and regulations, although the Company believes that the
disclosures are adequate to make the financial information presented not
misleading. It is suggested that these condensed consolidated financial
statements be read in conjunction with the audited consolidated financial
statements and the notes thereto included in the Company's Annual Report on Form
10-K for the year ended December 31, 1997, filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission. In the opinion of management, all adjustments necessary for
a fair statement of the results of operations for the interim periods have been
included. The results of operations for such interim periods are not necessarily
indicative of the results for the full year.

2. INCOME PER SHARE

The Company adopted the provisions of Statement of Financial Accounting
Standards ("SFAS") No. 128, "Earnings per Share", during 1997. SFAS No. 128
establishes standards for computing and presenting earnings per share. Under the
standards established by SFAS No. 128, earnings per share is measured at two
levels: basic earnings per share and diluted earnings per share. Basic earnings
per share is computed by dividing net income by the weighted average number of
common shares outstanding during the period. Diluted earnings per share is
computed by dividing net income by the weighted average number of common shares
outstanding after considering the additional dilution related to stock options.

The weighted average number of common shares outstanding is calculated as
follows for the three months ended March 31:

                                                           1998     1997
                                                          ------   ------

                                                                            
Weighted average shares outstanding                       32,798   32,131
Effect of dilutive stock options                             401      356
                                                          ------   ------

Weighted average shares outstanding - assuming dilution   33,199   32,487
                                                          ======   ======

3.  COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

In June 1997, the Financial Accounting Standards Board issued SFAS No. 130,
"Reporting Comprehensive Income", effective for fiscal years beginning after
December 15, 1997. SFAS No. 130 requires that changes in the amounts of certain
items, including gains and losses on certain securities, be shown in the
financial statements. The Company adopted the provisions of SFAS No. 130 on
January 1, 1998. The Company's comprehensive income is substantially equivalent
to net income for the three months ended March 31, 1998 and 1997.
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4.  FINANCIAL REPORTING BY BUSINESS SEGMENTS:

                                         THREE MONTHS ENDED MARCH 31,



                                         ----------------------------
                                           1998               1997
                                         ---------          ---------
                                                                        
Revenues:
     Hospitality and attractions         $  61,441          $  57,304
     Broadcasting and music                 43,440             44,702
     Cable networks                          3,140             83,062
                                         ---------          ---------
          Total                          $ 108,021          $ 185,068
                                         =========          =========

Depreciation and amortization:
     Hospitality and attractions         $   6,687          $   6,583
     Broadcasting and music                  1,641              1,878
     Cable networks                            441              3,333
     Corporate                               1,061                745
                                         ---------          ---------
          Total                          $   9,830          $  12,539
                                         =========          =========

Operating income:
     Hospitality and attractions         $   3,764          $   1,408
     Broadcasting and music                  5,463              1,939
     Cable networks                         (3,058)            17,603
     Corporate                              (5,707)            (5,831)
                                         ---------          ---------
          Total                          $     462          $  15,119
                                         =========          =========
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ITEM 2.

                      MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
                OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESULTS OF OPERATIONS

BUSINESS SEGMENTS

The Company operates in the following business segments: hospitality and
attractions; broadcasting and music; and cable networks. The hospitality and
attractions segment primarily consists of the Opryland Hotel in Nashville,
Tennessee and other Nashville-based attractions. The broadcasting and music
segment includes the Company's television station, radio stations, music
publishing business, and Word Entertainment ("Word"), the Company's contemporary
Christian music company. The cable networks segment primarily consists of CMT
International, a country music video cable network operated in Latin America and
the Pacific Rim. CMT International ceased its European operations on March 31,
1998. The Company's unallocated corporate expenses are reported separately.

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS

The following table contains unaudited selected summary financial data for the
three month periods ended March 31, 1998 and 1997 (amounts in thousands). The
Nashville Network ("TNN"), the United States and Canadian operations of Country
Music Television ("CMT") and certain other related businesses (collectively, the
"Cable Networks Business") formerly owned by the Company were acquired by CBS
Corporation (the "CBS Merger") on October 1, 1997. The unaudited selected
summary pro forma financial data is presented as if the CBS Merger had occurred
on January 1, 1997. The table also shows the percentage relationships to total
revenues and, in the case of segment operating income, its relationship to
segment revenues.



                                                                   Three Months Ended March 31,
                                           --------------------------------------------------------------------
                                            Actual                  Actual                Pro Forma
                                             1998          %         1997          %         1997          %
                                           ---------     ------    ---------     ------    ---------     ------
                                                                                                                    
Revenues:
  Hospitality and attractions              $  61,441       56.9    $  57,304       31.0    $  57,304       54.5
  Broadcasting and music                      43,440       40.2       44,702       24.1       44,702       42.5
  Cable networks                               3,140        2.9       83,062       44.9        3,100        3.0
                                           ---------     ------    ---------     ------    ---------     ------
     Total revenues                          108,021      100.0      185,068      100.0      105,106      100.0
                                           ---------     ------    ---------     ------    ---------     ------

Operating expenses:
  Operating costs                             66,356       61.4      115,901       62.6       70,541       67.1
  Selling, general & administrative           31,373       29.1       41,509       22.4       31,461       29.9
  Depreciation and amortization:
    Hospitality and attractions                6,687                   6,583                   6,583           
    Broadcasting and music                     1,641                   1,878                   1,878           
    Cable networks                               441                   3,333                     521           
    Corporate                                  1,061                     745                     745           
                                           ---------     ------    ---------     ------    ---------     ------
    Total depreciation and amortization        9,830        9.1       12,539        6.8        9,727        9.3
                                           ---------     ------    ---------     ------    ---------     ------
       Total operating expenses              107,559       99.6      169,949       91.8      111,729      106.3
                                           ---------     ------    ---------     ------    ---------     ------

Operating income:
  Hospitality and attractions                  3,764        6.1        1,408        2.5        1,408        2.5
  Broadcasting and music                       5,463       12.6        1,939        4.3        1,939        4.3
  Cable networks                              (3,058)        --       17,603       21.2       (4,139)        --
  Corporate                                   (5,707)        --       (5,831)        --       (5,831)        --
                                           ---------     ------    ---------     ------    ---------     ------
     Total operating income                $     462        0.4    $  15,119        8.2    $  (6,623)        --
                                           =========     ======    =========     ======    =========     ======       
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THREE MONTHS ENDED MARCH 31, 1998 COMPARED TO THREE MONTHS ENDED MARCH 31, 1997

Revenues

Total Revenues - Total revenues decreased $77.0 million, or 41.6%, to $108.0
million in the first three months of 1998. On a pro forma basis, assuming the
CBS Merger had occurred on January 1, 1997, total revenues would have increased
$2.9 million, or 2.8%, during the first three months of 1998. This increase
results primarily from increased revenues from the Opryland Hotel, increased
revenues from Dallas area television station KTVT, and increased revenues from
Word, offset in part by decreased revenues resulting primarily from the June
1997 sale of television station KSTW.

Hospitality and Attractions - Revenues in the hospitality and attractions
segment increased $4.1 million, or 7.2%, to $61.4 million in the first three
months of 1998. Opryland Hotel revenues increased $3.8 million, or 7.7%, to
$52.6 million in the first three months of 1998 principally because of increases
in the occupancy rate and the average guest room rate. The hotel's occupancy
rate increased to 78.4% in the first three months of 1998 compared to 78.1% in
the first three months of 1997. The hotel sold 196,100 rooms in the first three
months of 1998 compared to 191,900 rooms sold in the same period of 1997
reflecting a 2.2% increase over 1997. The hotel's average guest room rate
increased to $132.98 in the first three months of 1998 from $124.63 in the first
three months of 1997.

Broadcasting and Music - Revenues in the broadcasting and music segment
decreased $1.3 million, or 2.8%, to $43.4 million in the first three months of
1998. The decrease was primarily the result of the June 1997 sale of television
station KSTW. Excluding the revenues of KSTW from 1997, revenues in the
broadcasting and music segment increased $5.6 million, or 14.7%, in the first
three months of 1998. This increase results primarily from increased revenues
from the Company's Dallas area television station KTVT of $3.8 million related
primarily to carriage of the 1998 Winter Olympics and increased revenues from



Word of $2.0 million.

Cable Networks - Revenues in the cable networks segment decreased $79.9 million
to $3.1 million in the first three months of 1998. On a pro forma basis,
assuming the CBS Merger had occurred on January 1, 1997, revenues in the cable
networks segment would have been unchanged during the first three months of 1998
from revenues in the first three months of 1997. CMT International ceased its
European operations on March 31, 1998. CMT International subscribers in the
Pacific Rim and Latin America totaled 1.8 million at March 31, 1998 compared to
1.3 million subscribers at March 31, 1997.

Operating Expenses

Total Operating Expenses - Total operating expenses decreased $62.4 million, or
36.7%, to $107.6 million in the first three months of 1998. On a pro forma
basis, assuming the CBS Merger had occurred on January 1, 1997, total operating
expenses would have decreased $4.2 million, or 3.7%, during the first three
months of 1998. Operating costs, as a percentage of revenues, decreased to 61.4%
during the first three months of 1998 as compared to 67.1% during the first
three months of 1997 on a pro forma basis, assuming the CBS Merger had occurred
on January 1, 1997. Selling, general and administrative expenses, as a
percentage of revenues, decreased to 29.1% in the first three months of 1998
from 29.9% in the first three months of 1997 on a pro forma basis, assuming the
CBS Merger had occurred on January 1, 1997.
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Operating Costs - Operating costs decreased $49.5 million, or 42.7%, to $66.4
million in the first three months of 1998. On a pro forma basis, assuming the
CBS Merger had occurred on January 1, 1997, operating costs would have decreased
$4.2 million, or 5.9%, during the first three months of 1998. The decrease was
primarily the result of the June 1997 sale of television station KSTW. Excluding
the operating costs of KSTW and the Cable Networks Business from 1997, operating
costs increased $0.7 million, or 1.1%, in the first three months of 1998. The
increase is primarily attributable to increased operating costs in the
hospitality and attractions segment of $2.7 million for the first three months
of 1997 primarily related to the Opryland Hotel and the recently announced
formation of the Opryland Lodging Group. The Opryland Lodging Group was created
in 1998 to expand the Company's talent and expertise in the convention hotel
industry into other cities located primarily in the southern half of the United
States. The operating expenses of Word increased $1.3 million during the first
three months of 1998 associated with increased volume levels. These increases
were partially offset by decreased operating expenses of $2.7 million during the
first three months of 1998 related to the European operations of CMT
International, which ceased operations effective March 31, 1998.

Selling, General and Administrative - Selling, general and administrative
expenses decreased $10.1 million, or 24.4%, to $31.4 million in the first three
months of 1998. On a pro forma basis, assuming the CBS Merger had occurred on
January 1, 1997, selling, general and administrative expenses would have
decreased $0.1 million, or 0.3%, during the first three months of 1998. The
decrease was primarily the result of the June 1997 sale of television station
KSTW. Excluding the selling, general and administrative expenses of KSTW and the
Cable Networks Business from 1997, selling, general and administrative expenses
increased $2.1 million, or 7.1%, in the first three months of 1998. The increase
is primarily attributable to the recognition of a valuation reserve of $1.6
million related to a long-term note receivable from Z Music, Inc. and higher
selling, general and administrative expenses related to Word and Blanton Harrell
Entertainment, the Company's artist management company, of $1.2 million. In
addition, general and administrative expenses at CMT International increased
$0.7 million in the first three months of 1998. These increases were partially
offset by decreased promotional expenses related to the Company's
Nashville-based attractions businesses of $1.0 million in the first three months
of 1998. Corporate general and administrative expenses, consisting primarily of
senior management salaries and benefits, legal, human resources, accounting, and
other administrative costs, decreased $0.5 million in the first three months of
1998.



Depreciation and Amortization - Depreciation and amortization decreased $2.7
million, or 21.6%, to $9.8 million in the first three months of 1998. On a pro
forma basis, assuming the CBS Merger had occurred on January 1, 1997,
depreciation and amortization would have increased $0.1 million, or 0.1%, during
the first three months of 1998.

Operating Income

Total Operating Income - Total operating income decreased $14.7 million to $0.5
million in the first three months of 1998. On a pro forma basis, assuming the
CBS Merger had occurred on January 1, 1997, total operating income would have
increased $7.1 million during the first three months of 1998. The $2.4 million
increase in operating income in the hospitality and attractions segment for the
first three months of 1998 was primarily related to greater operating income
generated by the Opryland Hotel. Excluding the operating loss of KSTW during the
first three months of 1997, broadcasting and music segment operating income
increased $2.9 million during the first three months of 1998 primarily related
to greater operating income generated by television station KTVT. Excluding the
operating income of the Cable Networks Business from 1997, the operating loss of
the cable networks segment decreased $1.1 million in the first three months of
1998 primarily related to lower operating expense levels associated with CMT
International's operations.
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Interest Expense

Interest expense decreased $0.7 million to $6.9 million in the first three
months of 1998. The decrease was attributable to lower average debt levels in
the first three months of 1998 as compared to the same period of 1997, due
primarily to the financing of the Word acquisition in January 1997. The Company
utilized the net proceeds from the sale of KSTW in June 1997 to reduce
outstanding indebtedness. The Company's weighted average interest rate on its
borrowings was 6.7% in the first three months of 1998 compared to 6.4% in the
first three months of 1997.

Interest Income

Interest income increased $0.6 million to $6.4 million in the first three months
of 1998. Interest income primarily results from noncash interest income earned
on a long-term note receivable.

Other Gains (Losses)

Other gains (losses) for the first three months of 1998 includes nonrecurring
gains on sale of investments of $4.0 million.

Income Taxes

The provision for income taxes was $1.3 million for the first three months of
1998 compared to $4.2 million for the first three months of 1997. The effective
tax rate on income before provision for income taxes was 38.5% for the first
three months of 1998 compared to 33.0% for the first three months of 1997.

LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES

The Company has an unsecured revolving loan (the "Revolver") which provides for
borrowings of up to $600 million until its maturity in July 2002. At April 30,
1998, the Company had approximately $152 million in available borrowing capacity
under the Revolver. The terms and conditions of the Revolver require the Company
to maintain certain financial ratios and minimum stockholders' equity levels and
subject the Company to limitations on, among other things, mergers and sales of
assets, additional indebtedness, capital expenditures, investments,
acquisitions, liens, and transactions with affiliates.

The Company currently projects capital expenditures of approximately $45 million



for 1998, of which $8.1 million had been spent as of March 31, 1998. The
Company's management believes that the net cash flows from operations, together
with the amount expected to be available for borrowing under the Revolver, will
be sufficient to satisfy anticipated future cash requirements of the Company on
both a short-term and long-term basis.

YEAR 2000

Without programming modifications, certain computer programs will not operate
properly when using the two- digits used in date calculations for the year 2000.
These computer programs interpret the "00" used in date calculations to
represent the year 1900. The Company has assessed its computer systems to
determine which computer programs will not operate properly using the year 2000
dates. A plan to correct these programs has been developed and is scheduled to
be implemented by the end of 1998. The Company does not expect the year 2000
concerns to have a material adverse effect on its results of operations,
financial position or liquidity.
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SEASONALITY

Certain of the Company's operations are subject to seasonal fluctuation. Many of
the operations in the hospitality and attractions segment operate on a limited
basis during the first quarter of the year and conduct most of their business
during the summer tourism season. The first calendar quarter is also the weakest
quarter for most television and radio broadcasters, including the Company, as
advertising revenues are lower in the post-Christmas period. Revenues in the
music business are typically weakest in the first calendar quarter following the
Christmas buying season.

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS/RISK FACTORS

This Form 10-Q contains certain forward-looking statements regarding, among
other things, the anticipated financial and operating results of the Company.
Investors are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking
statements, which speak only as of the date hereof. The Company undertakes no
obligation to publicly release any modifications or revisions to these
forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances occurring after
the date hereof or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events.

In connection with the "safe harbor" provisions of the Private Securities
Litigation Reform Act of 1995, the Company cautions investors that future
financial and operating results may differ materially from those projected in
forward-looking statements made by, or on behalf of, the Company. Such
forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and
other factors that may cause the actual results, performance, or achievements of
the Company to be materially different from any future results, performance, or
achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. The
Company's future operating results depend on a number of factors which were
derived utilizing numerous assumptions and other important factors that could
cause actual results to differ materially from those projected in
forward-looking statements. These factors, many of which are beyond the
Company's control, include the continued growth in the popularity of country
music and country lifestyles; growth in the popularity of Christian music and
family values lifestyles; the ability to control costs relating to the closing
of the Opryland theme park and the development of the Opry Mills retail complex;
the ability to integrate the operations of Word into the Company's business; the
advertising market in the United States in general and in the Company's local
television and radio markets in particular; the perceived attractiveness of
Nashville, Tennessee, as a convention and tourist destination; consumer tastes
and preferences for the Company's programming and other entertainment offerings;
competition; and consolidation in the broadcasting and cable distribution
industries.

Item 3.    QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE DISCLOSURES ABOUT MARKET RISK



           Inapplicable
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Part II - Other Information

         Item 1.  LEGAL PROCEEDINGS

                  Inapplicable

         Item 2.  CHANGES IN SECURITIES AND USE OF PROCEEDS

                  Inapplicable

         Item 3.  DEFAULTS UPON SENIOR SECURITIES

                  Inapplicable

         Item 4.  SUBMISSION OF MATTERS TO A VOTE OF SECURITY HOLDERS

                  Inapplicable

         Item 5.  OTHER INFORMATION

                  Inapplicable

         Item 6.  EXHIBITS AND REPORTS ON FORM 8-K

                  (a) See Index to Exhibits following the Signatures page.
                  (b) No reports on Form 8-K were filed during the quarter ended
                      March 31, 1998.
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                                   SIGNATURES

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the
Registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the
undersigned thereunto duly authorized.

                                        GAYLORD ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY

Date: May 14, 1998                      By:  /s/ Joseph B. Crace
      ---------------------------            -----------------------------------
                                             Joseph B. Crace
                                             Senior Vice President and
                                             Chief Financial Officer
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10.1     Opry Mills Limited Partnership Agreement, executed as of
         March 31, 1998, by and among Opry Mills, L.L.C., The Mills
         Limited Partnership, and Opryland Attractions, Inc.

10.2     Contract for a Space Segment Service on the Eutelsat Hotbird
         3 Satellite dated April 25, 1995 by and between British
         Telecommunications plc and Country Music Television, Inc.
         (including schedules and exhibits material to the understanding
         of the Agreement)  

27       Financial Data Schedule (for SEC use only)                    
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                                                                    EXHIBIT 10.1

                         OPRY MILLS LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
                          LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT

         This LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT, executed as of March 31, 1998 (as
amended, restated, modified or supplemented from time to time, the "Partnership
Agreement" or this "Agreement"), is made between and among OPRY MILLS, L.L.C., a
Delaware limited liability company ("Mills"), THE MILLS LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, a
Delaware Limited Partnership ("TMLP"), and OPRYLAND ATTRACTIONS, INC., a
Delaware corporation ("OAI").

                                    RECITALS:

         R-1. Mills, TMLP and OAI hereby form Opry Mills Limited Partnership
(the "Partnership") as a Delaware limited partnership to acquire interests in
certain Land (as hereinafter defined) situated in the City of Nashville, County
of Davidson, State of Tennessee, and to develop, finance, manage and lease
improvements upon such Land. The Land is a portion of a larger tract owned by
OAI, on which OAI has developed and currently is operating the Opryland Hotel
and Convention Center, an entertainment facility known as the "Grand Ole Opry"
and certain other commercial and entertainment facilities.

         R-2. The Partnership intends to develop on the Land an enclosed super
regional shopping and entertainment facility consisting of approximately
1,100,000 gross leasable square feet of retail and entertainment space when
fully developed.

         R-3. The parties hereto desire to execute this Agreement to govern the
affairs of the Partnership and set forth their rights, obligations and
understandings with respect to the Partnership.

                                   AGREEMENTS:

         IN CONSIDERATION of the mutual promises and covenants herein made,
Mills, TMLP and OAI hereby agree as follows:

                            ARTICLE I - DEFINED TERMS

         Capitalized terms used herein without further definition, and
variations thereof, have the meaning set forth below unless the context
otherwise clearly requires:

                  ACT: The Delaware Revised Uniform Limited Partnership Act,
         ss.ss.17-101 to 17-1109 of the Delaware Code Annotated, Title 6, as the
         same may be amended from time to time.

                  ACTUAL NET PROJECT COST: The total costs incurred by the
         Partnership in developing the Project, less any Proceeds actually
         received by the Partnership with respect to sales of parcels to
         Anchors, sales of peripheral parcels (including, without limitation,
         sales of all or any portion of "Tract II," as hereinafter defined),
         construction recoveries from tenants, the amount of any TIF Proceeds
         actually received by the Partnership, and the present value of any
         PILOT Proceeds. Upon the Completion of the Project, the Managing
         General Partner shall provide such documentation to the General
         Partners as may be reasonably necessary or appropriate to substantiate
         the Actual Net Project Cost. Actual Net Project Cost will

   2

         be considered in calculating the amount of Special Distribution payable
         to Mills or TMLP with respect to any fiscal year.

                  ADJUSTED NET ORDINARY CASH FLOW: The Net Ordinary Cash Flow
         earned by the Partnership during any applicable fiscal year, less the



         amount of PILOT Proceeds received during such fiscal year. Adjusted Net
         Ordinary Cash Flow will be considered in calculating the amount of
         Special Distribution payable to Mills or TMLP with respect to any
         fiscal year.

                  AFFILIATE: With respect to any Person, a Person who, directly
         or indirectly, controls, is under common control with, or is controlled
         by, that Person. For purposes of this definition, "control" (including,
         with correlative meaning, the terms "controlled by" and "under common
         control with"), as used with respect to any Person, shall mean the
         possession, directly or indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the
         direction of the management and policies of such Person. By way of
         illustration of the foregoing, but not by way of limitation, as of the
         date of this Agreement, MillsServices Corp., a Delaware corporation,
         would be deemed an Affiliate of Mills, but Bass Pro, L.P. would not be
         deemed an Affiliate of OAI.

                  AGREEMENT: This Limited Partnership Agreement, together with
         all exhibits attached hereto and all amendments hereto. Words such as
         "herein," "hereinafter," "hereof," "hereto," "hereby" and "hereunder"
         when used with reference to this Agreement, refer to this Agreement as
         a whole, as the same may be amended from time to time.

                  ANCHOR(S): Any tenant (a) which occupies more than twenty
         thousand (20,000) square feet of gross leasable area, or (b) which
         occupies a particular space designated as Anchor space by the General
         Partners.

                  BANKRUPTCY:  As to a referenced Person:

                           (i)   its filing a petition commencing a case as a
         debtor under the Federal Bankruptcy Code or a similar provision of
         State law (collectively, as now or in the future amended, the
         "Bankruptcy Code");

                           (ii)  the commencement of an involuntary case against
         it under the Bankruptcy Code and the earlier of (A) the entry of an
         order for relief, or (B) the appointment of an interim trustee to take
         possession of its estate and/or to operate any of its business;

                           (iii) its making a general assignment for the benefit
         of its creditors;

                           (iv)  its consenting to the appointment of a receiver
         for all or a substantial part of its property;

                           (v)   the entry of a court order appointing a
         receiver or trustee for all or a substantial part of its property; or

                           (vi)  the assumption of custody or sequestration by a
         court of competent jurisdiction of all or substantially all of its
         property.

                  BONA FIDE OFFER:  As defined in Section 11.2(d) hereof.

                  BUSINESS DAY: Any day on which commercial banks located in New
         York City are not authorized to close and which is not a Saturday or a
         Sunday. In the
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         event any act is required by this Agreement to be taken or to occur on
         a specified date and the specified date is not a Business Day,
         performance of such act shall be deemed timely if it is taken or occurs
         on the first Business Day following the specified date.

                  CAPITAL ACCOUNT: With respect to each Partner, the separate
         "book" account maintained by the Partnership for such Partner



         established and adjusted in accordance with Section 6.7 hereof.

                  CAPITAL CONTRIBUTION: The total amount of cash and the fair
         market value of all other assets contributed (or deemed contributed
         under Regulation Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(d)) to the capital of the
         Partnership by a Partner, net of liabilities assumed by the Partnership
         or to which such assets are subject.

                  CARRYING VALUE:  With respect to any Partnership asset, the 
         asset's adjusted basis for federal income tax purposes, except as
         follows:

                       (i)   the initial Carrying Value of any asset contributed
                  (or deemed contributed) to the capital of the Partnership
                  shall be such asset's gross fair market value at the time of
                  such contribution, as specifically agreed to between the
                  Partnership and the Partner making (or deemed to make) such
                  contribution;

                       (ii)  the Carrying Value of each Partnership asset shall
                  be adjusted to equal its respective gross fair market value as
                  of the following times: (A) the acquisition of an additional
                  Partnership interest by any new or existing Partner in
                  exchange for more than a de minimis Capital Contribution; (B)
                  the distribution by the Partnership to a Partner of more than
                  a de minimis amount of Partnership Property other than money,
                  unless all Partners receive simultaneous distributions of
                  undivided interests in the distributed Partnership Property in
                  proportion to their Partnership interests; and (C) such other
                  times as required under applicable Regulations;

                       (iii) the Carrying Value of each Partnership asset shall
                  be increased (or decreased) to reflect any adjustments to the
                  adjusted basis of such asset pursuant to Code Section 734(b)
                  or Code Section 743(b), but only to the extent that such
                  adjustments are taken into account in determining Capital
                  Accounts pursuant to Treasury Regulations Section
                  1.704-l(b)(2)(iv)(m) and Section 6.7 hereof; provided,
                  however, that the Carrying Value shall not be adjusted
                  pursuant to this clause (iii) to the extent an adjustment is
                  made pursuant to clause (ii) above in connection with a
                  transaction that would otherwise result in an adjustment
                  pursuant to this clause (iii); and

                       (iv)  if the Carrying Value of an asset has been
                  determined pursuant to clause (i), (ii) or (iii) above, such
                  Carrying Value shall thereafter be adjusted in the same manner
                  as the asset's adjusted basis for federal income tax purposes
                  except that Depreciation deductions shall be computed based
                  upon the Carrying Values of the Partnership's assets rather
                  than upon the assets' adjusted bases for federal income tax
                  purposes.

                  CERTIFICATE: The Certificate of Limited Partnership of the
         Partnership filed with the Office of the Secretary of State of the
         State of Delaware on March __, 1998, as such Certificate may be amended
         and in effect from time to time.

                  CODE: The Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended from time
         to time.
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                  COMPLETION OF THE PROJECT: The substantial physical completion
         of construction of the Project and correction or completion of all
         punch list items and closing of a Permanent Loan.

                  CONSENT: The prior written consent or approval of a Person to
         take action, or the act of granting consent or approval to take such
         action, as the context may require. Except as expressly provided



         otherwise herein, reference to a requirement for the Consent of a
         Partner shall require the commercially reasonable judgment of such
         Partner.

                  CONSTRUCTION LENDER: Collectively, the lender which provides
         the Construction Loan and any co-agents, co-lenders and/or participants
         in such loan.

                  CONSTRUCTION LOAN: The construction loan to be obtained by the
         Partnership for the purpose of financing a portion of the construction
         of the Project improvements and approved by the General Partners.

                  CONSTRUCTION LOAN CLOSING: The execution and delivery by the
         Partnership to the Construction Lender of the documents evidencing and
         securing the Construction Loan and the advance by the Construction
         Lender of the initial draw under the Construction Loan.

                  CONSTRUCTION PERIOD PREFERENCE: The cumulative annual
         preference to be paid quarterly by the Partnership pursuant to Section
         7.7 hereof in an amount equal to nine percent (9%) per annum on Mills'
         and TMLP's Unreturned Capital Contributions Account from and after the
         date of this Agreement through Grand Opening. The Construction Period
         Preference shall be included as a line item in the Project Development
         Budget.

                  CONSUMER PRICE INDEX: The Consumer Price Index for All Urban
         Consumers (1982-84 = 100), U.S. City Average, All Items, published by
         the United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics (or
         such comparable index as may be utilized in substitution for or as the
         successor to the stated Consumer Price Index). If such Consumer Price
         Index is not published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics or by another
         similar governmental agency at any time during the term of this
         Agreement, then the most closely comparable statistics on the
         purchasing power of the consumer dollar as published by a responsible
         financial authority and selected by the Managing General Partner shall
         be utilized in lieu of such Consumer Price Index.

                  COREA: That certain Construction, Operation and Reciprocal
         Easement Agreement to be entered into by and between the Partnership
         and OAI (in its capacity as the owner of adjacent properties) by which,
         among other things, the parties thereto grant reciprocal easements for
         ingress, egress, parking, utilities and signage on their respective
         properties. The easements to be granted pursuant to the COREA shall be
         compatible with OAI's current plans for the future development of the
         adjacent premises to be retained by OAI.

                  DEBT SERVICE: Principal, interest and other payments of every
         kind on or in connection with any outstanding indebtedness of the
         Partnership.

                  DEFAULT: Any occurrence which is or, with Notice or the lapse
         of time or both, would constitute a breach by any Partner in the
         performance of its obligations under this Agreement; provided, however,
         that no such breach shall be deemed to constitute a Default unless the
         applicable Partner shall fail to cure or remedy such breach within
         thirty (30) days following the giving of Notice of such breach.
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                  DEFAULTING PARTNER:  As defined in Section 6.3(a).

                  DEPRECIATION: For each fiscal year of the Partnership or other
         period, an amount equal to the depreciation, amortization or other cost
         recovery deduction allowable with respect to an asset for such year or
         other period, except that if the Carrying Value of an asset differs
         from its adjusted basis for federal income tax purposes at the
         beginning of such year or other period, Depreciation shall be an amount
         which bears the same ratio to such beginning Carrying Value as the
         federal income tax depreciation, amortization or other cost recovery



         deduction for such year or other period bears to such beginning
         adjusted tax basis.

                  DOLLARS or $:  Lawful money of the United States of America.

                  EQUITY PARTNER(S): One or more Persons hereafter admitted to
         the Partnership pursuant to Section 5.2 as an additional General
         Partner or Limited Partner or both, in consideration for such Persons'
         execution of this Agreement and for such Person's covenant to
         contribute additional funds required to develop or operate the Project.

                  EXCESS SPONSORSHIP REVENUES: Net Sponsorship Revenues received
         by the Partnership in any fiscal year, to the extent such Net
         Sponsorship Revenues exceed $800,000 per year.

                  EXCESS NEGATIVE BALANCE: As to any Partner, the excess, if
         any, of (i) the negative balance in a Partner's Capital Account
         (determined before taking into account any Capital Account adjustments
         for the Partnership taxable year during which the determination is
         made) after reducing such balance by the net adjustments, allocations
         and distributions described in Regulation Sections 1.704-l(b)(2)(ii)(d)
         (4), (5) and (6) which, as of the end the Partnership's taxable year
         are reasonably expected to be made to such Partner, over (ii) the sum
         of (A) the amount, if any, which the Partner is required to restore to
         the Partnership upon liquidation of such Partner's Partnership Interest
         (or which is so treated pursuant to Regulation Section 1.704-
         l(b)(2)(ii)(c)), (B) the Partner's share (as determined under
         Regulation Section 1.704-2(g)(1)) of the Minimum Gain computed solely
         with respect to Nonrecourse Debt other than Partner Nonrecourse Debt,
         and (C) the Partner's share (as determined under Regulation Section
         1.704- 2(i)(5)) of the Partner Minimum Gain computed solely with
         respect to any Partner Nonrecourse Debt.

                  FOREIGN PERSON:  As defined in Section 13.1 hereof.

                  GAYLORD: Gaylord Entertainment Company, a Delaware
         corporation.

                  GENERAL PARTNER: Any Person named as such in Exhibit A
         attached hereto and any other Person who becomes a successor or
         additional General Partner of the Partnership pursuant to the terms of
         this Agreement, and who is a General Partner at the time of reference
         thereto, in such Person's capacity as a General Partner of the
         Partnership.

                  GRAND OPENING: The date on which the Project opens for
         business as publicly announced. The Partners currently contemplate that
         the Grand Opening will occur not later than the Fall of the year 2000.

                  GROUND LEASE: That certain ground lease to be entered into by
         and between OAI as ground lessor and the Partnership as ground lessee
         by which OAI will lease to the Partnership a leasehold estate in the
         Retail Complex.
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                  LAND: Two tracts of land situated in the City of Nashville,
         County of Davidson and State of Tennessee, which Land is graphically
         depicted on the site plan attached hereto as Exhibit B. The Land
         consists of two tracts, the first of which ("Tract I") contains
         approximately 35--40 acres adjacent to the Opryland Hotel and
         Convention Center, and the second of which ("Tract II") contains
         approximately 27 acres in the northeast quadrant of Briley Parkway and
         McGavock Pike. The Partners contemplate that the Land will be
         subdivided into a "Retail Complex" and one or more "Land Parcels" (as
         hereinafter defined) for the purposes described in this Partnership
         Agreement.

                  LAND PARCELS: The parcel or parcels of Land to be contributed



         in fee by OAI to the Partnership. The Partners contemplate that the
         Land Parcels will be sold by the Partnership to third parties for
         development.

                  LIMITED PARTNER: Any Partner who is designated as a Limited
         Partner on Exhibit A to this Agreement at the time of reference
         thereto, in such Partner's capacity as a Limited Partner of the
         Partnership, including substituted Limited Partners admitted in
         accordance with the terms of this Agreement.

                  LOAN GUARANTY: Any guaranty or other recourse obligation given
         by one or more of the Partners or their respective Affiliates to the
         Construction Lender or the Permanent Lender. To the extent a Loan
         Guaranty is required for any Construction Loan or Permanent Loan, the
         Partners agree to seek to limit their individual liability thereunder
         to a "several" but not a "Joint" basis. In no event shall OAI be
         required to deliver any Loan Guarantee.

                  MAJOR CAPITAL EVENT: Any of the following: (1) the sale of all
         or substantially all of the Partnership's leasehold interest in the
         Land, or any material item of the personal property of the Partnership;
         (2) the condemnation of all or any part of (i) the Project or the use
         thereof, or (ii) the Land or the use thereof, or (iii) purchases or
         processes in lieu thereof, except for temporary easements and the like;
         (3) receipt of net recoveries of damage awards and insurance proceeds
         (other than rental interruption insurance proceeds); or (4) receipt of
         the net proceeds (net of reserves reasonably determined by the Managing
         General Partner) from any mortgages on Partnership Property or any
         other loans or borrowings of the Partnership, including without
         limitation, loans from any Partner.

                  MAJOR DECISION: As defined in Section 9.1(d)(i) hereof.

                  MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT: The Management Agreement to be entered
         into by and between the Partnership and an Affiliate of the Managing
         General Partner, in the form approved by the Partners.

                  MANAGING GENERAL PARTNER: Mills, or such successor Managing
         General Partner as shall be designated and appointed in accordance with
         the provisions of Section 11.5 of this Agreement.

                  MILLS: Opry Mills, L.L.C., a Delaware limited liability
         company, a General Partner of the Partnership.

                  MILLS CORP.:  The Mills Corporation, an Affiliate of TMLP.

                  MINIMUM GAIN: The meaning set forth in Regulation Section
         1.704-2(d). Minimum Gain shall be computed separately for each Partner
         in a manner consistent with the Regulations under Code Section 704(b).
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                  NEGATIVE CAPITAL ACCOUNT: A Capital Account with a balance of
         less than zero.

                  NET ORDINARY CASH FLOW: With respect to a particular fiscal
         year, all net income less expenses of the Partnership determined in
         accordance with generally accepted accounting principles for such
         fiscal year (except net income arising from a Major Capital Event) and
         shall be determined by adjusting such net income and expenses as
         follows:

                           (i)   Depreciation of buildings, improvements and
                  personal property shall not be considered an expense.

                           (ii)  Amortization of any financing or refinancing
                  fee, organization cost, leasing fee, capitalized interest,
                  start-up expense or other capital-type item shall not be
                  considered an expense.



                           (iii) Amortization or other payment of the principal
                  of any mortgage or other loan or indebtedness of the
                  Partnership shall be considered an expense. To the extent that
                  proceeds from a Major Capital Event are used to pay any such
                  loan, the amount of such payments shall not be treated as an
                  expense for purposes hereof.

                           (iv)  After the Grand Opening, annual contributions
                  may be made to fund reasonable reserves established by the
                  Partnership in accordance with Section 9.1 and 9.2 hereof, to
                  provide for working capital needs, funds for releasing costs,
                  capital improvements or replacements and for any other
                  contingencies of the Partnership. The contributions to such
                  reserves shall be considered as expenses. Any expense paid for
                  by funds in such reserves shall not be considered an expense.
                  Interest on such reserves shall be credited to reserves, but
                  shall not be considered income for purposes of this definition
                  of Net Ordinary Cash Flow.

                           (v)   Accruals for free or stepped rent shall not be
                  considered as income and the related amortized amounts shall
                  not be considered as expenses.

                           (vi)  Any amounts paid by the Partnership for the
                  acquisition of Partnership Property, releasing costs,
                  expansion costs and/or for capital improvements and/or
                  replacements shall be considered as expenses, except to the
                  extent the same are financed through proceeds from a Major
                  Capital Event, Capital Contributions, or funds in reserves
                  expensed in the current or previous fiscal years. Any item
                  that would otherwise be an expense shall not be considered an
                  expense if it is paid from proceeds from a Major Capital Event
                  or Capital Contributions.

                           (vii) Net Ordinary Cash Flow shall also be deemed to
                  include any other funds available at any time and from any
                  source (other than Major Capital Events) including without
                  limitation, amounts previously set aside as reserves and
                  expensed in the current or previous fiscal years, determined
                  by the Managing General Partner to be no longer reasonably
                  necessary for the efficient conduct of the business of the
                  Partnership.

                  NET PROFITS AND NET LOSSES: The taxable income or loss, as the
         case may be, for a period (or from a transaction) as determined in
         accordance with Code Section 703(a) (for this purpose, all items of
         income, gain, loss, or deduction required
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         to be separately stated pursuant to Code Section 703(a)(1) shall be
         included in taxable income or loss) computed with the following
         adjustments:

                           (i)   Items of gain, loss and deduction shall be
                  computed based upon the Carrying Values of the Partnership
                  assets rather than upon the assets' adjusted bases for federal
                  income tax purposes;

                           (ii)  Any tax-exempt income received by the
                  Partnership shall be included as an item of gross income;

                           (iii) The amount of any adjustments to the Carrying
                  Values of any Partnership assets pursuant to Code Section 743
                  shall not be taken into account; and



                           (iv)  Any expenditure of the Partnership described in
                  Code Section 705(a)(2)(B) (including any expenditures treated
                  as being described in Code Section 705(a)(2)(B) pursuant to
                  the Regulations) shall be treated as deductible expense.

                  NET SPONSORSHIP REVENUES: All sponsorship revenues received by
         the Partnership during a fiscal year, net of all fees and commissions
         payable with respect to such revenues, whether such commissions or fees
         shall be payable to a Partner, an Affiliate of a Partner, or to a third
         party (such as the Sponsorship Management Fee contemplated by Section
         9.10 hereof).

                  NON-DEFAULTING PARTNER: The Partners, exclusive of any
         Defaulting Partner.

                  NONRECOURSE DEBT: Any liability of the Partnership to the
         extent no Partner or related person bears the economic risk of loss for
         that liability within the meaning of Regulation Section 1.752-2. It is
         the intention of the Partners that OAI shall not be required to assume
         any recourse liability in connection with the Construction Loan for the
         Project.

                  NOTICE: A writing containing the information required by this
         Agreement to be communicated to any Person, sent by registered or
         certified mail, postage prepaid, or given by personal delivery, or sent
         by confirmed air courier to such Person at the last known address of
         such Person, or by facsimile, the date of registry thereof or the date
         of the certification of receipt therefor as evidenced by postal,
         facsimile or air courier records or the date of personal delivery (or
         refusal thereof during normal business hours) being deemed the date of
         receipt of Notice; provided, however, that any communication sent to
         such Person and actually received by such a Person shall constitute
         Notice for all purposes of this Agreement.

                  OAI: Opryland Attractions, Inc., a Delaware limited
         partnership, which is both a General Partner and a Limited Partner
         hereunder. OAI is a wholly owned subsidiary of Gaylord.

                  OAI LAND CONTRIBUTION RETURN: The cumulative annual preference
         in the distributions of Net Ordinary Cash Flow and net proceeds from a
         Major Capital Event of the Partnership payable under the terms and
         conditions set forth in Section 7.8 and 7.9 hereof, in an amount equal
         to the product of nine percent (9%) per annum, multiplied by
         $25,000,000 (which represents the aggregate agreed-upon value of the
         leasehold interest in Tract I and the fee interest in Tract II). The
         OAI Land Contribution Return shall begin to accrue on the first to
         occur of (a) the Grand Opening of the Project, and (b) the date on
         which tenants occupying at least 25% of
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         the Specialty Store space shall have opened for business and shall have
         commenced paying rent. The OAI Land Contribution Return shall continue
         to accrue through and until the date that Mills, TMLP and their
         Affiliates shall have been released from all liabilities under the Loan
         Guarantees, and thereafter, no further OAI Land Contribution Return
         shall accrue, cumulate or become payable hereunder.

                  PARTNER:  Any General Partner or Limited Partner.

                  PARTNER LOANS:  As defined in Section 6.2(b) hereof.

                  PARTNER MINIMUM GAIN: An amount, with respect to each Partner
         Nonrecourse Debt, equal to the Minimum Gain that would result if such
         Partner Nonrecourse Debt were treated as a Nonrecourse Debt, determined
         in accordance with Regulation Section 1.704-2(i)(3).

                  PARTNER NONRECOURSE DEBT: Any indebtedness of the Partnership
         that is a "partner nonrecourse debt" with the meaning of Regulation



         Section 1.704-2(b)(4).

                  PARTNERSHIP: The limited partnership herein formed as Opry
         Mills Limited Partnership, as said Partnership may from time to time be
         constituted.

                  PARTNERSHIP INTEREST: The entire ownership interest (which may
         be expressed as a percentage) of a Partner in the Partnership at any
         particular time, including the right of such Partner to any and all
         benefits to which a Partner may be entitled pursuant to this Agreement
         and under the Act, together with all obligations of such Partner to
         comply with the terms and provisions of this Agreement and the Act. The
         percentage of Partnership Interest of each Partner is set forth on
         Exhibit A hereto, as the same may be amended from time to time.
         Whenever any reference is made herein to "Partnership Interest" in the
         context of an allocation or other similar determination being made pro
         rata, in proportion to or in accordance with the Partners' respective
         Partnership Interests, such references shall mean and refer to the
         then-applicable percentage of Partnership Interest of each Partner.

                  PARTNERSHIP PROPERTY: All interests in real and personal
         property now owned or hereafter acquired by the Partnership and any and
         all improvements thereto, and shall include the Partnership's interest
         in the Land, the Project and both tangible and intangible property.

                  PERMANENT LENDER: Collectively, the lender which provides any
         Permanent Loan and any co-agents, co-lenders or participants in such
         loan.

                  PERMANENT LOAN: The financing to be obtained by the
         Partnership to replace the Construction Loan.

                  PERSON: An individual, partnership, firm, corporation, trust,
         estate or other entity.

                  PILOT PROCEEDS: The annual amount of financial consideration
         received by the Partnership, whether by way of tax credits, cash
         payments or otherwise, as part of any "payment in lieu of taxes"
         arrangement by and between the Partnership and applicable governmental
         agencies.

                  PLANS: The plans and specifications for the Project as such
         plans and specifications may be approved by the Partners from time to
         time, and the plans and specifications developed for construction of
         the Project Improvements and all amendments thereto, as the same are
         described in the Project Development Budget.
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                  POSITIVE CAPITAL ACCOUNT: A Capital Account with a balance
         greater than zero.

                  PRIME OR PRIME RATE: The prime rate as the same may be
         published and modified from time to time in The Wall Street Journal. If
         at any time there is more than one such published prime rate, the
         average of the range of the prime rates shall be used.

                  PRIORITY RETURN: The cumulative annual preference in the
         distributions of Net Ordinary Cash Flow and net proceeds from a Major
         Capital Event of the Partnership payable under the terms and conditions
         set forth in Sections 7.8 and 7.9 hereof, equal to nine percent (9%)
         per annum of each of the Partners' respective Unreturned Capital
         Contributions Account as the same may vary from time to time. The
         Priority Return shall begin to accrue upon the date of the Grand
         Opening. Upon the date that Mills, TMLP and their respective Affiliates
         shall have been released from all liabilities under the Loan
         Guarantees, no further Priority Return shall accrue, cumulate or become
         payable hereunder.



                  PROCEEDS: (i) all rental income and recoveries received by the
         Partnership from leases of Project Land (including, without limitation,
         any improvements built on such leased Land) or from the purchasers
         thereof prior to the closing of the Permanent Loan, and (ii) all TIF
         Proceeds.

                  PROJECT: The enclosed super regional shopping and
         entertainment facility proposed to be constructed on the Land in
         accordance with the Project Development Budget, together with related
         parking facilities and other improvements, all appurtenances thereto
         and all fixtures, equipment and personal property owned or acquired by
         the Partnership in connection with the operation of the Project, as
         defined by the Project Development Budget.

                  PROJECT COMMENCEMENT DATE: The date on which all of the
         following conditions shall have been satisfied: (a) the General
         Partners shall have approved the Project Development Budget in writing;
         (b) all contingencies to the approval of the Project Development Budget
         shall have been satisfied or waived in writing; and (c) the Partnership
         shall have acquired a leasehold estate in the Retail Complex and the
         Land Parcels shall have been conveyed to the Partnership.

                  PROJECT COMPLETION DATE: The date on which the Completion of
         the Project shall have been achieved by the Partnership.

                  PROJECT DEVELOPMENT BUDGET: The budget, which has been or will
         be approved by the General Partners, defining the scope and details of
         and setting forth all costs of the Project, including without
         limitation the costs of the Project Improvements.

                  PROJECT IMPROVEMENTS: The improvements to be constructed
         pursuant to the Plans.

                  REGULATIONS: The income tax regulations, including any
         temporary regulations, from time to time promulgated under the Code.

                  RETAIL COMPLEX: That portion of the Land that is intended to
         be demised to the Partnership pursuant to the Ground Lease.
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                  SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: A special distribution of Net Ordinary
         Cash Flow, payable to Mills and TMLP in proportion to their respective
         Partnership Interests, and which shall be payable only to the extent
         the Partnership shall have received Excess Sponsorship Revenues for the
         applicable fiscal year. The Special Distribution shall be paid by the
         Partnership until the first to occur of (a) such time as the aggregate
         amounts of all Special Distributions paid to Mills and TMLP shall equal
         $3,500,000; and (b) the total Adjusted Net Ordinary Cash Flow to be
         distributed by the Partnership pursuant to Section 7.8(a)(vii), when
         divided by the Actual Net Project Cost, exceeds 11%. The Managing
         General Partner shall give OAI such documentation as may reasonably be
         necessary or appropriate to support the calculation of the Special
         Distribution. The Special Distribution shall be treated as a return of
         capital and shall reduce the applicable Partners' Unreturned Capital
         Contributions Account.

                  TAX MATTERS PARTNER:  The Managing General Partner.

                  TIF: Any tax increment financing, sales tax rebate or similar
         financial assistance provided by governmental jurisdictions to the
         Partnership in connection with the Project.

                  TIF PROCEEDS: Proceeds received by the Partnership in cash
         from any TIF.

                  TMLP: The Mills Limited Partnership, a Delaware limited
         partnership, which is an Affiliate of Mills and a Limited Partner of
         the Partnership.



                  TRANSFER: Any sale, assignment transfer, mortgage,
         hypothecation, encumbrance or transfer, whether directly or indirectly,
         of a Partnership Interest.

                  UNITED STATES PERSON: As defined in Section 13.1 hereof.

                  UNALLOCATED PREFERRED RETURN: An amount determined for any
         Partner as of the date of any allocation of Net Profits pursuant to
         Section 7.1(a)(iii) hereof, equal to such Partner's Construction Period
         Preference (if any), OAI Land Contribution Return and Priority Return
         since the inception of the Partnership reduced (but not below zero) by
         the sum of (i) all Net Profit previously allocated to such Partner
         pursuant to Section 7.1(a)(iii) hereof; and (ii) any Net Profit
         allocated to such Partner pursuant to Section 7.1(a)(i) or Section
         7.1(a)(ii) that is attributable to prior or current distributions to
         such Partner in satisfaction of such Partner's Construction Period
         Preference, Land Contribution Return or Priority Return.

                  UNRETURNED CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS ACCOUNT: As to any Partner,
         an account maintained for internal bookkeeping purposes by the
         Partnership for each Partner, which account, as of any date, except as
         expressly provided herein, shall equal the sum of all Capital
         Contributions by such Partner pursuant to Sections 6.1 and 6.3(a)
         hereof, reduced (but not below zero) by all Partnership distributions
         to such Partner pursuant to Sections 7.8(a)(vi) or 7.9(a)(iv) hereof.
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             ARTICLE II - FORMATION AND NAME; FILINGS; ASSUMED NAMES

         2.1      FORMATION AND NAME.

         The Partners hereby form the Partnership, under the name Opry Mills
Limited Partnership, as a limited partnership pursuant to the provisions of the
Act and this Agreement.

         2.2      FILINGS.

         The Managing General Partner shall do all other acts and things
requisite to perfect and maintain the Partnership as a limited partnership under
the Act and under the laws of all other jurisdictions in which the Partnership
may elect to do business, including filing the Certificate (or an amendment
thereto) with the Secretary of State of the State of Delaware and qualifying the
Partnership as a foreign limited partnership in any jurisdiction in which such
filing may be required, as determined by the Managing General Partner.

         2.3      ASSUMED NAMES.

         The business of the Partnership shall be conducted under its name
designated above or under such variations of this name as the General Partners
deem appropriate to comply with the laws of any state in which the Partnership
does business, or under any assumed or fictitious name the General Partners deem
appropriate for that purpose. The Managing General Partner shall execute and
file in the proper offices such certificates as may be required by any assumed
or fictitious name act or similar law in effect in the states, counties and
other governmental jurisdictions in which the Partnership may elect to conduct
its business. The Managing General Partner shall be required promptly to send
Notice to each Partner of any assumed or fictitious name which the Partnership
elects to use.

       ARTICLE III - PRINCIPAL OFFICE; ADDITIONAL OFFICES; RESIDENT AGENT

         3.1      PRINCIPAL OFFICE; PLACE OF BUSINESS.



         The principal office of the Partnership (at which all Partnership
records required by the Act shall be kept) shall be located at 1300 Wilson
Boulevard, Suite 400, Arlington, Virginia 22209. All correspondence shall be
sent to the Managing General Partner at such office. The Managing General
Partner, in its sole discretion, is authorized to change or relocate the
principal office of the Partnership provided the Managing General Partner gives
to all Partners prompt Notice of such change or relocation. The Partnership
shall have such other or additional offices as the Managing General Partner, in
its sole discretion, shall deem advisable.

         3.2      RESIDENT AGENT.

         The name and address of the Partnership's resident agent in the State
of Delaware is The Corporation Trust Company, 1209 Orange Street, Wilmington,
Delaware 19801. The Managing General Partner shall have the right to change the
resident agent of the Partnership at any time in compliance with the Act and the
laws of all other jurisdictions in which the Partnership may elect to conduct
business.
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                      ARTICLE IV - BUSINESS OF PARTNERSHIP

         4.1      BUSINESS AND PURPOSE OF PARTNERSHIP.

         The business and purposes of the Partnership shall consist of (i)
acquiring a leasehold estate in the Land; (ii) owning, developing, constructing
and operating the Project on the Land as an investment and for income producing
purposes and developing, mortgaging, managing, operating, leasing, refinancing
and, if necessary or appropriate, selling the Partnership's interest in the Land
and/or the Project or any part thereof; (iii) investing excess funds of the
Partnership as the Managing General Partner deems appropriate and prudent; and
(iv) carrying on any and all activities related thereto (all of which
enterprises and activities may be carried on either by the Partnership in its
own name or a trading name or by or through such agents, employees and/or
independent contractors and in such name(s) as the Managing General Partner may
determine to be in the best interests of the Partnership).

          ARTICLE V - PARTNERS AND PERCENTAGES OF PARTNERSHIP INTEREST

         5.1      PARTNERS; PERCENTAGE INTERESTS.

         The name, address and percentage of Partnership Interest of each
Partner is shown on the attached Exhibit A (subject to adjustment in accordance
with Section 6.3(a) hereof). To the extent substitute Partners are admitted to
the Partnership, or percentages of Partnership Interest change, all in
accordance with the terms hereof, this Agreement and Exhibit A hereto shall be
deemed to be automatically amended to reflect the admission or substitution of
such Partners whether or not the actual physical change has been made. Unless
the context clearly indicates otherwise, (i) the terms "Partner" and "Partners"
shall include the General Partners and the Limited Partners, and (ii) the terms
"Partnership Interest" and "Partnership Interests" shall include both the
General Partner Partnership Interests and Limited Partner Partnership Interests.

         5.2      EQUITY PARTNER.

                  5.2(a) In addition to the rights of Mills and TMLP to transfer
portions of their Partnership Interests pursuant to Article XI hereof, Mills and
TMLP also shall have the right to transfer all or portions of their respective
Partnership Interests, up to a maximum of fifty percent (50%) of their combined
Partnership Interests (i.e., up to a maximum 33.33% Partnership Interest) to one
or more equity partners (an "Initial Equity Partner"). Any such Initial Equity
Partner shall have the option to acquire its Partnership Interest as a General
Partner, a Limited Partner, or both. OAI shall have the right to Consent, in
advance, to the Initial Equity Partner selected by Mills; upon the granting of
such Consent, Mills shall have the right to conclude such a transaction with the



approved Initial Equity Partner under such terms and conditions as may be
consistent with this Agreement.

                  5.2(b) In the event additional Equity Partners are deemed
necessary for the development of the Project, or in the event such Equity
Partners require, as a condition to contributing equity in excess of the amount
contemplated by the Project Development Budget, that such Equity Partner acquire
a Partnership Interest in excess of 33.33% (in either case, an "Additional
Equity Partner"), then the Partnership Interests held by Mills, TMLP and OAI
shall be diluted proportionately in order to provide such additional interest to
the Additional Equity Partner. The decision to provide such additional
Partnership Interest
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to an Additional Equity Partner shall be deemed a Major Decision that shall
require the Consent of the General Partners.

                  5.3(c) Upon the admission of such an Initial Equity Partner or
an Additional Equity Partner to the Partnership, the Partners shall execute
appropriate amendments to this Agreement and to the Certificate to evidence such
admission of the Equity Partner and to incorporate such modifications to this
Agreement as may be reasonably requested by the Equity Partner.

                      ARTICLE VI - CAPITALIZATION AND LOANS

         6.1      PARTNERSHIP INTERESTS AND CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS.

                  6.1(a) MILLS' PERCENTAGE INTERESTS. On the date of this
Agreement, Mills shall own a one percent (1%) Partnership Interest (subject to
adjustment pursuant to Section 6.3(a) hereof), as a General Partner.

                  6.1(b) OAI'S PERCENTAGE INTERESTS. On the date of this
Agreement, OAI shall own, in the aggregate, a thirty-three and 33/100ths percent
(33.33%) Partnership Interest (subject to adjustment pursuant to Section 6.3(a)
hereof) of which 1.00% will be held as a General Partner and 32.33% will be held
as a Limited Partner.

                  6.1(c) TMLP'S PERCENTAGE INTERESTS. On the date of this
Agreement, TMLP shall own a sixty-five and 67/100ths percent (65.67%)
Partnership Interest (subject to adjustment pursuant to Section 6.3(a) hereof)
as a Limited Partner.

                  6.1(d)   CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS.

                           6.1(d)(1) Mills and TMLP shall be obligated to
         contribute, in proportion to their respective Partnership Interests,
         the amount of "Project Equity" set forth in the approved Project
         Development Budget. In no event shall OAI have any obligation with
         respect to such Project Equity. Contributions of such Project Equity
         shall be made from time to time and as reasonably determined by the
         Managing General Partner, and may be used by the Partnership to pay all
         costs of the work to be undertaken and/or completed in connection with
         the development of the Project. The Partners currently anticipate that
         approximately $50,000,000 in Project Equity will be contemplated by the
         Project Development Budget.

                           6.1(d)(2) No Partner shall have any obligation to
         contribute Capital Contributions in excess of the amounts set forth in
         Section 6.1(d)(1) except with the prior written Consent of such
         Partner. If any General Partner determines that additional Capital
         Contributions are necessary to enable the Partnership to conduct its
         business, such General Partner shall give notice to the other General
         Partner in the manner provided in Section 14.12, which notice shall
         specify in reasonable detail the amount and purpose of any such
         additional Capital Contributions. The Partners shall meet and confer
         promptly upon the issuance of such notice in an effort to reach



         decisions concerning the future conduct of the Partnership's business,
         the sources of capital required to conduct such business, and the
         method for funding such additional capital requirements (whether by
         financing, capital contributions or other means).

                           6.1(d)(3)        [INTENTIONALLY DELETED.]
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                           6.1(d)(4) If all Partners agree to contribute capital
         under this Agreement or by any subsequent agreement of the Partners,
         the Partners shall make such Capital Contributions in proportion to
         their respective Percentage Interests and in such amounts which are
         sufficient to provide such funds. Each Partner shall receive credit to
         its Unreturned Capital Contributions Account and earn a Priority Return
         with respect to such additional Capital Contribution, but shall not
         receive an additional Partnership Interest as a result of such Capital
         Contribution.

                           6.1(d)(5) The Partners agree that the combined fair
         market value of the interests in the Land (i.e., a leasehold estate as
         to Tract I and fee simple title as to Tract II) to be contributed by
         OAI to the Partnership is equal to $25,000,000. Upon the execution and
         delivery of the Ground Lease and the contribution of the Land Parcels
         to the Partnership, OAI shall receive a credit to its capital account
         equal to $25,000,000.

         6.2 ADDITIONAL FINANCING; LOANS; ADDITIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS. It is
acknowledged that following Completion of the Project, additional funds may be
required in connection with the development and construction of the Project, and
possibly in connection with the operation of the Project, including the funding
of operating deficits, or in respect of any other obligations, liabilities,
expenses or expenditures related to the Partnership's business. Subject to the
prior approval of the General Partners, the Managing General Partner may obtain
such additional funds as follows:

                  6.2(a) COMMERCIAL LENDING. The Managing General Partner, with
the approval of the General Partners, acting for and on behalf of the
Partnership and in the name of the Partnership, may (but shall not be required
to), obtain financing, on a recourse or nonrecourse basis from commercial banks,
savings and loan associations and other lending institutions, or other Persons,
including without limitation, public or private securitized financing. The
interest on such financing shall be at then-prevailing market rates and such
interest may be payable on a current or deferred basis. Such financing may
consist of participating loans whereby the lender(s) would have certain rights
to receipts or cash flow of the Partnership and/or to proceeds of sales and
refinancings of the Partnership Property.

                  6.2(b) PARTNER LOANS. Upon the Consent of the General
Partners, any Partner may (but shall not be required to) loan to the Partnership
funds in the amount of the required additional funds, which loans (the "Partner
Loans") shall bear interest at a rate equal to the cost to such Partner of
borrowing such funds (which rate shall be competitive and reasonable) if such
Partner borrows money to make such Partner Loans, or at a reasonable and
competitive rate of interest if such Partner does not borrow money to make such
Partner Loans. Such Partner Loans shall be repaid to the Partner(s) making such
Partner Loans, with interest as aforesaid, prior to any distribution of Net
Ordinary Cash Flow to any Partner and prior to the return of any Unreturned
Capital Contributions Account to any Partner, but shall not be secured by any
Partnership Property.

         6.3      DEFAULT CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS.

                  6.3(a) If a Partner is obligated to make any Capital
Contributions under the terms and conditions of this Agreement and such Partner
fails to make such contributions for a period of thirty (30) days following
Notice of such default (such defaulting Partner being referred to herein as the
"Defaulting Partner"), then the remaining Partners ("Non-Defaulting Partners")



shall be entitled to fund all or any portion of such Capital Contribution
required of the Defaulting Partner. If the Non-Defaulting Partners make such
Capital Contributions ("Default Capital Contributions"), the Partnership
Interest of each Partner shall thereupon be recalculated as follows: (1) the
Partnership Interest of the Defaulting Partner shall be reduced by a percentage
amount (the "Dilution Percentage") calculated by
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dividing (a) the amount of the Default Capital Contributions made by the
Non-Defaulting Partners by (b) the aggregate amount of all Capital Contributions
that such Defaulting Partner made or was required to have made as of the date of
such default, less all Partnership distributions made to such Partner pursuant
to Section 7.9(a)(iv) hereof; and (2) the Partnership Interests of the
Non-Defaulting Partners shall be increased by the same Dilution Percentage
(allocable between the Non-Defaulting Partners in proportion to the amounts of
their respective Default Capital Contributions). The adjusted Partnership
Interests shall be expressed as a decimal rounded to the fourth digit.

                  6.3(b) In the event of a transfer of a portion of the
Partnership Interest of any Partner, all of the calculations necessary at any
time or from time to time under this Section 6.3 shall be made without regard to
any such partial transfer. Any dilution pursuant to this Section 6.3 shall be
made effective against the aggregate Partnership Interest of the transferor and,
if necessary, any transferee.

                  6.3(c) If due to the operation of this Section 6.3 a
Defaulting Partner's Partnership Interest is diluted, the Non-Defaulting
Partners shall have the right and option for a period of 60 days after such
dilution occurs to purchase the Defaulting Partner's interest in the Partnership
at a price equal to the total amount of cash Capital Contributions which had
been contributed to the Partnership by the Defaulting Partner at the time of
such default, less the amount of any distributions of Net Ordinary Cash Flow or
proceeds from a Major Capital Event previously made to the Defaulting Partner.

                  6.3(d) In order to elect to purchase the interest in the
Partnership of a Defaulting Partner pursuant to Section 6.3(c), the
Non-Defaulting Partner desiring to purchase such Partnership Interest shall send
written notice of election to the Defaulting Partner prior to expiration of such
60-day period. In the event a Non-Defaulting Partner elects to purchase a
Defaulting Partner's interest, such election pursuant to this Section 6.3(d)
shall create a binding contract for the purchase and sale of the Defaulting
Partner's interest in the Partnership. The closing of such purchase and sale
shall take place at the office where the principal place of business of the
Partnership is located on the date specified by the Non-Defaulting Partner in
its election notice which date shall not be less than 20 days nor more than 60
days following the date of such notice, unless the Partners agree to a different
mutually acceptable date. The form and substance of the closing documents shall
be reasonably satisfactory to the Non-Defaulting Partner and shall consist of an
assignment and bill of sale (both with covenants against grantor's acts) from
the Non-Defaulting Partner to the Defaulting Partner (or its nominee or
designee), together with such other instruments and documents as may be
reasonably necessary or desirable to effectuate the sale. The purchase price
shall be payable by federal wire transfer of immediately available funds to an
account designated by the Non-Defaulting Partner, against delivery of all the
closing documents. At either Partner's request, the Partnership's Bank or the
title Company which issued the owner's title policy to the Partnership may be
appointed as escrow agent to receive all closing documents and the purchase
price in escrow in order to make simultaneous delivery of closing documents and
disbursement of funds at the closing or the next business day thereafter. The
instruments and documents shall be legally sufficient to convey all of the
Defaulting Partner's interest in the Partnership (and the Project) to the
Non-Defaulting Partner (or its nominee of designee), free and clear of all deeds
of trust, security interests, liens, charges and encumbrances. The provisions of
this Section 6.3(c) and (d) shall be enforceable by a decree of specific
performance and neither Partner shall assert in defense thereto that there
exists an adequate remedy at law.

                  6.3(e) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement



to the contrary, a Defaulting Partner shall thereafter have no further approval
rights, right to make decisions or role in management of the Partnership until
such funding or contribution default has been cured and the Non-Defaulting
Partners shall be reasonably satisfied that no further defaults are likely to
occur. Without limitation of the foregoing, in such event (i) if
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the Defaulting Partner is the Managing General Partner, the Non-Defaulting
Partners shall have the right to remove the Defaulting Partner as the Managing
General Partners and to select a new Managing General Partner in accordance with
Section 11.5 hereof and to terminate the Management Agreement and any other
agreements between the Partnership and any Affiliate of the Defaulting Partner),
(ii) the Non-Defaulting Partners shall have the right to apply any fees payable
to the Defaulting Partner or its Affiliate in accordance with this Agreement to
any amounts owed by the Defaulting Partner, (iii) no Defaulting Partner shall
have the right to initiate the buy-sell procedure pursuant to Section 11.3
hereof and (iv) the Non-Defaulting Partners shall have the right to make all
decisions of the Partnership and the Partners.

         6.4      LIABILITY OF LIMITED PARTNERS.

         Except as otherwise provided for herein, no Limited Partner (in its
capacity as a Limited Partner) shall be required under any circumstance to
contribute to the capital of the Partnership any amount beyond that sum required
of the Limited Partner pursuant to this Article VI, nor shall any Limited
Partner be obligated to lend any funds to the Partnership.

         6.5      NO INTEREST ON CAPITAL CONTRIBUTION.

         Except as otherwise provided for herein, no interest shall accrue or be
payable to any Partner by reason of its Capital Contribution or its Capital
Account.

         6.6      WITHDRAWAL OF CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS.

         A Partner shall not be entitled to withdraw any part of its Capital
Account or to receive any distributions (property or cash) except as
specifically provided in this Agreement, and in no event will any Partner have
the right to receive property other than cash in return for any contributions to
the capital of the Partnership. The General Partners shall not have any personal
liability whatsoever with respect to the return to any Partner of its Capital
Account.

         6.7      MAINTENANCE OF CAPITAL ACCOUNTS.

         The Capital Accounts of the Partners shall be maintained in a manner
consistent with applicable Regulations and shall be adjusted as follows:

                  6.7(a) There shall be credited to each Partner's Capital
Account (i) the amount of any cash (which shall not include imputed or actual
interest on any deferred contributions) actually contributed by such Partner to
the capital of the Partnership, (ii) the fair market value of any property
contributed by such Partner to the capital of the Partnership (net of any
liabilities secured by such property that the Partnership is considered to
assume or take subject to under Code Section 752), and (iii) such Partner's
share of the Net Profits of the Partnership and of any items in the nature of
income or gain separately allocated to the Partners; and there shall be charged
against each Partner's Capital Account (x) the amount of all cash distributions
to such Partner by the Partnership, (y) the fair market value of any property
distributed to such Partner by the Partnership (net of any liability secured by
such property that the Partner is considered to assume or take subject to under
Code Section 752), and (z) such Partner's share of the Net Losses of the
Partnership and of any items in the nature of losses or deductions separately
allocated to the Partners.

                  6.7(b) If the Partnership at any time distributes any of its
assets in kind to any Partner, the Capital Account of each Partner shall be
adjusted to account for such Partner's allocable share of the Net Profits or Net
Losses that would have been realized by
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the Partnership had it sold the assets that were distributed at their respective
fair market values immediately prior to the distribution.

                  6.7(c) In the event that the Partnership makes an election
under Code Section 754, the amounts of any adjustments to the bases (or Carrying
Values) of the assets of the Partnership made pursuant to Code Section 743 shall
not be reflected in the Capital Accounts of the Partners, but the amounts of any
adjustments to the bases (or Carrying Values) of the assets of the Partnership
made pursuant to Code Section 734 as a result of the distribution of property by
the Partnership to a Partner (to the extent that such adjustments have not
previously been reflected in the Partners' Capital Accounts) shall be reflected
in the Capital Accounts of the Partners in the manner prescribed in the
Regulations.

                  6.7(d) The Partners shall elect, upon the occurrence of any of
the following events, that the Capital Account balance of each Partner shall be
adjusted to reflect the Partner's allocable share of the Net Profits or Net
Losses that would be realized by the Partnership if it sold all of its property
at its fair market value on the day of the adjustment:

                  (i)  any increase in any new or existing Partner's Partnership
         Interest resulting from a more than de minimis contribution of cash or
         property by such Partner to the Partnership; and

                  (ii) any reduction in a Partner's Partnership Interest
         resulting from a more than de minimis distribution to such Partner in
         redemption of all or a portion of such Partner's Partnership Interest.

                  6.7(e) In the event any Partnership Interest is transferred in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, the transferee shall succeed to the
Capital Account of the transferor to the extent it relates to the transferred
Partnership Interest.

                  6.7(f) In the event the Regulations fail to provide guidance
for the maintenance of the Capital Accounts of Partners in particular instances,
then the Capital Accounts shall be adjusted by the Partners, with the review and
concurrence of the Partnership's tax advisors, in a manner that (i) maintains
equality between the aggregate Capital Accounts of the Partners and the amount
of Partnership capital reflected on the Partnership's financial books and
records, (ii) is consistent with the underlying economic arrangement among the
Partners and (iii) is based, whenever practicable, upon federal tax accounting
principles.

         6.8      NO THIRD PARTY BENEFIT.

         No provision set forth in this Article VI shall be construed to be for
the benefit of any third party, including without limitation, any creditor of
the Partnership, and no such third party or creditor shall be entitled to
enforce any such provision.

                   ARTICLE VII - ALLOCATIONS AND DISTRIBUTIONS

         7.1      GENERAL ALLOCATION OF NET PROFITS AND NET LOSSES.

         Except as provided in Section 7.2 hereof, all Net Profits, Net Losses
and items of income, gain, loss, deduction and credit of the Partnership for any
taxable year shall be allocated among the Partners and credited or charged to
their respective Capital Accounts in accordance with the following provisions:
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                  7.1(a) Net Profits shall be allocated as follows:

                           (i)   First, Net Profits (in an amount not to exceed
         the distributions of Net Ordinary Cash Flow and net proceeds from a
         Major Capital Event made pursuant to Sections 7.8 and 7.9,
         respectively, for such taxable year) shall be allocated among the
         Partners pro rata in proportion to their respective allocations of Net
         Ordinary Cash Flow or Net Proceeds from a Major Capital Event.

                           (ii)  Second, Net Profits for such taxable year in
         excess of those allocated pursuant to Section 7.1(a)(i) shall be
         allocated among the Partners who have Negative Capital Accounts
         (determined after current year contributions, distributions and any
         allocation of Net Profits pursuant to Section 7.1(a)(i) for such year),
         to the extent thereof, pro rata in proportion to their respective
         Negative Capital Accounts.

                           (iii) Third, any remaining Net Profits shall be
         allocated among the Partners who have an Unallocated Preferred Return,
         to the extent thereof, pro rata in proportion to their respective
         Unallocated Preferred Return balances.

                           (iv)  Fourth, any remaining Net Profits shall be
         allocated among the Partners whose Unreturned Capital Contribution
         Account exceeds their respective Positive Capital Accounts, to the
         extent of such aggregate differences, pro rata in proportion to the
         amount of such excess.

                           (v)   Fifth, any remaining Net Profits shall be
         allocated among the Partners pro rata in proportion to their respective
         Partnership Interests.

                  7.1(b) Net Losses shall be allocated as follows:

                           (i)   First, Net Losses shall be allocated to any
         Partner receiving aggregate allocations of Net Profit in excess of
         aggregate distributions received by such Partner for any taxable year,
         pro rata among the Partners receiving such excess allocations of Net
         Profit, in proportion to the excess allocations of Net Profit received.
         For purposes of this Section 7.1(b)(i), Net Profits, Net Losses and
         aggregate distributions shall all be calculated on a cumulative basis
         from the date of this Agreement through the date of calculation.

                           (ii)  Second, among the Partners who have Positive
         Capital Accounts in proportion to the balances of their respective
         Positive Capital Accounts (determined after current year contributions,
         distributions and any allocations of Net Losses pursuant to Section
         7.1(b)(i) for such year), until such Capital Accounts have a zero
         balance; and

                           (iii) Third, the balance of any such Net Losses shall
         be allocated among the Partners in proportion to their respective
         Partnership Interests.

         7.2      OVERRIDING ALLOCATIONS OF NET PROFITS AND NET LOSSES.

         The following allocations of Net Profits and Net Losses and items
thereof shall be made before applying Section 7.1 hereof:

                  7.2(a) If in any year there is a net decrease in the amount of
the Minimum Gain computed solely with respect to Nonrecourse Debt other than
Partner Nonrecourse Debt, then each Partner shall be allocated items of income
and gain (consisting first of gains recognized from the disposition of
Partnership Property subject to one or more Nonrecourse Debts other than Partner
Nonrecourse Debts and then, if necessary, a pro rata portion of the
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Partnership's other items of income and gain for that year) for that year (and,
if necessary, subsequent years) in an amount equal to that Partner's share of
the net decrease in Partnership Minimum Gain within the meaning of Regulation
Section 1.704-2(g)(2). It is the intent of the parties that any allocations
pursuant to this Section 7.2(a) shall constitute a "Minimum Gain Chargeback"
under Regulation Section 1.704-2(f) and shall be interpreted consistently
thereunder.

                  7.2(b) If in any year there is a net decrease in the amount of
the Partner Minimum Gain computed solely with respect to Partner Nonrecourse
Debt, then each Partner shall be allocated items of income and gain (consisting
first of gain from the disposition of Partnership Property subject to Partner
Nonrecourse Debt and then, if necessary, a pro rata portion of the Partnership's
other items of income and gain for that year) for that year (and, if necessary,
subsequent years) in an amount and in a manner consistent with the provisions of
Regulation Section 1.704-2(i)(4). It is the intent of the parties that any
allocations pursuant to this Section 7.2(b) shall constitute "Chargeback of
Partner Nonrecourse Debt Minimum Gain" under Regulation Section 1.704-2(i)(4)
and shall be interpreted consistently thereunder.

                  7.2(c) If, during any year, a Partner unexpectedly receives
any adjustment, allocation or distribution described in Regulation Section
1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d)(4), (5) or (6), and as a result of such adjustment,
allocation or distribution, such Partner's Capital Account has an Excess
Negative Balance, then items of gross income (computed with the adjustments set
forth in clauses (i), (ii) and (iii) of the definition of Net Profits and Net
Losses) for such year (and, if necessary, subsequent years) shall first be
allocated to such Partner in an amount equal to such Partner's Excess Negative
Balance. It is the intent of the parties that any allocations pursuant to this
Section 7.2(c) shall constitute a "qualified income offset" provision under
Regulation Section 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d) and shall be interpreted consistently
thereunder.

                  7.2(d) In no event shall Net Losses of the Partnership be
allocated to a Partner if such allocation would cause or increase an Excess
Negative Balance in such Partner's Capital Account. Any such Net Losses shall be
allocated to the Partners who bear the economic risk of such Net Losses.

                  7.2(e) In the event that Net Profits, Net Losses or items
thereof are allocated to one or more Partners pursuant to Sections 7.2(c) and
7.2(d) above, subsequent Net Profits and Net Losses shall first be allocated
(subject to the provisions of Sections 7.2(a), 7.2(b), 7.2(c) and 7.2(d) hereof)
to the Partners in a manner designed to result in each Partner having a Capital
Account balance equal to what it would have been had the original allocation of
Net Profits, Net Losses or items thereof pursuant to Sections 7.2(c) and 7.2(d)
hereof not occurred.

                  7.2(f) Except as otherwise provided herein, for tax purposes,
all items of income, gain, loss, deduction or credit shall be allocated to the
Partners in the same manner as are Net Profits and Net Losses; provided,
however, that if the Carrying Value of any property of the Partnership differs
from its adjusted basis for tax purposes, then items of income, gain, loss,
deduction or credit related to such property for tax purposes shall be allocated
among the Partners so as to take account of the variation between the adjusted
basis of the property for tax purposes and its Carrying Value in the manner
provided for under Code Section 704(c).

                  7.2(g) Solely for purposes of determining a Partner's
proportionate share of the "excess nonrecourse liabilities" of the Partnership
within the meaning of regulation Section 1.752-3(a)(3), the Partners' interests
in the Partnership profits shall be in proportion to their respective
Partnership Interests, unless otherwise agreed by the Partners.
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         7.3      SECTION 754 AND OTHER ELECTIONS.



         In the event of a transfer of all or part of a Partnership Interest
pursuant to this Agreement, the Partnership shall elect at the request of any
existing Partner or any person being admitted as a Partner, or the executor,
administrator or other legal representative of a deceased Partner, to adjust the
basis of the Partnership's assets pursuant to Code Section 754 or the
corresponding provision of subsequent law. In the case of a new Partner, the
election shall be filed by the Partnership as constituted prior to such
admission. The Managing General Partner reserves the right to cause the
Partnership to file such further election(s) if it determines in its reasonable
discretion that there are good and substantial reasons to do so.

         7.4      PARTIAL TAXABLE YEAR.

         In the event of the transfer of all or any part of a Partnership
Interest in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement at any time other
than the end of a Partnership fiscal year, the distributive share of the various
Partnership items in respect of the Partnership Interest so transferred shall
(unless otherwise determined in writing by the transferor and transferee) be
allocated between the transferor and transferee (i) in the same ratio as the
number of days in such Partnership fiscal year before and after such transfer or
adjustment, except that the provisions of this sentence shall not be applicable
to a gain or loss on the sale or other disposition of all or substantially all
of the Partnership Property or to other extraordinary nonrecurring items, or
(ii) as otherwise required under the Code.

         7.5      INTENT.

         The provisions of this Article VII governing the allocation of income
and losses shall be construed and implemented in a manner which is consistent
with Code Sections 704(b)(2) and 704(c) and the Regulations promulgated
thereunder.

         7.6      USE OF PROCEEDS.

         From and after the date of this Agreement until the Grand Opening, all
Proceeds shall be used by the Partnership to (i) pay development and operating
costs of the Project, including without limitation, the Construction Period
Preference, (ii) pay the costs set forth in the Project Development Budget, and
(iii) reduce the principal amount of, or reduce the need to draw upon, the
Construction Loan.

         7.7      CONSTRUCTION PERIOD PREFERENCE DISTRIBUTION.

                  7.7(a) To the extent permitted by the documents evidencing the
Construction Loan, the Construction Period Preference shall be paid to Mills and
TMLP out of the proceeds of the Construction Loan within three (3) Business Days
following the end of each calendar quarter from and after the date of this
Agreement until the Project Completion Date. To the extent such a distribution
to Mills and TMLP is not permitted under the terms of the Construction Loan,
then the Construction Period Preference payable to Mills and TMLP shall be
deemed to have been contributed by Mills and TMLP as part of their Capital
Contribution pursuant to Section 6.1(d)(1) and the Unreturned Capital
Contributions Accounts of Mills and TMLP shall be increased by such amount.

                  7.7(b) To the extent the Construction Period Preference is not
timely accrued or distributed pursuant to Sections 7.7(a) hereof, the unpaid
portion thereof shall bear interest cumulatively at the rate of nine percent
(9%) per annum.
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         7.8      DISTRIBUTION OF NET ORDINARY CASH FLOW.

                  7.8(a) Net Ordinary Cash Flow shall be allocated and
distributed among the Partners as follows:

                           (i)   First, to Mills and TMLP, the amount of all
         unpaid balances of the Construction Period Preference, together with
         any interest accruing thereon pursuant to Section 7.7(b), in proportion



         to such balances;

                           (ii)  Second, to Mills and TMLP, the amount of all
         cumulated unpaid balances of the Priority Return for prior fiscal
         periods, in proportion to such balances;

                           (iii) Third, to the Partners, the amount of the
         Priority Return for the current fiscal period in proportion to the
         relative amounts thereof;

                           (iv)  Fourth, to OAI, the amount of all cumulated
         unpaid balances of the OAI Land Contribution Return;

                           (v)   Fifth, to OAI, the amount of any OAI Land
         Contribution Return for the current fiscal period;

                           (vi)  Sixth, to Mills and TMLP, the amount of any
         Special Distribution that shall have accrued for such fiscal year; and

                           (vii) Seventh, to the Partners, in proportion to the
         Partners' respective Partnership Interests.

An example showing the implementation of this Section 7.8(a) is set forth in
Exhibit C.

                  7.8(b) Amounts distributed pursuant to Sections 7.8(a)(i)
through 7.8(a)(v) hereof, inclusive, shall be paid on a quarterly basis, within
fifteen (15) days of the end of each calendar quarter, if Net Ordinary Cash Flow
is available and the balance, if any, shall be paid within ninety (90) days
subsequent to the end of each calendar year. The final allocation and
distribution of Net Ordinary Cash Flow for each calendar year shall be made
based upon the audited financial statements of the Partnership provided for in
Section 10.3 hereof for such year.

         7.9      DISTRIBUTIONS UPON MAJOR CAPITAL EVENT.

                  7.9(a) Net proceeds derived from or in connection with a Major
Capital Event shall be allocated and distributed among the Partners, on a
cumulative basis, as follows:

                           (i)   First, to Mills and TMLP, in proportion to such
                  balances, the amount of all cumulated unpaid balances of the
                  Construction Period Preference, together with interest thereon
                  to the extent applicable;

                           (ii)  Second, to Mills and TMLP, in proportion to 
                  such balances, the amount of all cumulated unpaid balances of
                  the Priority Return;

                           (iii) Third, to OAI, the amount of all cumulated
                  unpaid balances of the OAI Land Contribution Return;

                           (iv)  Fourth, to the Partners, in proportion to the
                  relative amounts thereof, the balances remaining in the
                  Unreturned Capital Contributions
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                  Account of each Partner, until such balances shall have been
                  reduced to zero; and

                           (v)   Fifth, to the Partners, in proportion to the
                  Partners' respective Partnership Interests.

                  7.9(b)   [Intentionally Omitted.]

                                        
               ARTICLE VIII - LEGAL TITLE TO PARTNERSHIP PROPERTY



         8.1      LEGAL TITLE.

         Legal title to the Partnership's interest in the Project, the Land and
other Partnership Property shall be taken and at all times held in the name of
the Partnership, except as otherwise approved by the General Partners.

         8.2      MATTERS AFFECTING LEGAL TITLE.

         Except as otherwise provided for herein and subject to the provisions
of Section 9.1 hereof, the Managing General Partner, shall have the right, power
and authority, acting for and on behalf on the Partnership, to enter into and
execute any lease, contract, agreement, deed, covenants, proffers, applications
for zoning, grading, building, occupancy and other permits and licenses,
mortgage or other instrument or document required or otherwise appropriate to
develop, construct, lease, sell, mortgage, convey or refinance the Partnership
Property (or any part thereof), to borrow money and execute promissory notes, to
secure the same by mortgage or deed of trust, to renew or extend any and all
such loans or notes, and to convey the Partnership Property by deed, lease,
sublease, mortgage or otherwise. In no event shall any Person dealing with the
Managing General Partner be obligated to see to the application of any purchase
money, rent or money borrowed by the Partnership, or be obligated to see that
the terms of this Agreement have been complied with, or be obligated to inquire
into the necessity or expediency of any act or action of the Managing General
Partner. Every contract, agreement, deed, mortgage, lease, promissory note or
other instrument or document executed by the Managing General Partner with
respect to any of the Partnership Property shall be conclusive evidence in favor
of any and every Person relying thereon or claiming thereunder that (a) at the
time or times of the execution and/or delivery thereof, the Partnership was in
full force and effect, (b) such instrument or document was duly executed and
authorized and is binding upon the Partnership and all of the Partners thereof,
and (c) the Managing General Partner was duly authorized and empowered to
execute and deliver any and every such instrument or document for and on behalf
of the Partnership. In no event, however, shall the terms of this Section 8.2
shall be deemed to supersede other provisions of this Agreement limiting the
authority of the Managing General Partner.

         8.3      MANNER OF HOLDING LEGAL TITLE.

         It is expressly understood and agreed that the manner of holding title
to the Partnership Property (or any part thereof) and any other assets of the
Partnership is solely for the convenience of the Partnership. Accordingly, the
spouse, heirs, executors or administrators, beneficiaries, distributees,
successors or assigns of any Partner shall have no right, title or interest in
or to any of the Partnership Property, and any Partnership assets shall be
subject to the terms of this Agreement.
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         8.4      USE OF "MILLS" AND "OPRY" NAMES.

                  8.4(a) The Partners acknowledge that TMLP and/or its
Affiliates hold the following trademarks and/or service marks (collectively, the
"Mills Marks"): Trademark registration No. 1,940,408 for the mark THE MILLS for
retail outlet malls featuring general consumer goods and services, registered in
the United States Patent and Trademark Office ("USPTO") on December 12, 1995;
and Trademark registration No. 1,868,590 for the mark THE MILLS for shopping
center services and the leasing of shopping mall space, registered in the USPTO
on December 20, 1994. TMLP hereby grants to the Partnership the non-exclusive
license to use the Mills Marks as part of the name of the Partnership and the
trade name "Opry Mills" for so long as TMLP or its Affiliates remain a Partner,
subject to the following conditions:

                           (i)   The Partnership shall not use the Mills Marks
         without the prior approval of TMLP unless the Partnership's use of the
         Mills Marks is in strict compliance with TMLP's guidelines regarding
         the use of the Mills Marks, as such guidelines may be issued from time
         to time;



                           (ii)  The Partnership shall not use the Mills Marks
         in any manner that reflects negatively on the Mills Marks or TMLP or
         its Affiliates;

                           (iii) The Partnership shall furnish to TMLP from
         time, upon request by TMLP, samples of the use of the Mills Marks;

                           (iv)  Upon the giving of Notice by TMLP that the
         Partnership's use of the Mills Marks is in violation of this Section,
         the Partnership shall have thirty (30) days in with to correct such
         failure. If the Partnership fails to correct such failure within such
         thirty (30) day period, then TMLP may terminate the license granted by
         this Section. Upon the termination of this license, the Partnership
         promptly shall discontinue the use of the Mills Marks.

                  8.4(b) The Partners acknowledge that OAI and/or its Affiliates
hold the following trademarks and/or service marks (collectively, the "Opry
Marks"): [LIST OPRY MARKS HELD BY OAI; PROVIDE FOR THE ASSIGNMENT BY OAI TO THE
PARTNERSHIP OF ALL "OPRY MILLS MARKS" FOR WHICH OAI FILED AN APPLICATION IN
NOVEMBER, 1997.] OAI hereby grants to the Partnership the non-exclusive license
to use the Opry Marks as part of the name of the Partnership and the trade name
"Opry Mills" for so long as OAI or its Affiliates remain a Partner, subject to
the following conditions:

                           (i)   The Partnership shall not use the Opry Marks
         without the prior approval of OAI unless the Partnership's use of the
         Opry Marks is in strict compliance with OAI's guidelines regarding the
         use of the Opry Marks, as such guidelines may be issued from time to
         time;

                           (ii)  The Partnership shall not use the Opry Marks in
         any manner that reflects negatively on the Opry Marks or OAI or its
         Affiliates;

                           (iii) The Partnership shall furnish to OAI from time,
         upon request by OAI, samples of the use of the Opry Marks;

                           (iv)  Upon the giving of Notice by OAI that the
         Partnership's use of the Opry Marks is in violation of this Section,
         the Partnership shall have thirty (30) days in with to correct such
         failure. If the Partnership fails to correct such failure within such
         thirty (30) day period, then OAI may terminate the license granted by
         this Section. Upon the termination of this license, the Partnership
         promptly shall discontinue the use of the Opry Marks.
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                  8.4(c) The Partners agree that in the event either (i) TMLP or
its Affiliates are no longer a Partner of the Partnership, or (ii) OAI or its
Affiliates are not longer a Partner of the Partnership, or (iii) the Project (or
all or substantially all of the interests therein) are sold or transferred to a
third-party, then, subject to any necessary third-party consents (which the
Partners agree to use commercially reasonable efforts to obtain), either the
Partnership (in the case of clause (i) or (ii) of this subsection) or such
third-party transferee (in the case of clause (iii) of this subsection), shall
be required to cease further use of the Mills Marks or the Opry Marks, as the
case may be, and the Mills or Opry name in connection with the Project and the
Partnership. It is understood and agreed that "commercially reasonable efforts"
shall not require the expenditure of funds or the institution of legal action by
any of the Partners or their Affiliates. Until such time as any necessary
third-party consents are obtained, the owner of the Project may continue using
the applicable marks and name in connection with the Project and the Partnership
pending receipt of such third-party consents, provided, however, that the
Project owner shall covenant and agree to operate the Project substantially in
accordance with past practices in order to assure that the Marks are not used
for a shopping center that is of a materially lesser quality than that of the
Project immediately prior to the events described in clauses (c)(i) and/or
(c)(ii) of this Section.



                       ARTICLE IX - MANAGEMENT OF BUSINESS

         9.1      DUTIES, RIGHTS AND POWERS OF THE MANAGING GENERAL PARTNER;
FEES AND COSTS; INDEMNIFICATION.

                  9.1(a) Except as otherwise expressly provided herein,
management decisions of the Partnership shall be made by the Managing General
Partner, which shall be responsible for the conduct of Partnership business
subject to the provisions of this Agreement and applicable law. The Managing
General Partner shall devote to the management of the Partnership business so
much of its time as it, in its sole discretion, deems reasonably necessary for
the efficient operation of the Partnership business.

                  9.1(b) Except as otherwise provided for herein, if any
activities of the Partnership require, in the reasonable judgment of the
Managing General Partner, that Affiliates be engaged to provide services or to
sell products to the Partnership, such services and products shall be provided
in accordance with the fees specified by Sections 9.3 through 9.10 hereof for
such services as identified thereby and, in all other cases, shall be in
accordance with Section 9.12 hereof.

                  9.1(c)   [Intentionally Omitted.]

                  9.1(d)(i) In addition to Consents to Partnership action
required elsewhere in this Agreement, but subject to the provisions of Section
6.3(e) hereof, the Consent of both General Partners shall be required prior to
the implementation by the Managing General Manager of any of the following
decisions (each such decision, a "Major Decision"):

                           (1) Amending the Management Agreement or any other
         agreement between the Partnership and TMLP or an Affiliate of TMLP;
         provided, however, that if the proposed amendment is of a non-monetary
         nature, the Consent of OAI and TMLP shall not be unreasonably withheld.
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                           (2) Obtaining any financing or refinancing of the
         Project, but only to the extent not specifically provided for in this
         Agreement or in an annual operating budget approved by OAI and TMLP
         pursuant to Section 9.2 hereof. It will be the objective of the
         Partnership to procure a Permanent Loan for the Project as soon as
         practicable, in an amount not to exceed the amount contemplated
         therefor in the approved Project Development Budget. Notwithstanding
         the foregoing, the Consent of OAI and TMLP shall not be required for a
         Construction Loan or Permanent Loan provided that such loans are in
         conformity with the parameters for such loans which have been approved
         by OAI and TMLP in writing. Furthermore, the Consent of OAI shall not
         be required in connection with any refinancing of Partnership
         indebtedness that is undertaken by the Partnership in order to procure
         the release of Mills, TMLP or their respective Affiliates from recourse
         liability for such loans or from liability under any Loan Guarantees
         given with respect to such indebtedness so long as such loan complies
         with the applicable loan parameters which have been approved by OAI and
         TMLP in writing.

                           (3) Entering into any swap agreements, cap agreements
         or other interest rate protection agreements (collectively referred to
         as a "Derivative Agreement"), except that no Consent of OAI shall be
         required under this Section 9.1(d)(i)(3) if (a) the applicable
         Derivative Agreement complied with the terms of any loan parameters
         that were Approved by the General Partners, or (b) the applicable
         Derivative Agreements complied with the terms of an approved operating
         budget.

                           (4) Selling or otherwise disposing of, or placing any
         encumbrance or lien upon any part of the Project or any other
         Partnership assets (exclusive of personal property of insubstantial
         value), except to the extent provided in any annual operating budget



         approved by OAI and TMLP pursuant to Section 9.2 hereof and except for
         a Construction Loan or Permanent Loan which has been approved as
         provided herein or is otherwise permitted under the terms of Section
         9.1(d)(i)(3) hereof.

                           (5) Entering into any contract, agreement or other
         relationship with any General Partner, or any Affiliate thereof, to
         provide goods or services to the Partnership; provided, however, that
         OAI and TMLP acknowledge and agree that Affiliates of OAI and TMLP will
         provide certain leasing, financing, consulting, property management,
         advertising, promotional and construction services to the Partnership
         in accordance with and subject to the provisions of Sections 9.3
         through 9.10 hereof and of the Management Agreement.

                           (6) Except to the extent provided for in the approved
         Project Development Budget or any annual operating budget approved by
         OAI and TMLP pursuant to Section 9.2 hereof, (a) entering into any
         lease affecting the Project real estate of more than twenty thousand
         (20,000) square feet, or (b) entering into any lease affecting the
         Project real estate of less than twenty thousand (20,000) square feet
         with leasing terms not in substantial and material conformity with the
         leasing parameters set forth in the then-current annual operating
         budget.

                           (7) Selling any Project real estate to a tenant (a)
         not shown as being sold in the Project Development Budget, or (b) if
         shown as being sold in the Project Development Budget, for a price less
         than ninety-five percent (95%) of the price per square foot shown in
         the Project Development Budget.

                           (8) Entering into any contract, agreement, joint
         venture, partnership, arrangement or other relationship in which the
         Partnership takes an ownership interest in, or makes a loan to, another
         business.
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                           (9)  Except to the extent provided for in an annual
         operating budget approved by OAI and TMLP pursuant to Section 9.2
         hereof, creating reserves.

                           (10) Except to the extent provided for in an annual
         operating budget approved pursuant to Section 9.2 hereof, amending any
         agreement entered into by or on behalf of the Partnership described in
         Sections 9.3 through 9.10 hereof, inclusive, or altering or increasing
         (however insubstantially) any fee of any kind payable to TMLP or to an
         Affiliate of TMLP in connection therewith.

                           (11) Initiating or settling any litigation outside
         the ordinary course of business of the Partnership; provided, however,
         the Managing General Partner may settle any litigation without the
         Consent of OAI and TMLP if the amount to be paid by the Partnership
         pursuant to such settlement, exclusive of any reimbursements or
         recoveries from the proceeds of insurance or from other third parties,
         does not exceed One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000).

                           (12) Approving the initial Project Development Budget
         for the Project, or increasing or decreasing the approved Project
         Development Budget; provided, however, that the Consent of OAI and TMLP
         shall not be unreasonably withheld. No Consent of OAI shall be required
         for the reallocation of line items within the approved Project
         Development Budget. At such time that OAI and TMLP approve the initial
         Project Development Budget, the Partners agree to revise, to the extent
         required, any collateral documents which were executed in connection
         with this Agreement in a manner which is consistent with the underlying
         economic arrangement among the Partners.

                           (13) Approving the Plans for the Project and any
         material modifications thereto.



                           (14) Issuing any calls for Capital Contributions in
         excess of the sums required to be contributed pursuant to Section
         6.1(d)(1) of this Agreement.

                           (15) Incurring any operating expenditure on behalf of
         the Partnership in excess of amounts set forth in an approved annual
         operating budget, except as expressly permitted under the terms and
         conditions of Section 9.2 hereof.

                  9.1(d)(ii) The Managing General Partner shall provide OAI and
TMLP with a Notice of any action the Managing General Partner desires to take
which constitutes a Major Decision. Such Notice shall provide OAI and TMLP with
sufficient documentation and information to enable OAI and TMLP to make an
informed decision with respect to such proposed action, and shall request OAI's
and TMLP's Consent to such action. OAI and TMLP shall exercise their respective
right to Consent or not to Consent to a Major Decision, in a Notice to the
Managing General Partner, within thirty (30) days following the respective dates
of their actual receipt of the Notice and the documents or agreements relevant
to said Consent. OAI and TMLP may, at any time during the applicable thirty
(30)- day period, request in writing additional relevant information from the
Managing General Partner in order to make a fully informed decision. If such
additional information is timely requested, the thirty (30)-day response period
shall not commence until all such reasonably requested information has been
received by the Partner requesting such information. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, there shall be no time limitation with respect to any Consent,
decision or approval respecting the sale of the entire Project or any
substantial amount thereof. If either OAI or TMLP take no action within the
applicable time period above set forth, then such Partner's Consent to the Major
Decision in question shall be deemed to have been given.

                  9.1(e) No Limited Partner (in its capacity as a Limited
Partner) shall have or exercise any rights in connection with the management of
the Partnership business.
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         9.2      BUDGETS.

                  9.2(a) The Managing General Partner shall prepare and
formulate proposed annual Operating Budgets for the Project for the period after
Grand Opening, setting forth estimated revenues and expenses, capital
expenditures, reserves, contingencies, sources and applications of funds, and
loans contemplated, if any (the "Proposed Budget"). Any Proposed Budget shall be
substantially in the form approved by the Partners pursuant to a separate
agreement of even date and shall be submitted to the General Partners for their
approval not less than sixty (60) calendar days prior to the first day of the
fiscal year covered by such Proposed Budget. If any General Partner has any
questions regarding, or objections to, items in the Proposed Budget, such
General Partner shall send Notice thereof to the other General Partner.

                  9.2(b) If the General Partners have not agreed upon the annual
operating budget for any year prior to the commencement of the fiscal year to be
covered by such budget, then, until (i) the first Operating Budget is approved
by the General Partners, the General Partners agree to operate the Project in
accordance with the Project Development Budget, and (ii) the annual Operating
Budget for any subsequent year is approved by the General Partners, the General
Partners agree to operate the Project in accordance with the most recently
approved annual Operating Budget, with the following modifications:

                           (i)   Real estate taxes, insurance premiums and 
         similar items will be increased or decreased to reflect known changes
         in the costs for such items;

                           (ii)  Base rent and additional rent, if any, shall be
         increased to reflect contractual increases in such rents, and shall be
         further adjusted to reflect signed leases to the extent the space in
         the Project has been occupied by tenants;



                           (iii) All other items of expense shall be escalated
         by the year-to-year change in the Consumer Price Index; and

                           (iv)  All extraordinary and non-recurring capital
         expenditures which were part of the approved budget and actually
         expended shall be deleted.

                  9.2(c) The Partners acknowledge and agree that increases in
expenditures for any line item in the annual Operating Budget which do not
exceed five percent (5%) of the original amount of such line item shall only
require the Consent of the Managing General Partner.

                  9.2(d) Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 9.2(b)
hereof, the Partners acknowledge and agree that (i) in the event the General
Partners approve any loan pursuant to Section 9.1(d)(i)(2) hereof, then Debt
Service, amounts to be paid under any Derivative Agreement (as defined in
Section 9.1(d)(i)(3) hereof) required pursuant to such loan, and other expenses
relating to such loan shall be deemed approved to the extent required to obtain,
or prevent a default under, such loan; and (ii) in the event the General
Partners approve any lease pursuant to Section 9.1(d)(i)(6) hereof, then any
expenditures for tenant improvements required in connection with such lease
shall be deemed approved to the extent required to obtain, or prevent a default
under, such lease.

                  9.2(e) Without the Consent of OAI and TMLP, the Managing
General Partner shall not make any expenditures from any reserve account, other
than those expressly permitted in an approved annual operating budget or as
otherwise permitted in this Agreement.
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         9.3      MANAGEMENT FEES.

         The Partnership will pay to an Affiliate of TMLP management fees for
managing the Project in an amount equal to four percent (4%) of the "Gross
Rental Revenues" received by the Partnership during any applicable fiscal
period. "Gross Rental Revenues" shall mean all sums received by the Partnership
during any fiscal period in the nature of minimum rent, percentage rent and
miscellaneous income, but exclusive of expenses reimbursable by tenants, such as
real estate taxes, common area maintenance, etc. and exclusive of sponsorship
revenue. The terms and conditions governing the payment of such Management Fees
shall be set forth in the Management Agreement.

         9.4      DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT FEE.

                  9.4(a) The Partnership shall pay to an Affiliate of TMLP, a
development fee for development services in amounts to be set forth in the
Project Development Budget, payable fifty percent (50%) on the date of the
Construction Loan Closing, and the balance in twenty-four (24) equal monthly
installments thereafter; provided, however, if any portion of such fee remains
unpaid at the time of the Grand Opening, such unpaid portion shall become due
and payable not later than thirty (30) days following such date. Except as
provided in Sections 9.8 and 9.12 herein, such fee shall cover, without
limitation by way of enumeration, all costs of administering the Project,
including, for example, salaries, overhead, travel, and all other out-of-pocket
costs. The terms and conditions applicable to such development fee shall be set
forth in a Development Agreement to be entered into between the Partnership and
the applicable Affiliate of TMLP, which Development Agreement shall be subject
to the prior Consent of OAI.

                  9.4(b) The Partnership shall pay to OAI or an Affiliate
designated by OAI a development fee in the amount of $10 million, which fee
shall be payable in quarterly installments of $1,250,000. Such quarterly
installments shall begin to accrue beginning with the first quarter of 1998 but
shall not be due and payable until thirty days following the end of the quarter
in which the Project Commencement Date occurs. Subsequent quarterly installments
shall be due and payable within 30 days following the end of each successive



quarter until such fee shall have been paid in full. The development fee to be
paid to OAI pursuant to this Section shall be included as a line item in the
Project Development Budget. The balance, if any, remaining unpaid as of the date
of the Grand Opening shall become due and payable not later than thirty (30)
days following such date.

                  9.4(c) The Partners contemplate that OAI may perform certain
additional services on behalf of the Partnership in connection with, among other
things, the negotiation of agreements with applicable governmental agencies with
respect to TIF arrangements. In such event, the Partnership shall pay to OAI
certain consulting fees in amount to be agreed upon by the Partners and to be
set forth in the Project Development Budget. The Partnership shall enter into a
separate Consulting Agreement to confirm the terms and conditions governing such
additional services and the additional fees to be paid for such additional
services.
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         9.5      LEASE-UP FEES.

         To cover the costs of the initial leasing of space in the Project, the
Partnership shall pay to an Affiliate of TMLP a leasing fee in an amount to be
set forth in the Project Development Budget. In addition, the Partnership shall
pay to such Affiliate a leasing expense allowance in an amount to be set forth
in the Project Development Budget, the purpose of such allowance being to
reimburse such Affiliate for non-third party overhead expenses incurred in
connection with the leasing (i. e., main office expenses, travel and
entertainment, and other general and administrative expenses). Said allowance
shall not cover third party marketing or other expenses related to leasing
(i.e., brochures, advertising, conventions, design, plans and other preparation
charges, special events and outside legal services), all of which third party
expenses shall be Project Costs, paid directly by the Partnership, or reimbursed
to such Affiliates if such Affiliates paid such expenses. If legal services for
leasing space are rendered by in-house counsel for such Affiliates, the
Partnership shall reimburse such Affiliate for said services at rates to be set
forth in the Project Development Budget. The lease-up fees to be paid pursuant
to this section shall be intended to cover the costs of all leasing services and
costs relating to initial lease-up of the Project, excluding fees paid to
outside brokers. In the event that a third party broker is involved in any such
leasing, the Partnership shall pay fees to such third party broker in an amount
not to exceed market fees for such leasing services and the fees and expenses
payable to such Affiliates in an amount up to fifty percent (50%) of such fees
and expenses shall be reduced by the amount of the fees paid to such broker. In
the event an Affiliate of TMLP receives fees pursuant to this Section 9.5 and
the tenant under the lease with respect to which such fees were paid fails to
take occupancy and commence the payment of rent, all fees previously paid to
such Affiliate with respect to such lease shall be credited against any amounts
next becoming due to such Affiliate pursuant to this Section 9.5.

         9.6      POST-LEASE-UP FEES.

         Fees to be paid by the Partnership for leasing of space in the Project
other than the first lease of any such space and for renewals or extensions of
any lease shall be as set forth in the Management Agreement and shall be
included as a line item in the annual operating budget described in Section 9.2.

         9.7      FINANCING FEES.

                  9.7(a) The Partnership shall pay to Affiliates of the Partner
responsible for procuring construction financing for the Project a construction
financing fee in an amount to be set forth in the Project Development Budget.

                  9.7(b) The Partnership shall pay to Affiliates of the Partner
responsible for procuring the permanent financing for the Project a permanent
financing fee in an amount to be set forth in the Project Development Budget.

                  9.7(c) If TMLP or its Affiliates shall execute a joint and
several guarantee of the Construction Loan, TMLP shall be paid a guaranty fee



equal to fifty (50) basis points per annum on the outstanding loan balance
covered by such guaranty, so long as such guaranty is in effect.

         9.8 REIMBURSEMENT OF PROJECT SUPERVISION COSTS. The Partnership shall
reimburse TMLP and its Affiliates for all actual costs and expenses incurred by
such entities in providing on-site personnel supervising the construction of the
Project. A line item for such costs and expenses shall be included in the
Project Development Budget. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the construction
management firm engaged by the Partnership for management of the Project
construction shall be paid separately by the Partnership.
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         9.9      COMMISSIONS ON GROUND LEASES OF OUTPARCELS AND THE SALE OF THE
         PROJECT.

                  9.9(a) For so long as an Affiliate of Mills provides
managerial services to the Partnership, except as set forth below, the
Partnership shall pay to such Affiliate a fee equal to six percent (6%) of the
value of the interest in any pad site subleased by the Partnership to a third
party pursuant to a ground lease. In the event that the sale or joint venture is
brokered by a third party, the fees payable to such Affiliates shall be reduced
by fifty percent (50%), and the Partnership shall pay fees to such third party
in an amount not to exceed market fees for such brokerage services.

                  9.9(b) For so long as an Affiliate of Mills provides
managerial services to the Partnership, the Partnership shall pay a fee to such
Affiliate equal to one and one-half percent (1 1/2%) of the sales price of the
entire Project, said fee to be payable at the time of closing of the sale from
which fee shall be deducted any amounts, up to fifty percent (50%) of said fee,
paid by the Partnership to any Person as brokers' fees or commissions with
respect to such sale. Any fees payable pursuant to this Section 9.9(b) shall be
allocated equally between such Affiliates.

         9.10     SPONSORSHIP FEES.

                  9.10(a) The Partnership shall pay to an Affiliate of TMLP a
Sponsorship Management Fee equal to 40% of the gross sponsorship revenues
received by the Partnership in any fiscal year, pursuant to a separate
Sponsorship Management Agreement to be entered into between the Partnership and
such Affiliate. The Sponsorship Management Agreement shall be subject to the
Consent of OAI, and shall obligate the applicable Affiliate of TMLP to pay out
of the proceeds of such Sponsorship Management Fee any commissions payable to
third parties with respect to such sponsorship revenues.

                  9.10(b) The Affiliate of TMLP that is party to the Sponsorship
Management Agreement shall enter into a separate Sponsorship Consulting
Agreement with an Affiliate of OAI, by which such Affiliate of OAI shall be
engaged as the exclusive agent for the purpose of negotiating and procuring
sponsorship arrangements during the term of such Agreement with certain
companies to be specified therein. The Sponsorship Consulting Agreement shall
obligate the applicable Affiliate of TMLP to pay to the Affiliate of OAI a
Sponsorship Consulting Fee with respect to sponsorship transactions procured by
such Affiliate pursuant to the Agreement in an amount equal to 15% of the gross
revenues received by the Partnership in such transactions. The Sponsorship
Consulting Fees payable pursuant to the Sponsorship Consulting Agreement shall
be deemed a third-party commission for the purposes of Section 9.10(a).

         9.11     THIRD PARTY SERVICES.

         The General Partners may employ any third parties to perform services
on behalf of the Partnership, including, without limitation, Affiliates of any
Partner, provided only that the costs to be paid by the Partnership for such
services are competitive with the costs of independent contractors performing
the same services.

         9.12     COSTS.



         The Partnership shall pay third-party fees and expenses, including
reasonable fees and expenses incurred by the General Partners in connection with
negotiating, performing due diligence, documenting or closing any transaction
relating to their investment and continued participation in the Partnership and
any transaction requiring the involvement or Consent of such General Partners
(including without limitation, fees and expenses for attorneys, engineers,
appraisers, accountants, inspectors and environmental and other
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consultants), including without limitation, this Agreement and the transactions
and documents referenced herein. In addition, the Partnership shall reimburse
TMLP and its Affiliates for reasonable costs and expenses associated with the
use of Mills Corp.'s in-house legal staff in connection with the business and
affairs of the Partnership. All costs and fees reasonably incurred by the
General Partners or either of them in connection with the Construction Loan or
Permanent Loan or any matter related to the foregoing shall be paid by the
Partnership.

         9.13     LIABILITY OF LIMITED PARTNERS.

         Except as otherwise specifically set forth herein, to the extent a
Limited Partner is not a General Partner and does not take part in the control
of the Partnership's business within the meaning of the Act, the liability of a
Limited Partner for the obligations or losses of the Partnership shall in no
event exceed such Limited Partner's Unreturned Capital Contributions Account.

         9.14     INDEMNIFICATION OF GENERAL PARTNERS.

                  9.14(a) The General Partners shall be indemnified and held
harmless, absolutely, unconditionally and irrevocably, by the Partnership from
and against any and all claims, demands, liabilities, costs, damages and causes
of action, of any nature whatsoever, arising out of or incidental to the General
Partners' management of the Project and/or the Partnership affairs, except where
the claim at issue is based upon the fraud, gross negligence or willful
misconduct of the applicable General Partner.

                  9.14(b) The indemnification authorized by this Section 9.14
shall include, but not be limited to, payment of (i) reasonable attorneys' fees
or other expenses incurred in connection with settlement or in any
finally-adjudicated legal proceeding, and (ii) the removal of any liens
affecting any property of the indemnitee.

                  9.14(c) The indemnification rights contained in this Section
9.14 shall be cumulative of, and in addition to, any and all rights, remedies
and recourses to which a General Partner shall be entitled, whether pursuant to
the provisions of this Agreement, at law or in equity.

                  9.14(d) The rights and obligations hereunder with respect to
indemnification shall survive an event of withdrawal of a General Partner.

     ARTICLE X - FISCAL YEAR; BANK ACCOUNTS; BOOKS AND RECORDS; TAX MATTERS

         10.1     FISCAL YEAR.

         The fiscal year of the Partnership shall be the calendar year.

         10.2     BANK ACCOUNTS.

         The funds of the Partnership shall be deposited in such separate
Partnership bank account or accounts as are approved by the Managing General
Partner, and the Managing General Partner shall arrange for the appropriate
conduct of such account or accounts.
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         10.3     BOOKS AND RECORDS.

                  10.3(a) There shall be kept at the principal business office
of the Partnership, as set forth in Section 3.1 hereof (or at such other office
in the United States as the Managing General Partner may designate), full and
accurate books and records respecting the Project showing all receipts and
expenditures, assets and liabilities, profits, losses and distributions and all
other information necessary for recording the business and affairs of the
Partnership.

                  10.3(b) The books shall be kept on an accrual method and shall
show at all times all items of income and expense. In all events, the books of
account of the Partnership shall be maintained in accordance with federal tax
accounting principles as determined by the Code, and the applicable regulations
promulgated thereunder and as in effect from time to time.

                  10.3(c) Audited financial statements shall be prepared (on an
"opinion audit" basis) as of the end of each fiscal year by such certified
public accounting firm(s) as the Managing General Partner may select and shall
be paid for by the Partnership. Each Partner shall be entitled to a copy of such
audited financial statements.

                  10.3(d) In addition, the Managing General Partner shall
provide the Partners with such monthly financial statements as shall be prepared
by the Partnership on an unaudited basis, not later than ___ days following the
last day of each month. On or before March 31 following each Partnership fiscal
year, each Partner will be furnished with a copy of such annual reports or
financial statements, together with such additional information as is relevant
to such Partner for its individual federal, state and local income tax purposes,
with respect to the calendar year most recently ended.

                  10.3(e) Any Partner shall have the right to a private
examination and audit of the books and records of the Partnership, provided such
examination is made at the expense of the Partner desiring it, is made during
normal business hours at reasonable times after due Notice, and is made at the
offices at which the books and records of the Partnership are then kept.

         10.4     RECORDS REQUIRED UNDER THE ACT.

         In addition to the foregoing books of account, the Partnership shall
keep at its business office, c/o The Mills Corporation, 1300 Wilson Boulevard,
Suite 400, Arlington, Virginia 22209, the records required under the Act. Such
records, and all records described in Section 10.3 hereof, shall be made
available for inspection and copying at the reasonable request, and at the
expense, of any Partner during normal business hours.

         10.5     TAX MATTERS PARTNER.

         Pursuant to Section 6231 of the Code, the Managing General Partner
shall be the Tax Matters Partner and shall prepare or cause to be prepared, by
March 31 of each year, all tax returns required of the Partnership at the
Partnership's expense. The Tax Matters Partner shall have all powers and
authority contemplated by the Code and the regulations promulgated thereunder.
Without limitation of the foregoing, the Tax Matters Partner shall have the
authority: after approval by the General Partners, to sign all tax returns on
behalf of the Partnership; to select the jurisdiction or venue for cases or
controversies with respect to tax matters; to sign and file extensions of
reporting periods; to extend the date of the relevant statute of limitations
with respect to the Partnership's tax matters; and, after approval by the
General Partners, to make all other tax elections for the Partnership.
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                             ARTICLE XI - TRANSFERS

         11.1     LIMITATION ON ASSIGNMENT BY GENERAL PARTNERS.

                  11.1(a) Except as permitted under Sections 5.2, 11.1(b),
11.1(c), 11.2 or 11.3 hereof, no General Partner, other than for the limited
purpose of securing any financing which is approved pursuant to Article IX
hereof, may Transfer all or any part of its Partnership Interest. For purposes
of this Article 11, (i) a Transfer by TMLP and its Affiliates of their
respective ownership interests in Mills shall be deemed to constitute a Transfer
of a portion of Mills' Partnership Interest; and (ii) the Transfer by OAI
Entertainment Company or its Affiliates of their respective ownership interests
in OAI shall be deemed to constitute a Transfer of OAI's Partnership Interest.

                  11.1(b) Notwithstanding Sections 11.1(a) and 11.2 hereof, each
of Mills and OAI may, at any time (and without any requirement to offer its
Partnership Interest to any other Partner), assign its respective Partnership
Interest as a General Partner to an Affiliate. Any assignment pursuant to this
Section 11.1(b) shall relieve the assigning Partner of its financial obligations
under this Agreement only to the extent such obligations are actually paid by
the assignee.

                  11.1(c) Notwithstanding Sections 11.1(a) and 11.2 hereof, any
General Partner may, at any time, assign its Partnership Interest as a General
Partner as security to a lender in order to obtain funds which are to be
contributed or loaned to the Partnership pursuant to Article VI hereof, and any
such assignment documents may provide that in the event of a foreclosure or
other realization on such security, such lender or its assignee shall be
admitted to the Partnership as a successor General Partner in place of the
assigning General Partner; provided, however, that upon such foreclosure or
other realization on security, (i) the assigning General Partner as Managing
General Partner may not assign any part of its Partnership Interest to a lender
or its assignee or enter into any agreement the result of which such lender or
its assignee as successor General Partner shall become the Managing General
Partner or (ii) prior to the admission of any such lender or assignee as a
successor General Partner the other General Partners shall have the right to
purchase such pledged General Partner Partnership Interest at a price determined
in accordance with Section 11.3 of this Agreement. Upon any foreclosure of Mills
Partnership Interest, OAI shall be appointed and designated as the successor
Managing General Partner.

         11.2     THIRD PARTY OFFERS TO OAI, MILLS OR TMLP.

                  11.2(a) From and after the Completion of the Project, if any
of OAI, Mills or TMLP (the "Recipient") receives a Bona Fide Offer (hereinafter
defined) from a third party (i.e., a Person who is not a Partner or an Affiliate
of any Partner) (an "Outside Offeror") to purchase all or any part of its Entire
Interest (hereinafter defined), which the Recipient is willing to accept, the
Recipient shall promptly send Notice to the other Partners ("Non-Recipients") in
writing, which Notice shall be accompanied by a copy of the Bona Fide Offer.

                  11.2(b) The Non-Recipients thereafter shall have a period of
thirty (30) days from the giving of such Notice within which to elect to
purchase the Recipient's Entire Interest (i) at a price equal to that, and on
the same terms as are, contained in the Bona Fide Offer if the Bona Fide Offer
is an offer to purchase all of the Recipient's Entire Interest, or (ii) if the
Bona Fide Offer is an offer to purchase only a portion of the Entire Interest,
at a
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price equal to the price contained in the Bona Fide Offer, adjusted to reflect
the purchase of the Recipient's Entire Interest.

                  11.2(c) If the Non-Recipients do not elect to purchase the



Recipient's Entire Interest within either thirty (30) day period provided under
Sections 11.2(a) or 11.2(b) hereof, as the case may be, then the Recipient shall
be at liberty, within a period of one hundred eighty (180) days after the last
date upon which the Non-Recipients could have elected to buy the Entire Interest
of the Recipient as above provided, to consummate the sale to the Outside
Offeror at a price and upon terms not more advantageous to the Outside Offeror
than the price and terms stated in the original Bona Fide Offer. If, however,
such sale to the Outside Offeror is not consummated within such one hundred
eighty (180) day period, then any subsequent sale to any Outside Offeror shall
again be subject to all of the requirements of this Section 11.2. Any Outside
Offeror who hereafter acquires a Partnership Interest shall acquire such
Partnership Interest subject to the provisions of Section 11.3 hereof applicable
to the Recipient from whom the Partnership Interest was acquired.

                  11.2(d) For purposes of this Article XI, (i) in order to be a
"Bona Fide Offer," an offer must be made by one or more Persons meeting the
requirements of the first sentence of Section 11.2(a) hereof and financially
capable of carrying out the terms of the offer, must be in form legally
enforceable against the Outside Offeror, must be for cash and/or a promissory
note, and must obligate the Offer to deliver, not later than ten (10) days
following acceptance thereof, a good faith deposit (to the Recipient or a bona
fide escrow agent) equal to at least five percent (5 %) of the proposed purchase
price; and (ii) the term "Entire Interests" shall mean (x) with respect to Mills
and TMLP, the combined Partnership Interests of Mills, TMLP and their respective
successors in interest, both as a General Partner and a Limited Partner; and (y)
with respect to OAI, the Partnership Interest of OAI, and its successors in
interest, both as a General Partner and as a Limited Partner.

                  11.2(e) Before any portions of Tract II shall be offered for
sale to third parties for development or resale, the Partnership shall first
offer to sell such premises to OAI for a purchase price and under such other
terms and conditions as may be set forth in such offer. OAI shall have the first
right to acquire such premises under the terms and conditions proposed in the
offer. If OAI fails to accept such offer within a thirty day period (the "Offer
Period") following notice of the offer, the Partnership shall have the right to
market such premises to third parties under terms and conditions set forth in
the offer and for a purchase price not less than 95% of the purchase price set
forth in the offer. If the Partnership shall have failed for any reason to
execute a binding agreement for the sale of such premises within twelve months
following the expiration of the Offer Period, then any subsequent proposal to
sell such premises to a third party shall require the submission of a new offer
to OAI pursuant to this Section.

         11.3     BUY-SELL.

                  11.3(a) At any time following the Grand Opening, if a good
faith dispute shall exist between the Partners regarding a Major Decision and
the Partners are unable to agree upon the action to be taken by the Partnership
(hereinafter, a "deadlock"), and at any time following the date which is ten
(10) years after the Grand Opening, whether or not such a deadlock shall exist
between the Partners, any Partner (the "Offeror"), provided such Partner is not
then a Defaulting Partner, may by giving the other Partners (the "Offerees")
written notice (the "Sale Notice") implement the sale procedures which are set
forth in this Section 11.3.

                  11.3(b) No Partner may give a Sale Notice described in Section
11.3(a) until after the Grand Opening.
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                  11.3(c) Upon receipt of the Sale Notice given and delivered
pursuant to Section 11.3(a), the Offerees shall be obligated to elect, in
accordance with the provisions of this Section 11.3, either to purchase the
Offeror's entire interest in the Partnership or to sell their entire interest in
the Partnership to the Offeror for cash at the closing described in Section
11.3(i).

                  11.3(d) The purchase price (the "Purchase Price") for any



purchase and sale of a Partnership Interest under this Section 11.3 shall be
equal to the Fair Market Value of the Project, as adjusted for the respective
Partnership Interests offered for sale, as determined in accordance with Section
11.3(e).

                  11.3(e) Within ten (10) days of the date of the giving of the
Sale Notice, the Offeror and the Offeree shall attempt to agree on the Fair
Market Value of the Project. Failing such agreement, the Fair Market Value of
the Project shall be determined in the following manner:

                           (i)   Within twenty (20) days of the date the Sale
         Notice was given, a single appraiser (a "Single Appraiser") shall be
         jointly selected by OAI and Mills, who shall then render an appraisal
         and the value so determined shall be the Fair Market Value of the
         Project.

                           (ii)  If the Partners are unable to agree timely on a
         Single Appraiser, then within thirty (30) days of the date the Sale
         Notice was given, each Partner shall select an appraiser, and the two
         so chosen shall select a third appraiser (or, if the two so chosen
         cannot agree on a third appraiser, the third appraiser shall be
         designated by the American Society of Appraisers). Each of such three
         appraisers shall render an appraisal, and the Appraised Value shall be
         determined by the average of the two appraisals which are closest to
         each other in dollar amount.

                           (iii) If a Single Appraiser is chosen, the expenses
         of the appraisal shall be equally divided between OAI and Mills. OAI
         and Mills each shall bear the expenses of the appraiser selected by it,
         and the expenses of the third appraiser shall be equally divided
         between OAI and Mills.

                           (iv)  All appraisers shall be members of the
         Appraisal Institute of the American Society of Appraisers.

                           (v)   Each Partner shall be obligated, promptly after
         receipt of the valuation report prepared by such Partner's appraiser,
         to deliver a copy of such valuation report to the other Partner in the
         manner provided elsewhere in this Agreement for the giving of notices.
         At the time of appointment, the third appraiser shall be directed to
         promptly deliver copies of such appraiser's valuation report to the
         Partners. Time is of the essence in the compliance with the appraisal
         procedures set forth herein. All appraisers must deliver their
         appraisal reports within ninety (90) days of the date of delivery of
         the Sale Notice. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, any
         appraisals delivered after that date shall not be taken into account
         and appraisals that are timely obtained are the only appraisals that
         shall be taken into account.

                  11.3(f) If the holder of any loan to the Partnership under
which the selling Partner has personal liability, has the right to, and notifies
the Partnership of its intent to accelerate such loan, it shall be a condition
to the closing that the purchasing Partner repay such loan (plus any deferred
and accrued and unpaid interest thereon and any prepayment premium and/or yield
maintenance fees) at the closing, or to have the selling Partner released from
liability for payment of the loan by a written instrument reasonably
satisfactory to the selling Partner, and the failure to do so will cause such
Partner to be a
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Defaulting Partner. The purchasing Partner agrees to indemnify the selling
Partner and its Affiliates and hold each of them harmless from and against any
damage, loss or liability to any of them as a result of the indemnifying party's
failure to repay such loan at the closing in accordance with the provisions
hereof. In addition, the selling Partner may, in its sole and absolute
discretion, and without prejudice to any other legal or equitable remedies it
may have, refuse to proceed with the closing unless simultaneously therewith any



such loan is so repaid.

                  11.3(g) The notice of Offerees' election shall create a
binding contract for the purchase or sale, as the case may be, of the Offeror's
Partnership Interest on the terms set forth in this Section 11.3. If an Offeree
shall thereafter be in breach of its obligation to close the purchase and sale
in accordance with such election, such Partner shall be a Defaulting Partner and
in addition to all other rights and remedies herein provided, the Offeror shall
have all remedies at law or in equity. In the event the Offeror shall be in
breach of its obligation to close the purchase and sale herein provided, then
such Partner shall be a Defaulting Partner, and in addition to all other rights
and remedies herein provided, the Offeree shall have all remedies available in
law or at equity.

                  11.3(h) The closing of any sale of a Partnership Interest
pursuant to this Section 11.3 shall be held at the office where the principal
place of business of the Partnership is located on the 180th day after the
election by the Offeree (unless the Partners agree to a different mutually
acceptable date), unless such 180th day is not a business day, in which event
the closing shall take place on the first business day following such 180th day.
Within thirty (30) days prior to such closing, there shall be a preliminary
closing at which the Partners shall act diligently and in good faith to agree
upon the form and substance of all documents necessary to effectuate the
closing.

                  11.3(i) At the closing, an assignment and, if requested by
either purchasing Partner, a bill of sale (both with covenants against grantor's
acts) from the selling Partner to the purchasing Partner of the selling
Partner's Partnership Interest, together with such other instruments and
documents as may be reasonably necessary or desirable to effectuate the sale and
transfer to the purchasing Partner, shall be deposited in escrow under an escrow
agreement and with an escrow agent approved by the Partners, which approval
shall not be unreasonably withheld. If there is any dispute between the
Partners, any title insurance company which issued a fee title policy to the
Partnership or acted as co-insurer or reinsurer may be designated by any Partner
as the escrow agent. The instruments and documents to be deposited in escrow at
the closing shall be legally sufficient to convey all of the selling Partner's
interest in the Partnership to the purchasing Partner, free and clear of all
mortgages, deeds of trust, liens and encumbrances. The purchase price shall be
paid to the selling Partner by federal wire transfer of immediately available
funds to an account designated by the selling Partner.

                  11.3(j) In the event there are any conveyance, transfer or
similar taxes payable as an incident to the conveyances at the preliminary
closing or the closing, such taxes shall be expenses of the Partnership. In the
event that any title insurance company insuring the title of the Partnership to
the Project shall refuse to endorse its policy of title insurance to reinsure
the Partnership's title to the Project effective immediately after the transfer
to the purchasing Partner without exception other than as set forth in the
original policy of title insurance (other than exceptions for real estate taxes,
rights of tenants in possession, as tenants only, any surviving deeds of trust,
mortgages, liens or charges against the Project, any easements created by the
Partnership and Approved by the Partners, and any other matter Approved by the
Partners at any time or from time to time), then the assignment from the Offeror
to the purchasing Partner shall contain general warranties of its title to its
interest in the Partnership, the Partnership and the Project.
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                  11.3(k) The purchasing Partner shall have the right, within
its sole and absolute discretion, to cause its nominee or designee to acquire
the selling Partner's interest in the Partnership at the closing but nothing
herein shall relieve the purchasing Partner of its other obligations hereunder.
Any such designee shall, upon closing, become a Partner only if expressly
approved and consented to by the purchasing Partner.

                  11.3(l) At any closing held pursuant to this Section, the
purchasing Partner shall, by a legally enforceable agreement, assume all



obligations of the selling Partner accruing after closing, including, without
limitation, any indebtedness under any lien on the Project identified in the
Sale Notice to the extent that the Partners have personal liability therefor,
and shall further secure the release of the selling Partner's guaranties, if
any.

                  11.3(m) If, at the time of the purchase of the selling
Partner's Partnership Interest, the Project is subject to any mortgage, deed of
trust, lien or charge, other than those which were in existence at the time of
the Sale Notice and used to calculate the Purchase Price, the purchasing Partner
shall discharge, assume, or take subject to such mortgage, deed of trust, lien
or charge and reduce the amount of the Purchase Price otherwise payable pursuant
to Section 11.3(d) by the selling Partner's pro rata share of the amount of
money as would be required to discharge such mortgage, deed of trust, lien or
charge (including, without limitation, any and all prepayment premiums or
penalties). In addition, if such an encumbrance shall have been placed by the
selling Partner in contravention of the terms and provisions of this Agreement,
then the purchasing Partner shall also have all of the rights provided in
Section 11.3 with respect to a default by the selling Partner, and the
purchasing Partner shall not be required to close the purchase and sale of the
Partnership Interest of the selling Partner.

                  11.3(n) Unless the Sale Notice provides otherwise, if the
Project is damaged by fire or other casualty, or if any party possessing the
right of eminent domain or such similar right shall give notice of an intention
to take or acquire a part of the Project, and such damage occurs, or such notice
is given between the date of the Sale Notice and the closing, the following
shall apply:

                           (i)   If the Project is damaged by an insured
         casualty (or an uninsured casualty not resulting in significant damage,
         which for the purposes of this subsection only shall mean damage the
         cost to repair of which would not exceed $1,000,000), or if the taking
         or acquisition shall not involve a substantial portion of the Project
         resulting in an other than substantial reduction in income, then the
         Offeree shall be required to complete the transaction and accept an
         assignment of the insurance or condemnation proceeds, in which case the
         Purchase Price shall be reduced by a portion of the uninsured casualty,
         if any, equal to the amount of the uninsured casualty multiplied by the
         selling Partner's Partnership Interest, expressed as a percentage, and
         shall be further reduced by the sum of all deductible amounts specified
         under the policies of insurance multiplied by the selling Partner's
         Percentage Interest, expressed as a percentage.

                           (ii)  If the Project is damaged by an uninsured
         casualty resulting in significant damage, or if the taking or
         acquisition shall or may result in a substantial reduction in the
         income producing capacity of the Project, then the purchasing Partner
         shall have the option to either (1) accept the Partnership interest
         with the Project in an "as is" condition together with any insurance
         proceeds, settlements and awards (in which case the Purchase Price
         shall be reduced by the sum of all deductible amounts specified under
         policies of insurance multiplied by the selling Partner's Partnership
         Interest, expressed as a percentage), or (2) cancel the purchase.
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In the event that the purchase is canceled by the purchasing Partner in
accordance with this Section 11.3(n), the terms of this Agreement shall remain
in effect and continue to be binding on the parties.

         11.4     CONTINUATION OF PARTNERSHIP UPON GENERAL PARTNER WITHDRAWAL.

         The retirement, withdrawal, Bankruptcy, dissolution, death or
adjudication of incompetence of a General Partner who is not the sole General
Partner ("Affected Partner") shall not cause the dissolution and winding up of
the Partnership. Upon the retirement, withdrawal, Bankruptcy, dissolution, death
or adjudication of incompetence of a sole remaining General Partner, the
Partnership shall be dissolved, unless the Partners elect, by the unanimous



Consent of the Partners (other than the Affected Partner or its successor m
interest), within ninety (90) days of such event, to continue the Partnership
and the Partnership business. If such election to continue is made, then (i) the
Partnership shall not be dissolved; (ii) the Partnership and the Partnership
business shall be continued; (iii) a Successor General Partner shall be
appointed by the Consent of the Partners in accordance with Section 11.5 hereof
and the Partnership Interest of the Bankrupt, retired, deceased, dissolved or
incompetent General Partner shall be converted to a Partnership Interest as a
Limited Partner; and (iv) this Agreement and the Certificate shall be amended to
reflect (a) such continuation of the Partnership, (b) if applicable, the
conversion of such General Partner's Partnership Interest to a Limited Partner's
Partnership Interest, and (c) the admission of the Successor General Partner(s)
designated pursuant to clause (iii) of this Section 11.4.

         11.5     ELECTION OF SUCCESSOR GENERAL PARTNER.

                  11.5(a) A Person shall be admitted as a Successor General
Partner (including a successor Managing General Partner) only if the following
terms and conditions are satisfied:

                           (i)   Except as otherwise provided herein, the
         admission of such Person as a General Partner shall have been agreed to
         by the Consent of the Partners (other than the Affected Partner or its
         successor in interest);

                           (ii)  The Person shall have accepted and agreed to be
         bound by all the terms and provisions of this Agreement and the
         Certificate, by executing a counterpart thereof and such other
         documents or instruments as may be required or appropriate in order to
         effect the admission of such Person as a Successor General Partner; and

                           (iii) An amended Certificate evidencing the admission
         of such Person as a General Partner shall have been filed for
         recordation under the Act.

                  11.5(b) Notwithstanding Section 11.5(a) herein, in the event
Mills or OAI or TMLP acquires the Entire Interest of the Managing General
Partner pursuant to Sections 11.2 or 11.3 herein, then such acquiring Partner or
an Affiliate thereof, as the case may be, shall be admitted as a Successor
General Partner (including a successor Managing General Partner) without the
Consent of Partners pursuant to Section 11.5(a)(i) herein.

         11.6     LIMITATION ON ASSIGNMENT BY LIMITED PARTNERS.

                  11.6(a) Except as expressly permitted under this Agreement, no
Limited Partner, other than for the limited purpose of securing any financing
which is approved pursuant to Article IX hereof, may sell, assign, transfer or
mortgage, hypothecate or otherwise encumber or permit or suffer any encumbrance
of all or any part of its Partnership Interest.
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                  11.6(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 11.6(a)
hereof, (i) Mills may, at any time (and without any requirement to offer its
Partnership Interest to any other Partner), assign its Partnership Interest as a
Limited Partner to a Person directly or indirectly controlling, controlled by,
or under common control with, TMLP, and (ii) OAI may, at any time (and without
any requirement to offer its Partnership Interest to any other Partner), assign
its Partnership Interest as a Limited Partner to a Person directly or indirectly
controlling, controlled by, or under common control with, OAI and (iii) TMLP
may, at any time (and without any requirement to offer its Partnership Interest
to any other Partner), assign its Partnership Interest as a Limited Partner to a
Person directly or indirectly controlling, controlled by, or under common
control with, TMLP.

                  11.6(c) Each Limited Partner agrees that no part of its
Partnership Interest may be sold, assigned, pledged, encumbered or transferred,
whether voluntarily or by operation of law, except as permitted by this
Agreement. Any sale, assignment, pledge, encumbrance or transfer which is not



permitted or does not comply with the terms hereof shall be invalid, void and
without force or effect.

                  11.6(d) Except as expressly permitted under this Agreement,
the Partnership Interest of each Limited Partner (including such Partner's right
to receive a share of the profits and a return of its Unreturned Capital
Contributions Account) may be assigned, encumbered, pledged, conveyed or
otherwise transferred, in whole or in part, upon the General Partners' Consent,
which may be withheld in their sole discretion; provided further, in the event
the General Partners do Consent, any assignee shall not become a substituted
Limited Partner of the Partnership, unless all of the following conditions are
satisfied or waived by both General Partners:

                           (i)   The assigning Limited Partner so provides in
         the instrument of assignment;

                           (ii)  The assignee agrees in writing to be bound by
         the terms of this Agreement;

                           (iii) The assignee pays to the Partnership a fee
         equal to the reasonable costs and expenses of the preparation and
         execution of an amendment to this Agreement;

                           (iv)  The assignee provides an opinion of counsel, in
         form and substance satisfactory to the Managing General Partner, that
         neither the offering nor the assignment of such Partnership Interest
         requires registration under applicable federal and state securities
         laws nor violates federal or state securities, "blue sky" or similar
         law;

                           (v)   Such transfer, together with all other sales or
         transfers of Partnership Interests within the preceding twelve (12)
         months will not result in a termination of the Partnership pursuant to
         Section 708 of the Code; and

                           (vi)  Any such transfer shall not cause the
         Partnership to be classified as other than a partnership for federal
         income tax purposes.

If all of the foregoing conditions are satisfied, the Managing General Partner
shall prepare (or cause to be prepared) an amendment to Exhibit A to this
Agreement to be signed and sworn to by the General Partners.

                  11.6(e) Notwithstanding Sections 11.6(a) and 11.2 hereof,
either of Mills and/or OAI may, at any time, assign its Partnership Interest as
a Limited Partner as
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security to a lender in order to obtain funds which are to be contributed or
loaned to the Partnership pursuant to Article VI hereof, and any such assignment
documents may provide that in the event of a foreclosure or other realization on
such security, such lender or its assignee shall be admitted to the Partnership
as a substitute Limited Partner in place of Mills or OAI, as the case may be;
provided, however, that prior to the admission of any such lender or assignee as
a substitute Limited Partner for Mills or OAI upon such foreclosure or other
realization on security, the other Limited Partner shall have the right to
purchase such pledged Limited Partnership Interest at a price equal to the
lesser of (i) the amount of the debt secured by the pledge of Partnership
Interest, or (ii) an amount otherwise determined in accordance with Section 11.3
of this Agreement.

         11.7     [INTENTIONALLY DELETED.]

         11.8     ADMISSION OF SUBSTITUTE LIMITED PARTNER.

         Notwithstanding any other provision under this Agreement, no transferee



of a Limited Partner's Partnership Interest shall become a substituted Limited
Partner unless (i) such transferee shall have executed an instrument
satisfactory in form and substance to the General Partners accepting and
agreeing to be bound by all the terms of this Agreement, (ii) the General
Partners have given their Consent thereto, which may be withheld in their sole
discretion; and (iii) all applicable requirements imposed by this Article XI
(including, without limitation, the conditions set forth in Section 11.6(d)
shall have been satisfied or waived in writing by both General Partners. Absent
such substitution, an assignor of a Limited Partner's Partnership Interest shall
continue to be a Limited Partner with all of the rights and obligations thereof,
except for entitlement to any Partnership distributions or allocations
attributable to such Partnership Interest.

         11.9     DEATH, INCOMPETENCE OR DISSOLUTION OF A LIMITED PARTNER.

         The adjudication of Bankruptcy or insolvency, dissolution or
termination of any partnership or corporate Limited Partner, or the death or
adjudication of insanity, incompetence, Bankruptcy or insolvency of any
individual Limited Partners (other than a Limited Partner who is also a General
Partner) shall not dissolve the Partnership. In such event, the executors or
administrators of the estate of the deceased Limited Partner, or the committee
or other legal representatives of the estate of the insane, incompetent,
bankrupt or insolvent Limited Partner, shall, for the purposes of settling the
estate, have all of the rights of a Limited Partner and be subject to the
provisions of this Agreement, including this Article XI; provided, however, that
in the event of such a transfer of a Partnership Interest or in the event of a
purported transfer of a Partnership Interest in contravention of this Agreement,
the Partnership, with the Consent of both General Partners (other than a General
Partner Affiliated with the transferring Limited Partner, shall have the right
to purchase such Partnership Interest at a price equal to the lower of (i) the
price determined in accordance with Section 11.3 of this Agreement or (ii) such
Limited Partner's Unreturned Capital Contributions Account.

                 ARTICLE XII - TERM; DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP

         12.1     TERM.

         The Partnership shall continue in effect until December 31, 2050,
unless sooner dissolved and liquidated in accordance with the provisions hereof.
All provisions of this
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Agreement relative to dissolution and liquidation shall be cumulative and the
exercise or use of one of the provisions hereof shall not preclude the exercise
or use of any other provisions.

         12.2     EVENTS OF DISSOLUTION.

         The Partnership shall be dissolved upon the occurrence of any of the
following events:

                                    (a) Subject to the provisions of Section
                  11.3 hereof, the adjudication of Bankruptcy or insolvency,
                  dissolution or termination of any corporate or partnership
                  General Partner, or the death, retirement, Bankruptcy,
                  dissolution or adjudication of insanity or incompetence of any
                  individual General Partner;

                                    (b) The expiration of the term of the
                  Partnership;

                                    (c) The sale or other disposition (through
                  condemnation or otherwise) of all or substantially all of the
                  Land and/or the Project and completion of the purposes of the
                  Partnership; or



                                    (d) When Partners owning more than
                  seventy-five percent (75%) of the aggregate Partnership
                  Interests shall so determine in writing.

         12.3     WINDING-UP OF PARTNERSHIP.

         Upon dissolution of the Partnership, the Managing General Partner or
the General Partners then remaining (or if there is no remaining General
Partner, Limited Partners owning a majority of the total Limited Partners'
Partnership Interests), shall proceed with dispatch and without any unnecessary
delay to wind up the business affairs of the Partnership, to sell or otherwise
liquidate the Partnership assets and Partnership Property, and, after paying or
duly providing for all liabilities to creditors of the Partnership, to
distribute the net proceeds and any other liquid assets of the Partnership among
the Partners in the manner set forth in Section 7.9 hereof.

         12.4     TERMINATION OF PARTNERSHIP.

         The Partnership shall terminate when (i) all property and assets owned
by the Partnership shall have been disposed of, (ii) the net proceeds therefrom
and any other liquid assets of the Partnership, after payment of or due
provision for all liabilities to creditors of the Partnership, shall have been
distributed to the Partners as provided in Section 7.9 hereof, and (iii) the
Certificate has been amended (terminated) of record to reflect such termination.
With respect to any and all distributions made to Partners (general or limited)
pursuant to Section 7.9 hereof, and with respect to the aforesaid termination of
the Partnership, no Partner shall have any liability or obligation to the
Partnership or to any other Partner to contribute any cash or other property to
the Partnership or to any other Partner, or to defer or forego the receipt of
any cash or other property from the Partnership, by reason of any deficit in
such Partner's Capital Account at such time.
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                  ARTICLE XIII - ASSIGNMENT TO FOREIGN PERSONS

         13.1     ASSIGNMENTS PERMITTED.

         Each Partner understands and agrees that it may transfer, convey or
otherwise assign, directly or indirectly, in accordance with and subject to the
terms and conditions of this Agreement, all or any portion of its Partnership
Interest to any Person (a "Foreign Person") who is not a United States Person (a
"United States Person") within the meaning of Section 7701(a)(30) of the Code.
Notwithstanding the foregoing sentence, if, as a result thereof, such Foreign
Person would be deemed to be a Partner of the Partnership for federal income tax
purposes, no such transfer, conveyance or assignment shall be permitted unless
such Foreign Person acknowledges that a withholding tax may be required and
Consents to any such withholding.

         13.2     ACKNOWLEDGMENT.

         Unless treated as a Tax Payment Loan (as hereinafter defined,) any
amount paid by the Partnership for or with respect to any Foreign Person on
account of any withholding tax or other tax payable with respect to the income,
profits or distributions of the Partnership pursuant to the Code, the
Regulations promulgated thereunder, or any state or local statute, regulation or
ordinance requiring such payment (a "Withholding Tax Act") shall be treated as a
distribution to such Partner for all purposes of this Agreement, consistent with
the character or source of the income, profits or cash which gave rise to the
payment or withholding obligation. To the extent that the amount required to be
remitted by the Partnership under the Withholding Tax Act exceeds the amount
then otherwise distributable to such Partner, the excess shall constitute a loan
from the Partnership to such Partner (a "Tax Payment Loan") which shall be
payable upon demand and shall bear interest, from the date that the Partnership
makes the payment to the relevant taxing authority, at the Prime Rate plus two
(2) percentage points, compounded monthly. So long as any Tax Payment Loan or
the interest thereon remains unpaid, the Partnership shall make future
distributions due to such Partner under this Agreement by applying the amount of
any such distribution first to the payment of any unpaid interest on all Tax



Payment Loans of such Partner and then to the repayment of the principal of all
Tax Payment Loans of such Partner.

         The General Partners shall have the authority to take all actions
necessary to enable the Partnership to comply with the provisions of any
Withholding Tax Act applicable to the Partnership and to carry out the
provisions of this Section. Nothing in this Section 13.2 shall create any
obligation on the part of the General Partners to advance funds to the
Partnership or to borrow funds from third parties in order to make any payments
on account of any liability of the Partnership under a Withholding Tax Act.

                     ARTICLE XIV - MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

         14.1     NO AGENCY; NO LIMITATION OF BUSINESS ACTIVITIES BY PARTNERS.

                  14.1(a) Except as provided in this Agreement, nothing herein
contained shall be construed to constitute any Partner hereof the agent of any
other Partner hereof or to limit the Partners in any manner in the carrying on
of their own respective businesses or activities.

                  14.1(b) Except as provided in this Agreement, any Partner may
engage in and/or possess any interest in other businesses and real estate
ventures of every nature and description, independently or with others,
including but not limited to, the ownership, financing, leasing, operation,
management, syndication, brokerage and development of real property, and neither
the Partnership nor any Partner hereof shall have any rights in or to any such
independent venture or the income or profits derived therefrom. Without
limitation
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of the foregoing, any Partner or its affiliates may, from time to time, own or
acquire ownership interests ("Tenant Ownership Interests") in tenants or other
parties leasing space in the Project or providing goods and services to a
Partner or its Affiliates or the Project. No Partner shall be to required to
offer the other Partners the right to participate in such Tenant Ownership
Interests so long as the affiliation is disclosed to the other Partners and so
long as the terms and conditions for such lease or other transaction with the
Partnership are under terms and conditions then reasonably attainable in the
applicable market by unaffiliated parties or are in compliance with any budget
or rent schedule approved by such non-affiliated Partners.

                  14.1(c) Each Partner covenants that during the Term of the
Partnership, neither such Partner nor any Affiliate of such Partner shall
acquire, develop, lease or operate a retail project (an "Alternate Project")
within a twenty (20) mile radius of the Project unless the Alternate Project
shall have been approved by the other General Partners, which approval may be
granted or withheld for reasons within such other General Partners' sole
discretion. In addition to the foregoing restriction, no Partner or Affiliate of
a Partner shall acquire, develop, lease or operate an Alternate Project outside
such twenty (20) mile radius of the Project but within a sixty (60) mile radius
of the Project unless the Acquiring Partner first shall have offered to acquire
or develop such Alternate Project in the name of the Partnership or another
partnership consisting of the same Partners and containing the substantially the
same terms and conditions set forth herein and the other Partners (the
"non-Acquiring Partners") shall have declined such offer (a "Project Offer") or
shall have been unable for any reason to participate. Any Project Offer given
pursuant to this Section shall be in writing, accompanied by such information as
shall be required under Section 14.1(d) hereof. The non-Acquiring Partners shall
have a period of sixty (60) days in which to accept or reject the Project Offer.
If the non-Acquiring Partners shall have failed during such sixty (60) day
period to deliver to the Acquiring Partner written notice of acceptance of such
Project Offer, the non-Acquiring Partners shall be deemed conclusively to have
rejected such Project Offer. Upon the rejection or deemed rejection of a Project
Offer, the Acquiring Partner shall have the right to pursue the development or
acquisition contemplated by the Project Offer, but under terms and conditions
that are not more favorable to the Acquiring Partner than were set forth in the



Project Offer (it being the intention that if such terms and conditions under
which the proposed development or acquisition is to be actually consummated are
more favorable than the terms and conditions set forth in the Project Offer, the
Acquiring Partner shall be required to submit a new Project Offer to the
non-Acquiring Partners before the Project Offer shall be permitted to proceed
with such development or acquisition. An Alternate Project shall not be deemed
to compete with the business of the Partnership (and, accordingly, shall not be
prohibited or restricted by the terms of this Section 14.1(c)) if either (i) no
space in such Alternate Project is leased to or occupied by manufacturers outlet
stores and the total gross leasable area within such Alternate Project does not
exceed 250,000 square feet, or (ii) the Alternate Project is situated outside a
sixty (60) mile radius of the Project. The existing retail operations within the
Opryland Hotel and Convention Center (which consist of up to 20,000 square feet
of gross leasable space) shall not be deemed an Alternate Project for purposes
of this Section 14.1(c).

                  14.1(d) The Acquiring Partner promptly will deliver to the
non-Acquiring Partners such demographic, development, leasing and financial data
as the Acquiring Partner has in its possession that reasonably may be requested
by the non-Acquiring Partners from time to time in order to permit the
non-Acquiring Partners to evaluate any proposed development or acquisition
contemplated by the applicable Project Offer. Such information shall be deemed
confidential and proprietary information of the Acquiring Partner that may not
be released or disseminated in any manner by the non-Acquiring Partners, or
their respective employees, directors, agents or representatives, except as
required by law, by generally accepted accounting principles, or as otherwise
approved in writing by the Acquiring Partner.
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         14.2     PARTNERSHIP INTERESTS TREATED AS PERSONALTY.

         The Partnership Interests of all Partners, and the interest of all
Partners in and to the Partnership and the assets and property of the
Partnership, shall be deemed for all purposes to be personal property and not
real property. All real and other property owned by the Partnership shall be
deemed to be owned legally and beneficially solely by the Partnership as a
separate entity, and no Partner, individually, shall have any direct ownership
interest in any such Partnership Property.

         14.3     EFFECT OF CONSENT OR WAIVER.

         No Consent or waiver, express or implied, by any Partner to or of any
breach or default by any other Partner in the performance by such other Partner
of its obligations hereunder shall be deemed or construed to be a Consent or
waiver to or of any other breach or default by such other Partner in the
performance by such other Partner of the same or any other obligations of such
Partner hereunder. Failure on the part of any Partner to object to or complain
of any act or failure to act of any of the other Partners or to declare any of
the other Partners in default, irrespective of how long such failure continues,
shall not constitute a waiver by any such Partner of its rights hereunder.

         14.4     DEFAULT; OTHER REMEDIES.

         During the continuance of any Default, so long as such Default shall
not have been cured, the Non-Defaulting Partner, in addition to the rights
specified herein, shall have the right to take all actions now or hereafter
existing at law, in equity, or under this Agreement to enforce their rights and
remedies (including the initiation and prosecution of all judicial,
administrative and other proceedings and the filing of proofs of claim and debt
in connection therewith). Except as otherwise expressly provided in this
Agreement, no remedy set forth in this Agreement shall be exclusive of any other
remedy. No consent or waiver, either expressed or implied, by any Partner to or
of any Default by any other Partner in the performance by such other Partner of
the obligations under this Agreement shall be deemed or construed to be a
consent or waiver to or of any other breach or default in the performance by
such other Partner of the same or any other obligations of such other Partner
under this Agreement. Failure or delay by any Partner to complain of any breach
by any other Partner, or any failure or delay in issuing any Notice of Default
shall not constitute a waiver by such Partner of the rights and remedies
available under this Agreement or otherwise at law or in equity.



         14.5     SECTION HEADINGS AND PRONOUNS.

         All headings contained in this Agreement are for convenience of
reference only and are in no way intended to describe, interpret, define or
limit the scope, extent or intent of this Agreement or any provisions hereof.
All pronouns and any variations thereof shall be deemed to refer to the
masculine, feminine, neuter, singular or plural, as the identification of the
Person or Persons may require.

         14.6     SEVERABILITY.

         The provisions of this Agreement shall be deemed severable, and the
invalidity or unenforceability of any provision shall not affect the validity or
enforceability of the remainder of this Agreement or any valid clause of any
invalid portion. The Partners shall amend this Agreement to replace any such
invalid or unenforceable provision with a valid and enforceable provision which
comes closest to the intent of the Partners with respect to such invalid or
unenforceable provision.
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         14.7     PARTITION.

         Each of the parties hereof irrevocably waives during the term of the
Partnership any right, if any, to maintain an action for partition with respect
to Partnership Property and any other Partnership assets.

         14.8     NO BENEFIT TO CREDITORS.

         No provision of this Agreement is intended to be for the benefit of any
creditor or any other Person (other than a Partner in its capacity as a Partner)
to whom any debts, liabilities or obligations are owed by the Partnership or any
Partner, and no such Person shall be deemed to be a third party beneficiary of
any provision of this Agreement.

         14.9     ENTIRE AGREEMENT.

         This Agreement, including all exhibits and appendices hereto, which are
incorporated herein by this reference, sets forth all (and is intended by all
parties hereto to be an integration of all) of the promises, agreements,
conditions, understandings, warranties and representations among the parties
hereto with respect to the terms of the Partnership, the conduct of the
Partnership business and the property of the Partnership, through the date
hereof, and there are no promises, agreements, conditions, understandings,
warranties or representations, oral or written, express or implied, with respect
thereto among them, through the date hereof, other than as set forth herein.

         14.10    GOVERNING LAW; LITIGATION.

         It is the intention of the parties hereto that all questions with
respect to the construction of this Agreement and the rights and liabilities of
the parties hereto shall be determined in accordance with the laws of the State
of Delaware. In the event the Partnership or any Partner (or its Affiliates)
institutes litigation or an administrative action against the Project, Mills
Corp. or any of its Affiliates, OAI or any of its Affiliates, TMLP or any of its
Affiliates, the Partnership or any Partners and their Affiliates pursuant to a
claim arising out of this Agreement or relating to the Project or the
Partnership, the parties hereto agree that the prevailing party in such
litigation or administrative action shall be entitled to recover its
out-of-pocket costs and expenses of defending or maintaining such litigation or
administrative action, including without limitation, attorneys' fees. With
respect to any action initiated by a Partner in the nature of a derivative
action, the Partner initiating the derivative action shall be obligated to
reimburse the Partnership for any obligation incurred by the Partnership
pursuant to this Section 14.9 if such Partner is the losing party in such
litigation or administrative action. For purposes of the foregoing, a Partner
who is an Affiliate of a party which is the losing party in such litigation or
administrative action shall be obligated to reimburse the prevailing party for



the costs and expenses of such litigation or administrative action.

         14.11    BINDING EFFECT.

         This Agreement is binding upon, and shall inure to the benefit of, the
parties hereto and their respective heirs, executors, administrators, personal
and legal representatives, successors and permitted assigns.

         14.12    NOTICES.

         Notices required herein shall be sent to the following addresses:

             If to Mills:                       Opry Mills, L.L.C.
                                                c/o The Mills Corporation
                                                1300 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 400
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                                                Arlington, Virginia 22209
                                                Attention: Thomas E. Frost, Esq.
                                                Fax: (703) 526-5198

             If to OAI:                         Opryland Attractions, Inc.
                                                1 Gaylord Drive
                                                Nashville, TN 37214
                                                Attention: Joe Crace, 
                                                  Senior Vice President
                                                Fax: (615) 316-6570

             with a courtesy copy to:           Thomas Sherrard, Esq.
                                                Sherrard & Roe, PLC
                                                424 Church Street, Suite 2000
                                                Nashville, Tennessee 37219
                                                Fax: (615) 742-4539

             If to TMLP:                        The Mills Limited Partnership
                                                c/o The Mills Corporation
                                                1300 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 400
                                                Arlington, Virginia 22209
                                                Attention: Thomas E. Frost, Esq.
                                                Fax: (703) 526-5198

         14.13    MANAGING GENERAL PARTNER AS ATTORNEY-IN-FACT FOR LIMITED
         PARTNERS.

                  14.13(a) Each of the Limited Partners hereby appoints, and
each newly admitted or substitute Limited Partner, by being admitted to the
Partnership, automatically appoints the Managing General Partner or any
substitute successor managing general partner for the Managing General Partner,
as its true and lawful attorney-in-fact to execute such amendments to this
Agreement and the Certificate and other instruments and to do such other acts as
may be required in the conduct of the Partnership business, consistent with the
provisions of this Agreement and authorized by the Managing General Partner to
reflect, among other things, any of the following:

                           (i)   a change in the name of the Partnership or in
         the principal office or the resident agent of the Partnership;

                           (ii)  the conversion of a General Partner Partnership
         Interest into a Limited Partner Partnership Interest, or the admission
         of a General Partner pursuant to any of the provisions of Article XI
         hereof;

                           (iii) the substitution of successor General Partners
         or Limited Partners pursuant to the provisions of Article XI hereof, or
         by unanimous Consent of all Partners;

                           (iv)  the correction or clarification of any 



         scrivener's error in this Agreement or the Certificate;

                           (v)   the execution and filing by the Partnership of
         any statement, amendment or other document required to be filed for
         record under any provision of the Act;

                           (vi)  any amendment to this Agreement or the
         Certificate which amendment is approved by the Partners or is required
         by the Act or any other
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         applicable state or federal law to conform the Agreement and/or the
         Certificate to any requirements of the Act or any other applicable
         state or federal law; or

                           (vii) The amendment of Exhibit A hereto pursuant to
         the terms and conditions of this Agreement.

                  14.13(b) The appointment of the attorneys pursuant to this
Section 14.13 shall be irrevocable and coupled with an interest, and shall
survive the disability of any Limited Partner.

         14.14    COUNTERPARTS AND EFFECTIVENESS.

         This Agreement may be executed in two or more counterparts, each of
which shall be deemed an original but all of which together shall constitute one
and the same instrument and may be executed and delivered by facsimile
transmission with each party executing the agreement (or a counterpart thereto)
and delivering such executed document by facsimile transmission with the
original to follow by actual delivery. The parties hereto intend to be legally
bound and obligated by this Agreement effective immediately upon the delivery of
any such facsimile transmission.

                      [SIGNATURES BEGIN ON FOLLOWING PAGE]
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         IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have hereunto affixed their
signatures as of the day and year first above written.

                           MILLS:      OPRY MILLS, L.L.C.

                                       By:      The Mills Limited Partnership,
                                                Its Manager

                                       By:      The Mills Corporation,
                                                Its General Partner

                                       By:      /s/ Laurence C. Siegel
                                                ------------------------------
                                       Name:    Laurence C. Siegel



                           OAI:        OPRYLAND ATTRACTIONS, INC.

                                       By:      /s/ Terry E. London
                                                ------------------------------
                                       Name:    Terry E. London
                                       Title:   President & Chief Executive 
                                                  Officer

                           TMLP:       THE MILLS LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

                                       By:      The Mills Corporation
                                                its general partner

                                       By:      /s/ Laurence C. Siegel
                                                ------------------------------
                                       Name:    Laurence C. Siegel

          [SIGNATURE PAGE TO OPRY MILLS LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT]
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                         OPRY MILLS LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

                                  EXHIBIT A TO
                          LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT

                              SCHEDULE OF PARTNERS

NAME AND ADDRESS                                 PARTNERSHIP INTEREST

                                                      
GENERAL PARTNERS:

Opry Mills, L.L.C.                                      1.00%
c/o The Mills Corporation
1300 Wilson Boulevard
Suite 400
Arlington, Virginia 22209

Opryland Attractions, Inc.                              1.00%
1 Gaylord Drive
Nashville, TN 37214

LIMITED PARTNERS:

The Mills Limited Partnership                          65.67%
c/o The Mills Corporation
1300 Wilson Boulevard
Suite 400
Arlington, Virginia 22209

Opryland Attractions, Inc.                             32.33%
1 Gaylord Drive
Nashville, TN 37214
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                                                                    EXHIBIT 10.2

                       (1) BRITISH TELECOMMUNICATIONS PLC

                       (2) COUNTRY MUSIC TELEVISION, INC.

              -----------------------------------------------------
                                 CONTRACT FOR A

                            SPACE SEGMENT SERVICE ON

                        THE EUTELSAT HOTBIRD 3 SATELLITE

              -----------------------------------------------------
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7.       Alternative Facilities
8.       Credits
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10.      Termination by the Customer
11.      Termination by BT
12.      Effect of Termination
13.      Suspension by BT
14.      Use and Assignment
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Schedule 2: The Facilities

            Annex 1: Widebeam Transmit Service Area
            Annex 2: Widebeam Transmit Service Area (map)
            Annex 3: Superbeam Transmit Service Area
            Annex 4: Superbeam Transmit Service Area (map)
            Annex 5: Satellite Receive Service Area
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Schedule 3: Compliance with Procedures

Schedule 4: Operational Procedures

Schedule 5: Services Permissable by Space Segment Operator

Schedule 6: Space Segment Operator Termination Policy

Exhibit I:  Hot Bird 3 Characteristics
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         THIS CONTRACT is made April 25, 1995                  

         BETWEEN

         (1)      BRITISH TELECOMMUNICATIONS public limited company whose
                  registered office is at BT Centre, 81 Newgate Street, London,
                  EC1A 7AJ, registered in England No 1800000 ("BT")

         AND

         (2)      COUNTRY MUSIC TELEVISION, INC., a Tennessee corporation No.84
                  - 0922527 of at 2806 Opryland Drive Nashville, TN 37214, USA
                  ("the Customer").

         INTRODUCTION

         A        The Customer is in the business of transmitting a television
                  service and requires facilities to enable it to transmit the
                  service by means of satellite to various receive points; and

         B        BT has agreed to provide the Service (defined below) to the
                  Customer on the terms and conditions of this Contract.

         IT IS AGREED AS FOLLOWS:

         1.       Definitions and Interpretation

         1.1      In this Contract, unless otherwise specifically provided or
                  required by the context, the following expressions will have



                  the following meanings:

                  CHARGE                   the charge set out in Clause 5;

                  CONTRACT                 the Clauses of the Contract together
                                           with the Schedules set out on the
                                           contents page above;

                  DEPOSIT                  means the payment of US$300,000 set
                                           out in Clause 5.8;

                  THE DUE DATE             (a)  for the first month the 
                                                Operational Service Date;
                                                and
                                           (b)  for each succeeding month during
                                                the Contract. the first day in
                                                the month;

                  EXPIRY DATE              the date set out in Schedule 1 when
                                           the Contract expires;

                  FACILITIES               capacity in the Satellite and
                                           described in Schedule 2;

                  FORCE MAJEURE            is defined in Clause 15;
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                  LICENCE                  any licence granted, or having effect
                                           as if granted, to BT under the
                                           Telecommunications Act 1984 or any
                                           replacement of that Act, including
                                           any amendment to such licence;

                  OPERATIONAL SERVICE      the date set out in Schedule 1 on
                                           which the Service 

                  DATE OR OSD              commences;

                  RENEWAL PERIOD           The period (set out in Schedule 1)
                                           during which negotiations for renewal
                                           of the Contract in accordance with
                                           Clause 4 may take place;

                  SATELLITE                the satellite referred to in 
                                           Schedule 1;

                  SERVICE                  the provision by BT of the 
                                           Facilities;

                  SPACE SEGMENT OPERATOR   the owner, operator and maintainer of
                                           the Facilities who is named in
                                           Schedule 1;

                  TELEVISION SERVICE       the television programmes comprising
                                           video and associated audio channels
                                           (and teletext with associated utility
                                           data channels if appropriate) 
                                           conveyed by the Uplink Signals;

                  TERMINATION DATE         the date that termination is 
                                           effective;

                  TERMINATION PAYMENT      is the payment for early termination
                                           as described in Clause 12;



                  TRANSMISSION PERIOD      the hours set out in Schedule I
                                           during which the Facilities are
                                           available for transmission of the
                                           Television Service;

                  TRANSMISSION PLAN        a technical description agreed
                                           between the Customer and BT and
                                           submitted by BT for approval by the
                                           Space Segment Operator detailing the
                                           usage and technical parameters of all
                                           Uplink Signals to be transmitted via
                                           the Facilities;
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                  UNAVAILABILITY           is defined in Clause 6;

                  UPLINK ANTENNA           capacity in a transmitting earth 
                                           terminal used by the Customer to send
                                           the Uplink Signals to the Satellite;

                  UPLINK SIGNALS           electronically generated carriers
                                           transmitted from the Uplink Antenna
                                           to the Facilities and in accordance
                                           with Schedule 3 as amended from time
                                           to time; and

                  YEAR                     any 12 months starting on the 
                                           Operational Service Date or any
                                           anniversary of the Operational 
                                           Service Date.

         1.2      Words in the singular include the plural and vice versa.
                  Clause headings are for the purpose of guidance only and will
                  not affect the construction or interpretation of this
                  Contract.

         2.       Provision of Service

         2.1      BT will provide the Service to the Customer in accordance with
                  the Transmission Plan during each Transmission Period from the
                  Operational Service Date to the Expiry Date on the basis set
                  out in this Clause 2.
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         2.2      The Customer shall be responsible for providing the Television
                  Service and shall arrange for its transmission by means of
                  Uplink Signals by an Uplink Antenna to the Satellite.

         2.3      The Customer must ensure that the Uplink Signals comply with
                  Schedule 3, 50 that they do not cause any damage, loss or
                  interference to the Facilities or to other services using the
                  Facilities.

         2.4      BT will provide, and the Customer must use, the Facilities in
                  accordance with the operating procedures and policy of the
                  Space Segment Operator. Such policy may be amended from time
                  to time and includes (amongst other matters) policy on
                  Permitted Use as shown in Schedule 5.

         2.5      At BT's request, the Customer will provide information to
                  enable BT to compile the Transmission Plan. BT will submit the



                  Transmission Plan to the Space Segment Operator and will use
                  its reasonable endeavours to obtain the Space Segment
                  Operator's approval. The Customer will (if requested by BT)
                  assist BT in obtaining that approval.

         2.6      The Customer will keep BT informed of the hours during the
                  transmission Period during which the Television Service is
                  actually being transmitted and of any changes to these times.
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         2.7      The Customer will be responsible for the content of the
                  Television Service, even if the Customer is not the creator of
                  the material comprised in the Television Service.

         2.8      The Customer is responsible for obtaining all necessary
                  consents from relevant authorities in, and must observe the
                  applicable laws of any country where the Television Service is
                  to be transmitted or received.

         2.9      When using the Service the Customer must:

                  2.9.1    comply, in the UK, with any applicable obligations
                           under the Broadcasting Act 1990 and the Independent
                           Television Commission Code of Practice (including any
                           successor legislation or code) and with any other
                           appropriate laws and regulations in any other
                           country; and
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                  2.9.2    in addition not use, or permit any other person to
                           use, the Service contrary to any applicable mandatory
                           rules or guidelines or for sending any message or
                           communication which is offensive, abusive or of an
                           indecent obscene or menacing character in violation
                           of Clause 2.9.1 above.

         2.10     Use of the Service in contravention of Clauses 2.8 or 2.9 is a
                  breach of contract by the Customer. If in BT's reasonable
                  opinion BT is potentially exposed to civil or criminal
                  liability, or other type of action likely to be taken by any
                  competent regulatory authority, BT may suspend the Service
                  under Clause 13. Without prejudice to Clause 13.1.3, BT and
                  the Customer shall enter into consultation with a view to
                  remedying the breach which gives rise to BT's right to suspend
                  Service so that suspension of the Service is a last resort.

         2.11     This Contract is subject to the continuing right of BT and the
                  Space Segment Operator to provide the Service. If at any time
                  such right is withdrawn or terminated by any competent
                  authority then this Contract will terminate automatically upon
                  the expiry of three months from the date of withdrawal or
                  termination, unless:

                  2.11.1   alternative facilities can be obtained within that
                           period under Clause 7; or

                  2.11.2   the Contract has already been terminated; or

                  2.11.3   the foregoing notwithstanding BT shall make
                           reasonable efforts to maintain or defend its rights
                           to maintain the Service as contemplated herein.



         2.12     If the OSD does not occur on or before the 1st January 1998
                  then the Customer may terminate this Contract upon thirty days
                  written notice to BT.

         2.13     Notwithstanding the provisions contained herein, the terms of
                  Exhibit I are attached hereto and incorporated by reference
                  herein.

         3.       Uplink Antenna and Uplink Signals

         3.1      The Customer agrees to comply with the Space Segment
                  Operator's operating procedures and rules applying from time
                  to time, and in particular agrees that the Uplink Signals
                  shall comply with the Transmission Plan approved by the Space
                  Segment Operator.

         3.2      The Customer may transmit the Uplink Signals to the Satellite
                  from anywhere within the Satellite Receive Service Area as
                  illustrated in Annex 5 provided that:

                  3.2.1    any Uplink Antenna is approved by and registered with
                           the Space Segment Operator and operated in accordance
                           with the parameters in Schedule 2; and

                  3.2.2    the Customer agrees to indemnify BT against any
                           actions, proceedings, claims or demands for loss or
                           damages brought or threatened against BT by a third
                           party which is in any way connected with the
                           Customer's use of an Uplink Antenna not provided by
                           BT
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4.       Renewal of this Contract

         4.1      Before the start of the Renewal Period, the Customer may give
                  written notice to BT requesting the renewal of this Contract.
                  BT will grant a renewal, on terms and conditions to be
                  negotiated, if:

         4.1.1    this Contract has not been terminated with effect from the
                  Expiry Date or earlier; and

         4.1.2    BT is able to contract for the facilities or other suitable
                  space segment facilities from the Space Segment Operator
                  (which BT will use reasonable endeavours to obtain).

         4.2      BT reserves the right not to re-negotiate under Clause 4.1 if
                  the Customer is in breach of this Contract.

         4.3      If BT does not receive notice under Clause 4.1 BT is not
                  restricted or precluded from using the Facilities for any
                  purpose after the Expiry Date, nor from negotiating with any
                  other potential customer for the Facilities during the Renewal
                  Period.

         4.4      If the Customer does give notice to BT under Clause 4.1 above
                  but the parties are unable to reach agreement before the end
                  of the Renewal Period on any new terms, conditions and
                  charges, then after the Renewal Period (or sooner if the
                  parties agree that they are unable to reach agreement) BT may
                  offer to provide (for commencement of service after the Expiry
                  Date) services via the Facilities to any third party.

         5.       The Char~e for the Service

         5.1      The Customer agrees to pay BT's annual Charge for the
                  provision of the Service for the duration of this Contract.
                  The Charge for the Service is stated in Schedule 1.



         5.2      The Customer will pay the Charge in advance on the Due Date by
                  the method, and into the account at the bank, stated in
                  Schedule 1. Payments will be in equal monthly instalments
                  except for the first and last payments which will be
                  calculated on a pro-rata basis by BT.

         5.3      If BT does not receive any payment of the Charge in full, or
                  any agreed installment, (together with payment of VAT or other
                  taxes as appropriate) within 30 days of the Due Date for
                  payment, BT may charge interest upon the sum outstanding from
                  the Due Date at 4 per cent per annum above the base lending
                  rate of Midland Bank P.C..

                  Interest will accrue on a daily basis, will be compounded on a
                  monthly basis and will be computed on the basis of actual days
                  and of a 365 day year. The foregoing notwithstanding, Customer
                  shall not be liable for interest or other taxes or penalties
                  related to Customer's withholding of payment due to the
                  performance of BT hereunder. Such withholding by the Customer
                  shall be only in good faith and only for adjustment reasonably
                  due.

         5.4      The Charge and any other sums payable are exclusive of United
                  Kingdom Value Added Tax and other local taxes or value added
                  taxes. Invoices payable under this Contract are subject to the
                  addition of VAT or other taxes where appropriate.
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         5.5      The Customer will pay the Charge (less any credits calculated
                  by BT under Clause 9.2) and any other sums payable under the
                  Contract without set off, counter claim or other deductions.
                  Any sum falling due on a day which is not a business day will
                  be payable on the immediately preceding business day. For the
                  purposes of this Clause, a business day is any day which is a
                  legal business day in London.

         5.6      BT will issue invoices to the Customer but the Customer's
                  obligation to pay will not depend on prior receipt of an
                  invoice.

         5.7      The Customer will remain liable for all Charges due or to
                  become due for Service provided during any period in which the
                  Customer fails to comply with any provision of this Contract.

         5.8      Upon signature of the Contract, the Customer agrees to pay BT
                  the Deposit of US$300,000. The Deposit will be off-set against
                  the initial monthly payments of the Charge payable to BT.

         6.       Unavailabilitv of the Service

         6.1      The Service will be regarded as Unavailable during the
                  Transmission Period in the following circumstances:

         6.1.1    failure of the Facilities or their degradation below the
                  parameters set out in Schedule 2; or

         6.1.2    if the Service cannot be provided because of an event of Force
                  Majeure; and "Unavailable" and "Unavailability" will be
                  construed accordingly.

         6.2      Any loss of Service caused by the act or omission of, or a
                  request by, the Customer its employees, agents or contractors
                  will not be counted as Unavailability.

         6.3      The Service will not be Unavailable:

                  6.3.1    during any periods when the Customer is unable to
                           access the Satellite due to failure or fault in the



                           Uplink Antenna;

                  6.3.2    during any period when the Customer fails to generate
                           the Uplink Signals; or

                  6.3.3    while suspended under Clause 13.

         6.4      Periods of Unavailability will be recorded in accordance with
                  Schedule 4. Such periods will be measured from the time such
                  Unavailability is reported to BT (and confirmed by BT's
                  operations staff) or such other time (if earlier) when the
                  Unavailability becomes known to BT. Unavailability will
                  continue until the time the Service is restored to the
                  standard specified in Schedule 2 or as otherwise agreed in
                  writing between the parties.
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         7.       Alternative Facilities

         7.1      If the Service has been Unavailable during a Transmission
                  Period for:

                  7.1.1    a continuous period of 8 hours; or

                  7.1.2    sooner if in BT's reasonable judgement the
                           Unavailability is unlikely to be remedied within that
                           period,

                  BT will consult with the Customer and use reasonable
                  endeavours to identify alternative facilities.

         7.2      After written approval from the Customer of any identified
                  alternative facilities, BT will make the alternative
                  facilities available to the Customer while the Service is
                  Unavailable. The Customer shall continue to pay the Charge
                  while the alternative facilities are provided.

         7.3      BT will bear the cost of providing the alternative facilities
                  up to the daily amount stated in Schedule I and the Customer
                  will bear the rest of the costs in addition to the Charge.

         8.       Credits

         8.1      Subject to Clause 8.3, the Customer will receive credit
                  calculated as provided in Schedule I for any continuous
                  periods of Unavailability lasting one minute or more.

         8.2      The calculation of credit under in Clause 8.1 above will be
                  carried out for each calendar month of this Contract. BT will
                  allow an appropriate credit to the Customer in the next but
                  one monthly invoice and the Customer will pay the invoice for
                  that month's portion of the Charge reduced by the amount of
                  the credit. Where any credit becomes due to the Customer for
                  the penultimate or the last month of the term of this Contract
                  BT will pay to the Customer an amount equal to such credit on
                  or before the last day of the month immediately following that
                  last month.

         8.3      For the avoidance of doubt credit will not be given under this
                  Clause 8 for:

                  8.3.1    periods of Unavailability while alternative
                           facilities are being provided to the Customer;

                  8.3.2    periods when Service is not being provided due
                           directly or indirectly to the act or omission OF, or
                           request by, the Customer or any of its employees,
                           agents or contractors;



                  8.3.3    periods when Service is not being provided due to sun
                           outage or adverse weather conditions; or

                  8.3.4    periods during which the Service is suspended
                           pursuant to Clause 13 of this Contract.
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         8.4      Allowance of credits by BT under this Contract shall be in
                  full and final settlement of any claim resulting from any
                  period of Unavailability.

         9.       Information

         9.1      BT will, as far as is practical, keep the Customer informed
                  of:

                  9.1.1    the plans, practices and policies of the Space
                           Segment Operator to the extent that they may
                           adversely affect the provision of the Service; and

                  9.1.2    any changes in the operating characteristics of the
                           Satellite to the extent that such changes adversely
                           affect the provision of the Service.

         9.2      By the fifteenth day of each calendar month, for the duration
                  of this Contract, BT will deliver to the Customer a summary of
                  any periods of Unavailability occurring during the immediately
                  preceding month. Such summary will include the times and
                  duration of such periods and will describe the reason for such
                  Unavailability.

         9.3      The obligations of BT under this Clause 9 relate only to such
                  information as is in BT's possession (or which BT can
                  reasonably obtain) and which BT can reveal without being in
                  breach of any duty to a third party. The Customer will comply
                  with all BT's reasonable requirements which it notifies to the
                  Customer for protecting the confidentiality of such
                  information.

         10.      Termination by the Customer

         10.1     The Customer may terminate this Contract before the Expiry
                  Date for Unavailability of the Facilities, immediately by
                  written notice to BT:

                  10.1.1   after the Service has been Unavailable for a single
                           continuous period of 30 days or sooner if BT is able
                           to secure more advantageous provisions relating to
                           unavailability of the Facilities from the Space
                           Segment Operator: or

                  10.1.2   sooner when it is agreed by both parties that the
                           Unavailability will continue for longer than 30 days
                           from the day it started and alternative facilities
                           will not be provided within that 30 day period.

         10.2     The Customer may terminate this Contract or renegotiate its
                  terms and conditions before the Expiry Date for intermittent
                  Unavailability of the Facilities, by 30 days prior written
                  notice to BT if there have been 20 or more periods of
                  Unavailability of at least 15 minutes duration between the
                  hours of 18.00 CET and 01:00 CET ("Interruptions") in any 90
                  day period or less if BT is able to secure more advantageous
                  provisions relating to such Interruptions from the Space
                  Segment Operator.

         For the purposes of this clause any number of Interruptions that occur



         in any one 7 hour period between 18.00 CET and 01.00 CET shall count as
         one Interruption only.
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         Interruptions relate to the technical performance of the Facilities
         only and external causes are excluded.

         Periods where the parties have agreed on alternative facilities meeting
         the Customer's requirements and those alternative facilities are
         provided through the Space Segment Operator under Clause 7 then such
         periods will not be counted for the purposes of this Clause 10.1. if BT
         offers other alternative facilities under a separate agreement these
         can be accepted by the Customer without prejudice to the Customer's
         right to terminate this Contract in accordance with Clause 10.1.

         10.3     The Customer may terminate this Contract before the Expiry
                  Date by written notice to BT if BT commits a substantial
                  breach of this Contract (other than matters provided for in
                  lO.l and 10.2):

                  10.3.1   if the breach of Contract is capable of remedy, and
                           BT fails to remedy the breach within 30 days after
                           receipt of written notice to do so; or

                  10.3.2   if it is not possible to remedy the breach.

         10.4     The Customer may terminate this Contract before the Expiry
                  Date by written notice to BT if BT is the subject of a
                  bankruptcy order or becomes insolvent or makes any arrangement
                  or composition with or assignment for the benefit of its
                  creditors or goes into liquidation, either voluntary
                  (otherwise than for reconstruction or amalgamation) or
                  compulsory, or if a receiver or administrator is appointed
                  over its assets.

         10.5     The Customer shall be entitled to terminate this Contract
                  prior to the Expiry Date subject to giving BT 12 months prior
                  written notice and payment of the Termination Payment
                  calculated in accordance with Schedule 6. For the avoidance of
                  doubt, where the Customer exercises this right of termination,
                  then the element of the Termination Payment described in
                  section 1(i) of Schedule 6 shall be payable within 30 days of
                  delivery of the notice of termination to BT and the Charge for
                  the Service during the 12 month notice period shall be
                  increased to the total amount calculated in accordance with
                  section 1 (ii) of Schedule 6 and shall be paid in accordance
                  with Clause 5 of this Contract.

         11.      Termination by BT

         11.1     BT may immediately terminate this Contract by written notice
                  to the Customer if the Space Segment Operator gives written
                  notification to BT that the Facilities have become permanently
                  unavailable. Upon such termination BT will advise the Customer
                  of the availability, if any, of alternative facilities and
                  will use reasonable endeavours to arrange for the provision of
                  alternative facilities on terms to be agreed.

         11.2     BT may (without prejudice to any other right or remedy)
                  without notice summarily terminate this Contract if BT does
                  not receive any payment and interest due on it within 30 days
                  of the Due Date and the Customer fails to remedy failure to
                  pay within 30 days of receipt of written notice requiring it
                  to do so.
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         11.3     BT may terminate this Contract before the Expiry Date by
                  written notice to the Customer if the Customer commits a
                  substantial breach of this Contract (other than matters
                  provided for in Clause 11.2):

                  11.3.1   if the breach of Contract is capable of remedy, and
                           the Customer fails to remedy the breach within 30
                           days after receipt of written notice to do so; or

                  11.3.2   if it is not possible to remedy the breach.

         11.4     BT may terminate this Contract before the Expiry Date by
                  written notice to the Customer if the Customer is the subject
                  of a bankruptcy order or becomes insolvent or makes any
                  arrangement or composition with or assignment for the benefit
                  of its creditors or goes into liquidation, either voluntary
                  (otherwise than for reconstruction or amalgamation) or
                  compulsory, or if a receiver or administrator is appointed
                  over its assets.

         12.      Effect of Termination

         12.1     Termination or expiry of this Contract will be without
                  prejudice to the rights and liabilities of either BT or the
                  Customer which may accrue on or up to the Termination Date.

         12.2     In addition where BT terminates this Contract under Clause 11
                  (excluding 11.1) or where the Customer purports to terminate
                  before the Expiry Date (other than under Clause 10), the
                  Customer shall pay an early termination payment ("the
                  Termination Payment") calculated in accordance with Schedule
                  6.

         12.3     The Customer must pay the Termination Payment to BT within 30
                  days of either:

                  12.3.1   the Termination Date; or

                  12.3.2   if later, the date on which the Customer receives
                           from BT written notice of the amount of the
                           Termination Payment.

                  Interest calculated in accordance with Clause 5.3 may also be
                  charged upon payments of the Termination Payment which are not
                  made by the Customer within the timescales set out above.

         12.4     Where after termination of this Contract and payment by the
                  Customer of the Termination Payment BT secures another
                  Customer or Customers (which BT shall use reasonable
                  endeavours to do) for the service using the Facilities for the
                  12 month period immediately following the date of such
                  termination, BT shall pay to the Customer an equivalent amount
                  to all such monies as BT receives thereunder in respect of
                  such services during the 12 month period up to an amount equal
                  to the element of the Termination Payment applying for that 12
                  month period less all reasonable costs incurred by BT in
                  effecting such use of the Facilities.
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         12.5     Where the Termination Payment calculated in accordance with
                  Schedule 6 is greater than the sum that would otherwise be
                  payable in respect of the unexpired term of the Contract at
                  the Termination Date, then the Termination Payment shall be an
                  amount equivalent to all such sums that would be payable in
                  respect of the period of the Contract from the Termination



                  Date to the Expiry Date.

                  At the Customer's election, the Customer may pay the
                  Termination Payment described in this Clause 12.5 either:

                  (i)      within 30 days of the later of the Termination Date
                           and the date on which BT provides written notice of
                           the amount of the Termination Payment;

                           or:

                  (ii)     monthly 100% of the Charges payable under this
                           Contract from the Termination Date to the Expiry
                           Date.

         12.6     Where the Customer pays the Termination Payment in accordance
                  with Clause 12.5(i) the Termination Payment shall be
                  discounted by the Interbank rate quoted by Barclays Bank P.C.
                  London at 11.00am on the last business day of the preceding
                  month for the three month time deposits in the Euro-Currency
                  market applying to ECUs calculated for the period between the
                  Termination Date and the Expiry Date.

         12.7     Where after termination of this Contract and payment by the
                  Customer of the Termination Payment as described in Clause
                  12.5 above BT secures another Customer or Customers (which BT
                  shall use reasonable endeavours to do) for the service using
                  the Facilities for the balance of the period between the
                  Termination Date and the Expiry Date, BT shall pay to the
                  Customer an equivalent amount to all such monies as BT
                  receives thereunder in respect of such services during that
                  period up to an amount equal to the Termination Payment less
                  all reasonable costs incurred by BT in effecting such use of
                  the Facilities.

         13.      Suspension by BT

         13.1     BT may (without prejudice to any other right or remedy)
                  suspend the Service:

                  13.1.1   by seven days written notice if BT does not receive
                           any payment within 30 days of the Due Date together
                           with any interest due;

                  13.1.2   immediately by written notice if the Customer commits
                           a substantial breach of this Contract; or

                  13.1.3   immediately by written notice if any of the events
                           which are grounds for suspension under Clause 2.10
                           occurs.

                  Suspension will continue until the grounds for suspension are
                  removed to BT's reasonable satisfaction or BT terminates the
                  Contract.
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         13.2     The Customer remains liable to pay the Charges for any period
                  of suspension except where pursuant to Clause 13.1.3.

         14.      Use and Assignment

         14.1     The Customer may assign any rights or obligations under the
                  Contract only with the prior written consent of BT (such
                  consent not to be unreasonably withheld). A change in the
                  ownership or control of the Customer or its business or of a
                  substantial part of the Customer's assets will also constitute
                  an assignment.

         14.2     If the Customer wishes to permit a third party to use part of
                  the Service then the Customer must notify BT in advance of



                  that party's name and the proposed extent of their use of the
                  Service. The Customer remains responsible under the Contract
                  for the use of the Service and will ensure that the third
                  party is aware of and complies with the provisions of the
                  Contract. Notification to BT does not imply any approval by BT
                  of the third party or its proposed usage nor does it prejudice
                  any of the Customer's obligations or BT's rights under the
                  Contract.

         15.      Force Majeure

         15.1     If either BT or the Customer is unable to perform any
                  obligation under this Contract because of a matter beyond its
                  reasonable control such as lightning, flood, exceptionally
                  severe weather, fire, explosion, war, civil disorder,
                  industrial disputes (whether or not involving their
                  employees), sun outage, satellite or launch failure or acts of
                  local or central Government or other competent authorities it
                  will have no liability to the other party.

         15.2     In addition BT will not be liable for any breach of this
                  Contract directly or indirectly occasioned by or resulting
                  from:

                  15.2.1   compliance with the Licence; or

                  15.2.2   regulatory action taken by any relevant regulatory
                           authority not brought about by the acts or omissions
                           of BT under this Contract

         15.3     A party affected by Force Majeure must promptly give written
                  notice to the other party:

                  15.3.1   on commencement; and

                  15.3.2   on cessation of the Force Majeure event.
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16.      Limitation of Liability

16.1     BT's duty in performing any obligation under this contract is only to
         exercise the reasonable skill and care of a competent
         telecommunications service provider.
 
16.2     BT accepts liability under this Contract only to the extent state&in 
         the Contract.

16.3     BT does not exclude or restrict its liability for death or personal
         injury resulting from BT's negligence.

16.4     BT's liability to the Customer in contract, tort (including negligence)
         or otherwise in relation to this Contract is limited to (pound)1
         million for any one incident or series of related incidents and to
         (pound)2 million for all incidents in any period of 12 months.

16.5     BT is not liable to the Customer, either in contract, tort (including
         negligence) or otherwise for loss (whether direct or indirect) of
         profits, business or anticipated savings, or for any indirect or
         consequential loss or damage whatever.

16.6     Each provision of this Clause 16 limiting or excluding liability
         operates separately. If any part is held unreasonable or inapplicable
         the other parts shall continue to apply.

17.      Indemnity

17.1     Subject to Clause 16, each party ("the First Party") shall indemnify
         the other against any actions, proceedings, claims or demands for loss
         or damages including death or personal injury in any way connected with



         this Contract brought or threatened against the other by a third party
         arising out of or caused by the negligence or willful misconduct of the
         First Party, its employees or agents.

17.2     Without prejudice to the generality of Clause 17.1 the Customer must
         indemnify BT in the event of:

         17.2.1 actual or alleged libel, slander, invasion of privacy or 
                infringement of copyright;

         17.2.2 actual or alleged infringement of intellectual property rights 
                arising from use of the Service with facilities or
                services, apparatus or systems not provided by BT for use with
                the Service;

         17.2.3 use of the Service contrary to the provisions of this Contract;

         17.2.4 claims relating to the quality or contents of the Television 
                Service;
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         17.2.5 claims relating to any actual or alleged failure, not caused
                by BT, to meet an obligation to any person to transmit the
                Television Service; or

         17.2.6 any actions, proceedings, claims or demands connected with
                the Service which are brought or threatened against due to BT
                acting in accordance with the instructions of the Customer.

17.3     BT will promptly notify the Customer of any claim to which the 
         indemnity in this Clause 17 relates and will:

         17.3.1 make no admission without the Customer's consent;

         17.3.2 allow the Customer to conduct any proceedings or settle any
                claims in each case at the expense of the Customer and must do
                so at BT's written request; and

         17.3.3 give to the Customer at the cost and expense of the Customer 
                reasonable assistance in connection with such proceedings.

 18. Notices

     18.1   Notices given under this Contract will be in writing and will be 
            sent to the address of the Customer and BT as specified below.

            If to Customer:

            David Hall
            President
            Country Music Television, Inc.
            2806 Opryland Drive
            Nashville, TN 37214
            Telephone: 1-615-871-6951
            Fax: 1-615-871-7608

            With copies to:

            Mary Healy
            Director of International Operations
            Country Music Television, Inc.
            2806 Opryland Drive
            Nashville, TN 37214
            Telephone: 1-615-871-6988 
            Fax: 1-615-871-6944

            David Macaione, Esq.
            Corporate Legal Services



            Gaylord Entertainment
            2806 Opryland Drive
            Nashville, TN 37214
            Telephone: 1-615-871-7994 
            Fax: 1-615-871-5875
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            If to BT:

            Group Business Manager
            BT Broadcast Services
            2nd Floor
            125 Shaftesbury Avenue
            London
            WC2H 8BE
            Fax:  0171 406 6028

     18.2   All notices will be delivered by hand or sent by telex, facsimile
            or, in the United Kingdom, by registered post or by recorded 
            delivery, and outside of the United Kingdom by registered airmail
            letter. All notices will be deemed to have been received when 
            delivered by hand or on the date on which they would be received
            in the normal course of posting (if posted) or when the proper
            answerback code or confirmation is received by the sender if sent
            by telex or facsimile.

19.  Confidentiality

     19.1   BT and the Customer will keep in confidence any information of a 
            confidential nature obtained under this Contract and will not 
            divulge it to any person (other than their employees who need to
            know the information and subject to their employer making them fully
            aware of and causing them to comply with the provisions of this 
            Clause) without the consent of the other party.

     19.2   Clause 19.1 will not apply to:

            19.2.1   information in the public domain otherwise than in breach 
                     of this Contract;

            19.2.2   information in the possession of the receiving party prior 
                     to its disclosure to them under the terms of this Contract;

            19.2.3  information obtained from a third party who is free to 
                    divulge it;

            19.2.4   information which is independently developed by the 
                     receiving party without any breach of confidentiality under
                     this Contract or otherwise; or

            19.2.5   the disclosure of information as required by a court of law
                     or other competent authority.

20.    Variations and Amendments

                                       20
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     20.1   No variation, amendment or change to this Contract will be effective
            unless contained in a document agreed by the parties and signed by 
            their authorized representatives.



     20.2   If the Customer wishes BT to modify the Service it must notify BT 
            in writing. If the proposed modification is acceptable to BT
            (such acceptance not to be unreasonably withheld) the parties will
            negotiate the applicable terms and conditions in good faith.

21.  No Partnership

            Nothing in this Contract will give rise to any partnership between 
            BT and the Customer.

22.  Severability

            Any part of this Contract which is determined illegal or invalid 
            will not affect the legality or validity of the remainder.

23.  Waiver

            If BT delays in acting upon a breach of Contract by the Customer
            that delay will not be regarded as a waiver of that breach. If BT
            waives a breach of the Contract by the Customer, that waiver is
            limited to the particular breach.

24.  Entire Agreement

            This Contract governs the provision of the Service to the Customer
            to the exclusion of all other written or verbal representations,
            statements, understandings, negotiations, proposals or agreements.

            In the event of conflict between the clauses of this Contract and 
            the Schedules, the Clauses will prevail.

25.  Proper Law and Jurisdiction

            This Contract will be governed and construed in accordance with 
            English law and the parties agree to submit to the exclusive
            jurisdiction of the English Courts.

26.  Security

             26.1    Notwithstanding any other provision of this Contract, the
                     performance
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                     by BT of this Contract is conditional upon the
                     Customer delivering to BT the Security referred to in
                     Schedule I. The Customer must procure delivery of the
                     Security to BT on or before signature of this Contract.

             26.2    The Security must be in a form acceptable to BT and must be
                     maintained to provide continuing direct obligation to BT by
                     the issuer of the Security of the amounts as specified in
                     Schedule I.

AS WITNESS THESE AGREEMENTS THE DULY AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PARTIES
HAVE SIGNED THIS CONTRACT ON THE DAY AND YEAR STATED ON PAGE 3 ABOVE.

             SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF THE COUNTRY MUSIC TELEVISION, INC.

             SIGNATURE
             DAVID HALL, PRESIDENT

             SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF BT SIGNATURE

             NAME AND TITLE
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                                   SCHEDULE 1
                          CUSTOMER AND CONTRACT DETAILS

     A.  SERVICE DEFINITION

         CHARGE               3.366 MECU for each 12 months from the OSD or
                              anniversary of the OSD, excluding VAT

         EXPIRY DATE          12 years after OSD

         FACILITIES           capacity in transponder [TBA] on the Eutelsat II 
                              "Hotbird 3" Satellite

         OSD                  1st March 1997 or, subject to Clause 2.12, other 
                              date announced by Eutelsat.

         RENEWAL PERIOD       39 months before the Expiry Date.

         SATELLITE            Hotbird 3

         SPACE SEGMENT
         OPERATOR             Eutelsat

         TRANSMISSION PERIOD  24 hours per day 

         UNAVAILABILITY CALCULATION

                                             ACS
                                                                     x QPF
                                  No. of hours/minutes of 
                               Service contracted for that year
                                      where:

                                      ACS  is the applicable Charge for the
                                           Service payable under this Contract;
                                           and
                                      QPF  is the duration of the qualifying
                                           period of failure in minutes.
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                          CONTRACT SPECIFIC INFORMATION

                          ADDRESS FOR NOTICES  Group Business Manager
                          to BT                BT Broadcast Services
                                               Room 2021
                                               125 Shaftesbury Avenue
                                               London WC2 H8BE
                                               Tel: +44 171 406 8941
                                               Fax: +44 171 406 6028

                          ADDRESS FOR NOTICES

                                               David Hall
                                               President
                                               Country Music Television, Inc.
                                               2806 Opryland Drive



                                               Nashville, TN 37214
                                               Tel: +1 615 871 6951
                                               Fax: +1 615 871 7608

                                               With copies to:

                                               Mary Healy
                                               Director of International 
                                               Operations
                                               Country Music Television, Inc.
                                               2806 Opryland Drive
                                               Nashville, TN 37214
                                               Tel: +1 615 871 6988
                                               Fax: +1 615 871 6944

                                               David Macaione, Esq.
                                               Corporate Legal Services
                                               Gaylord Entertainment
                                               2806 Opryland Drive
                                               Nashville, TN 37214
                                               Tel: +1 615 871 7994
                                               Fax: +1 615 871 5875

   ALTERNATIVE FACILITIES                      9,222 ECU per day
   SUM TO BE BORNE BY BT                       (Total payable = 9,222ECU x total
                                               days when alternative facilities
                                               provided)

   BT BANK DETAILS AND
   PAYMENT METHODS                             Payments made in foreign currency
                                               or from bank accounts outside the
                                               UK shall be made by Telegraphic
                                               transfer (SWIFT) to: National 
                                               Westminster
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                                               Batik, 41 Lothbury, London, EC2,
                                               Sort Code: 60-00-00, Account No.
                                               310-02-02510251.

  CUSTOMER SERVICE NUMBER                      TBA

  SECURITY                                     In a format acceptable to BT and 
                                               to the values set out in 
                                               Schedule 6.
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                                   SCHEDULE 6

                         TERMINATION PAYMENT CALCULATION

            1.   Subject to paragraph 2 below the Termination Payment for the 
                 Customer terminating this Contract after the Operational 
                 Service Date shall be calculated as follows:

                (i)  the difference between the sums in (a) and (b) below, 
                     reactualised at 12%

                     (a)   the total sums payable by BT to Eutelsat in respect
                           of BT's lease for the Facilities for the period from 
                           the OSD to the date of termination ("the Assumed
                           Lease Charge"); and

                     (b)   the sum which would have been payable by BT to
                           Butelsat for a lease term for the Facilities
                           commencing on the OSD and ending 12 months after the



                           date of termination of the Contract ("the Resultant 
                           Lease Char~e);

                 ADDED TO

                (ii) the Charge for one Year of Service plus an amount being the
                     difference between the Assumed Lease Charge pro-rata for 
                     one Year and the Resultant Lease Charge pro-rata for one
                     Year.

            2   The above method of calculation has been arrived at as a result
                of Eutelsat's current policy with regard to early termination of
                Hot Bird I leases. Eutelsat have yet to confirm the policy that
                will apply for early termination of Hot Bird 3 leases. If
                Eutelsat change their policy then BT shall have the right to
                change the above method of calculation.

            EXAMPLES OF TERMINATION PAYMENTS DUE AFTER THE OSD CALCULATED IN
            ACCORDANCE WITH PARAGRAPH 1 ABOVE ARE SHOWN BELOW FOR ILLUSTRATIVE
            PURPOSES ONLY. THE TERMINATION PAYMENT WILL BE FORMALLY ADVISED TO
            THE CUSTOMER BY BT AT THE TIME OF TERMINATION.

Termination at
Year end:
Element for 1.(i) above
Element for 1. (ii) above
Total Termination Payment
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           Year 2             2,550,000 ECU         4,486,000 ECU      7,036,000
      ECU           
           Year 4             4,619,000 ECU         4,266,000 ECU      8,885,000
      ECU
           Year 6             5,927,000 ECU         4,046,000 ECU
                                                               
9,973,000 Ecu All payments are exclusive of UK VAT.



          

<ARTICLE> 5
<LEGEND>
THIS SCHEDULE CONTAINS SUMMARY FINANCIAL INFORMATION EXTRACTED FROM THE
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF GAYLORD ENTERTAINMENT FOR THE THREE MONTHS ENDED MARCH
31, 1998 AND IS QUALIFIED IN ITS ENTIRETY BY REFERENCE TO SUCH FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS.
</LEGEND>
<MULTIPLIER> 1,000
       
                                     
<PERIOD-TYPE>                   3-MOS
<FISCAL-YEAR-END>                          DEC-31-1998
<PERIOD-START>                             JAN-01-1998
<PERIOD-END>                               MAR-31-1998
<CASH>                                           9,094
<SECURITIES>                                         0
<RECEIVABLES>                                   83,407
<ALLOWANCES>                                     4,271
<INVENTORY>                                     23,825
<CURRENT-ASSETS>                               146,179
<PP&E>                                         559,372
<DEPRECIATION>                                       0
<TOTAL-ASSETS>                               1,131,329
<CURRENT-LIABILITIES>                          100,558
<BONDS>                                        435,656
<PREFERRED-MANDATORY>                                0
<PREFERRED>                                          0
<COMMON>                                           328
<OTHER-SE>                                     510,667
<TOTAL-LIABILITY-AND-EQUITY>                 1,131,329
<SALES>                                        108,021
<TOTAL-REVENUES>                               108,021
<CGS>                                                0
<TOTAL-COSTS>                                  107,559
<OTHER-EXPENSES>                                     0
<LOSS-PROVISION>                                     0
<INTEREST-EXPENSE>                               6,896
<INCOME-PRETAX>                                  3,314
<INCOME-TAX>                                     1,275
<INCOME-CONTINUING>                              2,039
<DISCONTINUED>                                       0
<EXTRAORDINARY>                                      0
<CHANGES>                                            0
<NET-INCOME>                                     2,039
<EPS-PRIMARY>                                     0.06
<EPS-DILUTED>                                     0.06
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